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Abstract
Web services are autonomic software applications that provide specific
services on the Web and are accessible through standards-based protocols and
interfaces in order to ensure interoperability. Web services have gained immense
popularity due to the potential of dynamically composing multiple Web services
over the Internet into complex multi-organizational Business-to-Business and
Business-to-Consumer processes. The management of such composite processes,
however, poses a non-trivial problem in terms of cost and complexity due to
technology growth, increasing consumer demands for service quality, and the
varying Internet workload.
Based on a study of the state-of-the-art and a critical assessment of the
limitations of the existing solutions, we present the Comprehensive Service
Management Middleware (CSMM) framework to facilitate execution of the four
major tasks of client-side process management namely, service selection,
negotiation of Service Level Agreement (SLA), composition and execution of the
process, and monitoring and validation of SLAs. We also propose the
Negotiation Broker (NB) framework for automated intelligent agent-based
negotiation of Service Level Agreements (SLAs), and the Performance Monitor
(PM) framework for distributed client-side monitoring and verification of SLAs.

i

The NB expedites bilateral bargaining of SLAs in a trusted broker framework
with enhanced decision algorithms to enable consumer feedback during
negotiation. The PM presents a flexible and extensible trusted monitoring
solution, which enables faster error detection and recovery and automatic
creation of a reputation knowledge base.
We explain a scenario of autonomic process management using the CSMM.
We describe experiments using agent simulations on a prototype of the NB to
validate our proposed policy model for business level specification of negotiation
preferences, the mathematical policy mapping model, and the decision
algorithms for different consumer preferences. The optimality of the negotiation
results are illustrated by combined utility value of the negotiation outcomes for
both parties. The experiments conducted on the proof of concept prototype of the
PM show its viability, efficiency, and accuracy in distributed SLA monitoring
and verification because it does not include network performance. The CSMM
enables partial or complete automation of all the client-side management tasks to
leverage use of Web services in business processes.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Information systems and services today proliferate around the Internet
technology and the new generation of Web community. Web services offer yet
another technological breakthrough in terms of inter-operability, Internet-based
service provisioning, and ease of composing the fine granular autonomic services
into large cross-organizational business applications [3][22]. Web services
517H

518H

technology has evolved as a very important area of research because of its great
potential for replacing Enterprise Application Integration (EAI) [106] [124]
519H

520H

software with dynamic Business-to-Business (B2B) or Business-to-Consumer
(B2C) [53] integration over the Internet. The EAI applications had large
521H

development and maintenance overhead because of the complexity in
integrating software from different organizations and keeping the integration
up-to-date with its component software. Web services are loosely-coupled
autonomic software applications that are hosted and managed by the respective
business organization and offer a standard-based interface and protocol, which
allows the services to be consumed by other applications or services [99]. Thus
52H
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2

multiple Web services can be linked together to build business workflows 4 [51]
3F

523H

[52] that can span multiple organizations all over the globe. Web services follow
524H

specific standards to ensure interoperability and are perfect examples of Service
Oriented Computing (SOC) [31] where all applications are considered as services
52H

in a large distributed network.
The versatility of Web services comes at the cost of the complexity in
managing Web services and service-based 5 composite processes [22] [24]. The
4F

526H

527H

unpredictable workload of the Internet, a wide variety of users, and the security
and accessibility issues generally make management of Web-based systems a
challenging task [49] [137] [141]. The proliferation of systems’ complexity and the
528H

529H

530H

numerous configuration parameters make the problem worse. On top of that, the
complexity in provisioning and composing Web services to maintain satisfactory
quality in the performance of the business processes [10] makes the job of system
531H

administrators very difficult and challenging, if not impossible.
The term Quality of Service (QoS) [21] [30] [126] [131] is commonly used to
532H

53H

534H

53H

express the non-functional service attributes that define the expected quality of a
Web service such as reliability, response time, throughput and availability. The
service provider and the service consumer can negotiate the expected QoS and
lay out the terms of compensation when the required QoS is not provided in the
form of a contract, which is called the Service Level Agreements (SLAs) [20] [34]
536H

537H

[59] [127]. For increased consumer satisfaction in a progressively service-based
538H

539H

world where service reputation plays an important role in businesses [3], it is
540H

imperative that the QoS is met both on the service provider’s side and on the
service consumer’s side. A service consumer may use a single service or compose
a chain of services to create a business process, commonly called a composite
process [28] [32].
541H

542H

4 We use the words “workflow” and “process” interchangeably throughout the thesis to avoid the phrasing of “process of
building and managing service-based processes”.
5 The term “service-based” implicitly refers to “Web service-based” throughout this thesis unless otherwise specified
explicitly.
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Researchers are working on various aspects of Web service and service-based
process management. A lot of research effort [1] [16] [35] [39] is going into better
543H

54H

54H

546H

manage the server-side of the Web services so that the service providers can
provide different classes of services to different group of users [34], manage the
547H

workload better [70], monitor and reconfigure the various components of the
548H

server [27], provide for better access protection, and error recovery features to
549H

ensure that the SLAs are met.
On the client 6-side there are several areas that have drawn the attention of the
5F

research community. Different approaches to service selection have been
proposed [126] based on either the QoS goal of the overall process or the QoS
50H

and reputation of the individual services. A large effort is going into enabling
semantic matching of the functional and non-functional properties for service
selection, and formal specification of the composition of services for monitoring
and verification purposes. Negotiation of SLAs is another important area of
research [30] [48], which is closely associated with the research on monitoring
51H

52H

and verification of the SLAs both on the client and the server-side.
We present in this dissertation a novel middleware framework, the
Comprehensive Service Management Middleware (CSMM) [17] [138] for client53H

54H

side autonomic management of Web service-based processes, and thereby,
leverage the use of Web services in building dynamic business processes. We
also present the Performance Monitor (PM) [139] middleware and the
5H

Negotiation Broker (NB) [140] middleware, two of the four main modules of the
56H

CSMM. The PM provides broker services for automated client-side distributed
monitoring and validation of the Service Level Agreements (SLAs) of the
component Web services of a composite process. The NB provides services for
automated localized negotiation of SLAs between the service consumer and the
service provider.
6

The words “client” and “consumer” hold the same meaning throughout this dissertation, which indicate
the individual, party or application that invokes a service.
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We provide a simple example of service composition in this chapter and a
more elaborate example in the next chapter that demonstrate the usefulness and
applications of service compositions. Our proposed frameworks can serve a wide
range of consumers who prefer the agility to build their own service-based
composite processes and execute them. However, third party service providers
who provide services such as, making travel arrangements, online purchase of
commodities, and customer relationship management (CRM) for specific
organizations, can apply the framework more effectively to create and manage
personalized composite processes to meet specific requirements of different
category of customers based on their context and process requirements.

1.1 Motivation
Systems management is traditionally defined as the administration of
distributed systems and involves functions such as fault management,
configuration management, performance management, security and accounting.
The move to Service Oriented Architectures (SOA), and specifically to Web
service-based applications, is forcing a re-evaluation of this definition of
management. Applications can now be defined at runtime through the
composition of services, and this dynamic property of the workload means that
services must be adaptable [39].
57H

We can consider a simple example of a process to create a monthly sales
report, which is illustrated in Figure 1.1. The process retrieves summary data
58H

from two departmental databases and then builds a report. Each database is
accessible through a Web service that allows data retrieval. In order to
implement the monthly sales report process the client must identify the Web
services providing the data, negotiate Service Level Agreements (SLAs) with
each service, and compose and execute a workflow to produce the report. At the
same time, each Web service must verify the ability of the client to retrieve the
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desired data, negotiate its SLA with the client, and then execute its part of the
process while monitoring performance to ensure that its SLA is satisfied. SLAs
are contractual agreements between the service provider and the service
consumer, which outline the expected Quality of Service (QoS), and are
important to guarantee consumer satisfaction in business transactions.
Sales Report

Client
Workflow
Monthly
Report 1
SLA 1

Monthly
Report 2
SLA 2

Web Service 1

Web Service 2

Database 1

Database 2

Figure 1.1 Monthly Sales Report Process [141]
59H

On demand compositions of Web services to build business processes greatly
reduces the development and maintenance cost of traditional Enterprise
Application Integration (EAI) [106] software while allowing task outsourcing,
560H

and using the most up-to-date service available at the time of service invocation.
The example shown in Figure 1.1 represents a composite Web service-based
561H

process, where the process of generating a sales report comprises two Web
services that are invoked sequentially to provide a convenient and coherent ondemand Web-accessible software solution. This agility however, comes at the
added cost and complexity of systems management both on the service
consumer and the service provider’s sides.
Management of Web services systems on the client-side and on the serverside pose different challenges and need to provide different kinds of support to
the administrators. Therefore, we consider management from two perspectives.
Server-side management, on the one hand, focuses on ensuring proper execution
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and QoS by the service provider based on a set of pre-negotiated SLAs. Clientside management, on the other hand, focuses on ensuring QoS of the Web servicesbased process by supporting proper selection of services for the process [60],
562H

negotiation of SLAs [140] with each of the component services to meet the overall
563H

process QoS [127], definition and execution of a workflow composed of the
564H

selected services [129], and finally monitoring the workflow to verify that the
56H

SLAs are satisfied [110].
56H

1.1.1. Research Trail
In an effort to address the increasing problem of systems management, we
first looked at the server-side management of Web services with a goal to meet
the agreed SLAs. Server-side management primarily focuses on service
provisioning, resource distribution, workload management, and monitoring the
QoS of the Web service on the provider’s side. Due to the numerous
configuration parameters of large systems, particularly the Web-based systems
that require more frequent tuning to adapt to the varying workload, manual
administration has become inefficient and more error-prone. Autonomic
Computing [39] [46] [65] has emerged as a solution for dealing with the
567H

568H
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increasing complexity of managing and tuning computing environments.
Computing systems that feature the following four characteristics are referred to
as Autonomic Systems:

• Self-configuring - Define themselves on-the fly to adapt to a dynamically
changing environment.

• Self-healing - Identify and fix the failed components without introducing
apparent disruption.

• Self-optimizing - Achieve optimal performance by self-monitoring and
self-tuning resources.
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• Self-protecting - Protect themselves from attacks by managing user
access, detecting intrusions and providing recovery capabilities.
SLA Negotiator
Site Manager
WSDM Interface
Query/Signal
Site Manager

Set
HTTP Server
WSDM Interface

XML

Application Server
WSDM Interface
Web Service
WSDM Interfaces

Application
Server
Objects

SOAP Engine
WS1

WS2
JDBC

Supporting Tools
WSDM Interfaces

Service
Provider’s
Site

HTTP Server

DB

WS3
SOAP

Wrapper

Ext.WS

Legacy

Figure 1.2 Autonomic Web Services Environment Framework [142]
570H

We deem autonomic computing to be an efficient and viable approach to
systems management. As a result of our initial group research effort, we
proposed an Autonomic Web Service Environment (AWSE) [112] as shown in
571H

Figure 1.2. We also developed a prototype to illustrate the design of an
572H

autonomic element, the core building block of the AWSE [142]. The framework
573H

consists of a hierarchy of autonomic elements, each of which tunes itself at the
lower level and communicates with a higher level management element to
deliver performance reports and get updated performance goals. The topmost
management element in the AWSE framework, the Site Manager, gets the overall
performance goals for the Web service from the SLAs. A SLA negotiator
component negotiates the SLAs with the service consumer. Our research on
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client-side process management initiated as we tried to define the negotiation
counterpart for the service consumer.

1.1.2. Client-side Management Problems
The primary motivation behind the research on client-side process
management is founded on several observations. First, most of the current
research efforts are directed towards one of the four major aspects of the clientside process management namely: service selection, SLA negotiation, workflow
composition and execution, and monitoring and management of business
processes.
Second, often the solutions are dependent on a specific system setup and
architectural backbone, and therefore, are not flexible enough to be used with
other approaches that address a different client-side management aspect.
Third, some of the approaches address more than one of the management
aspects but do not provide the flexibility to choose a specific one. This incurs
additional overhead for the other management aspects when a consumer needs
management support for a single aspect, such as SLA negotiation.
Fourth, many of the proposed client-side management solutions require
installation of tools on the consumer’s end, which may not be cost-effective for
small or one-time service consumers.
Fifth, there is no automated solution which will take consumer requirements
and automatically create, execute and manage the workflow. Although the
complexity of all management tasks vary depending on the granularity of the
Web services and the orchestration of the workflow, the above observations
inspired us to look into a more practical, comprehensive yet flexible approach to
client-side Web service-based process management, which is the focus of our
current research as presented in the dissertation.
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1.1.3. Research Objectives
The research aims at achieving the following objectives.
• Categorize the various tasks that the service consumers need to carry out
for building and executing Web services-based processes.
• Provide a general framework for complete autonomic client-side servicebased process management, i.e., for facilitating all of the above tasks.
• Propose a solution to automate some of the tasks, and at the same time,
reduce footprints 7 on the consumer side using outsourcing with Service
6F

Oriented Computing (SOC) approaches.
• The approach should maintain transparency and user control by allowing
consumers to select specific tasks to be automated or to request a
completely automated solution to their given problems.
• The solutions should be based on open standards to be flexible and
adaptable to the existing solutions.
• The proposed solutions should address the drawbacks and weaknesses of
the existing solutions and contribute to the state-of-the-art research in the
corresponding areas pertaining to the problems of Web service-based
process management.

1.2 Thesis Statement
We address the critical problem of the rising complexity in managing Web
service-based processes. Based on our study of the four major tasks of process
management namely, service selection; SLA negotiation; workflow composition
and execution management, we propose a novel framework called the
Comprehensive Service Management Middleware (CSMM), to enable autonomic
process management. Each of the tasks mentioned above covers a critical

7

Software installation on consumer machine
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research area of Web services that presents challenging research problems and is
carried out by a module within the CSMM. The implementation of the complete
framework, therefore, will have to follow the implementation of the individual
modules within the framework.
The CSMM is modular and based on open standards, and therefore, allows
more flexibility and adaptability than the existing approaches to process
management. The main concept behind the design of the CSMM is that each of
the management tasks can be outsourced and made available as a service from a
trusted service provider. As such the individual modules within the CSMM can
be invoked as a service independent of the other modules. Together the modules
within the CSMM allow the consumer to specify process requirements, and in
return provide an autonomic process management service, which includes
selection, negotiation, composition, execution, monitoring and error handling
services to deliver a seamless execution of the desired process.
In the scope of this dissertation, we research and implement two of the
modules of the CSMM, the Performance Monitor (PM) and the Negotiation
Broker (NB). The PM provides trusted distributed process monitoring services,
that is, given the process information and the SLAs of the component Web
services, it monitors the performance of each component Web service on the
server-side using message interception technique, verifies the SLAs, and reports
errors to an Error Tracking and Recovery (ETR) module to initiate necessary
recovery measures. It enables building of a reputation knowledge base. The open
standards-based architecture, the concept of distributed monitoring, and the
provisioning of third party services make the framework novel compared to the
existing solutions, and enable multi-organizational service monitoring.
The NB provides trusted broker services for localized bilateral bargain of
SLAs within the framework. The novelty of the research lies in the following:
definition of a policy model for business level specification of consumer
preferences for negotiation; definition of a mapping model that translates the
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high level preferences to low level negotiation decision models; analysis of three
time-based negotiation decision functions; decision algorithms including an
adaptive algorithm that allows consumer feedback during the negotiation
process, and finally, the design of the NB framework that enables automated
intelligent agent-based negotiation.
We assume that the CSMM and its modules are trusted service providers. We
conduct our experiments with example Web services in our laboratory setup.
The research proposes various techniques that focus on specific management
aspects and are independent of the type of the example Web services.

1.3 Scope of the Dissertation
The dissertation presents our research on client-side Web services-based
process management and proposes the CSMM framework as a viable approach
to autonomic process management. We extend two of the four main modules of
the CSMM, the Performance Monitor and the Negotiation Broker, within the
scope of this thesis. We provide a literature study, propose the two broker
middleware frameworks, and illustrate the viability of our approach through
experimental study.

1.4 Contributions
We address the client-side Web services-based process management
problems in our research. Our main research contributions are described below.

• We define the CSMM framework for comprehensive autonomic
management of Web services-based processes. The framework applies
principles from autonomic computing, distributed management, and Web
services technology paradigms to enable outsourcing of the management
tasks to the different modules of the CSMM framework. The modules can
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either be invoked independently or as a composite CSMM service by the
service consumer.

• We define a trusted broker framework for automated SLA negotiation of
Web services where consumer preferences for negotiation are specified as
business level policies. The framework applies theories and techniques
from negotiation for the specification of the negotiation protocols [12] [44]
574H

57H

[102], decision support strategies based on time-based decision functions
576H

[41], and intelligent agents. The NB offers a powerful feature of allowing
57H

consumers to update their policies or preferences during an ongoing
negotiation based on the changed status or availability of resources.
o We propose a policy model that shows the different entities in the
policy model and their relationships. We use the WS-Policy standard
for policy specification. It is very important to properly describe
negotiation preferences for automated negotiation and our policy
model allows consumers to specify their policies at the business level
and update them as necessary. The framework includes a negotiation
knowledge base. If the policy specifications are incomplete, the
knowledge base can be consulted or other learning techniques can be
applied to initialize the missing parameters, which is part of our future
work plan.
o We define a mapping model to translate the high level policy
specification to low level decision model parameters and rules that are
applied to conduct the negotiation. We propose mathematical
equations to derive the numerical parameters of time-based
negotiation decision functions from the information given in the policy
specification. The mapping rules also enforce execution of specific
decision algorithms as part of the negotiation decision model.
o We propose an adaptive algorithm to enable dynamic update of the
boundary values of the negotiable issues through redefinition of the
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negotiation decision function. The algorithm has three features; first, it
enables adaptive negotiation using the simple time-based decision
functions; second, it allows consumers’ feedback into the process
before the final agreement is made based on the changing status of the
consumers or their resources; third, it shows a considerable
improvement in the negotiation outcome in terms of utility value,
which is a measure of consumer satisfaction, when used with the timebased negotiation decision function.
o We demonstrate the strategy of conducting impartial negotiation
locally within a broker middleware using intelligent agents and
selection of the appropriate time-based decision function for an issue
based on its consumer preference values. The NB implements three
different time-based negotiation decision functions with the provision
to add more negotiation strategy models in future. The performance of
these functions for different preference specifications are observed and
stored in the negotiation knowledge base, so that given a specific
preference, the proper function can be chosen to improve the overall
negotiation strategy.
o We present extensive experimental results in support of the
practicality and effectiveness of our approach.

• We propose the Performance Monitor middleware framework for
distributed monitoring of the SLAs of the component Web services of a
composite service-based process that span multiple organizations. We use
open standards to enable inter-organizational process monitoring and
assume the PM to be a trusted broker. The PM allows the monitoring task
to be outsourced and reduces consumers’ overhead from having to setup
and maintain a monitoring framework. The PM framework has two subsystems. The secondary sub-system of the framework does the monitoring
of the service performance and reports the data to the Web service end-
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point 8 of the primary sub-system. This architecture allows the secondary
7F

sub-system to be replaced by any existing monitoring system on the
service provider’s side that is capable of reporting performance data to a
Web service endpoint. Thus the PM can be used to monitor more general
Web-based processes.
o The experimental results show that the data collected at the primary
sub-system is reliable and more accurate than the measurements taken
at the point of execution of the process. The reason is that the data
collected at the PM excludes the network performance, and therefore,
is better for SLA verification.

1.5 Thesis Organization
The remainder of the thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 presents the
background on Web services technology and the literature study on Web
services-based process management, SLA negotiation and process monitoring. In
Chapter 3, we present our CSMM framework with a case study to demonstrate
the functionality of the different modules and the overall autonomic
management of a Web services-based process. The NB module is described in
Chapter 4, which includes a discussion of the evolution of negotiation theory; a
description of the various negotiation decision functions, algorithms and our NB
framework, and the experimental validation of our negotiation approach. The
PM module is illustrated in Chapter 5. It includes a discussion of the various
monitoring approaches, our PM framework and its experimental validation.
Finally, we summarize the contributions of our research with a critical
assessment in Chapter 6, discuss some of the future work directions and
conclude the thesis.

8

End-points are basically addresses that are accessible to consumers and expose certain functionality.
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1.6 Summary
The complexity of composite Web services-based business processes creates
many new challenges for the researchers in the area of Web services
management. We address the problem of client-side composite process
management, which includes the challenges in service discovery, SLA
negotiation, service composition and process execution, and process monitoring.
The dissertation presents three different aspects or areas of client-side Web
services-based process management; first, the overall autonomic management of
the process; second, the negotiation of SLAs, and third, distributed monitoring of
the workflow. We start with laying out the motivation behind this research
dissertation, which evolved from our group research on the AWSE framework
[112][142]. Then we state our research hypotheses, the scope of our work, and the
578H

579H

contributions of this research in the area of Web services management. In the
following chapters we provide the background study, detail presentations of our
CSMM, NB and PM frameworks with experimental evaluations of their
methodologies and prototypes, and finally summarize and conclude the thesis
outlining some of the future work directions.

Chapter 2
Background and Literature Study
Our research on client-side Web services-based process management applies
theories and techniques from several areas, such as distributed systems
management, autonomic computing, Web services technology and standards,
and negotiation decision support systems. This chapter consists of two main
sections. In the background section, we discuss some of the basic concepts of
Web services, service-based processes, and commonly used standards for Web
services. Our research contributes to three different aspects: first, the complete
Web services-based process management; second, the negotiation of Service
Level Agreements (SLAs), and third, distributed monitoring of composite
processes. In the literature study section of this chapter, we discuss related work
that addresses the above three aspects under three separate sub-sections.
Comparison and contrasts of the closely related works with our approaches are
presented later in the corresponding chapters.
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2.1 Web Service
Web service is the pioneer of the current drive of converting existing software
frameworks to Service Oriented Architectures (SOA) [46] where all software
580H

functionality is provided as services. The differences between traditional
software and the current concept of service are prominently with respect to
accessibility, proprietary rights, installation cost and complexity, granularity and
interoperability. SOA lays out a framework to develop software as services and
provide the services over a network that is often supported by an Enterprise
Service Bus (ESB) [52]. The ESB acts as a backbone to connect services in an
581H

enterprise environment to leverage service management. Due to the existing Web
infrastructure and the growing number of Internet users, services are primarily
made accessible on the Web through standards-based communication protocols
and interfaces, which are called Web services. The use of standards is crucial in
creating Web services in order to achieve the goal of interoperability. Web
services are, therefore, software applications that offer specific granular services
through standard Web-based communication protocols and interfaces.
Advantages of Web services are manifold. By building Web service interfaces
to existing legacy applications, these systems can now be made accessible on the
Web and existing software systems can be effectively moved to SOA. The
different levels of granularity in service provisioning and the interoperability
achieved through the implementation of standards allow multiple Web services
to be composed to create complex workflows that span multiple organizations.

2.1.1. Web Service Composition
Figure 2.1 shows an example where a consumer uses a chain of three Web
582H

services from three different organizations to execute the process of purchasing a
CD on the Internet. First, the consumer places the order for a CD using the CD
store’s Web service. After the order is processed, the Banking Web service is
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invoked to collect the payment for the order. When the payment is made, the
Shipping Web service is invoked to deliver the CD to the consumer. A process or
workflow that is created using a chain of Web services as the one described
above is called a Composite Process [139], and the process of building such a
583H

workflow is commonly called Service Composition [38].
584H

Banking Web
Service

CD Order
Web Service

Shipping Web
Service
Figure 2.1 Buying a CD with credit card over the Internet [47]
58H

The consumer invoking a service may be a user using a Web browser, a client
application, or another service. Thus a composite process can contain one or
more sub-processes. The information flow in such processes becomes harder to
track when one service A calls another service B, which in turn calls another
service C and the results do not follow the same return path, i.e., the reply from
service C directly returns to service A without going through B. Depending on
the composition structure, therefore, the process can grow to become very large
and complex, and very hard to manage. Moreover, with respect to the binding
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time of the services, i.e., when a service address is hooked to the service call
structure, there are two types of service composition. If the services in a
composite system are selected and bound before execution, it is called static
composition [137]. On the other hand, if a process is composed of placeholders
586H

that are filled by services selected and bound during execution time, it is called a
dynamic composition [137], and in that case the system is built gradually with
587H

each service call.

2.1.2. Web Services Life Cycle
The key to the success of Web service technology is its interoperability, which
is achieved through numerous standards that ought to be followed to build,
publicize, and use Web services. While it has become a difficult challenge to
maintain the huge number of standards that exist today, many more are on the
way to becoming new standards and are currently being reviewed by the two
main standards committees, the Organization for the Advancement of Structured
Information Standards (OASIS) [87] and the World Wide Web Consortium
58H

(W3C) [120]. The standards that are referred to later in this dissertation are
589H

compiled in the list of acronyms. We will describe some of the common
standards in this section as we describe the life cycle and usage of Web services.
After developing a Web service, it is advertised on the Web in a structured
directory or Yellow Pages for Web services called the Universal Description,
Discovery, and Integration (UDDI) [87]. The UDDI contains information about
590H

accessibility, communication protocols, and functionality of the Web services so
that consumers searching for specific services can look up in this directory,
match necessary functional criteria to find the desired service, and then follow
the given information to invoke the Web service. Web Services Description
Language (WSDL) [120] is used to describe information about the Web services
591H

in the UDDI. The service providers can optionally publish additional nonfunctional information such as response time, reliability, and availability in an
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extended part of the UDDI [15] [126]. The extension mechanism of the standard
592H
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UDDI, proposed by researchers as the requirements for including non-functional
information, is getting important for QoS-based service discovery. Some of the
researchers propose storage external to the UDDI for the non-functional
information [30] [80] for complexity and accessibility reasons. The UDDIs are
594H

59H

usually hosted by large reputed organizations.
The life cycle of a Web service consists of three main stages: Service
Publication, Discovery, and Invocation as shown in Figure 2.2. Service providers
596H

publish or advertise services in the UDDI where service consumers try to find or
discover services that match their selection criteria. If a service is found, the
corresponding WSDL specification is retrieved from the UDDI by the service
consumer, which is necessary for using or invoking that service. Finally, the
consumer typically uses Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP) to send messages
over the Hyper Text Transport Protocol (HTTP) [119] to invoke the selected
597H

service. The service is used either individually or as part of a process from the
site where it is hosted by the service provider.
UDDI
Registry Service
Discovery

Publish
Invoke
Service Provider

Service Consumer

Figure 2.2 Web Service Life Cycle

2.1.3. Web Services Standards
There are many other standards for Web services. Some of the primary
standards are shown in Figure 2.3 organized in a stack based on their use.
598H

Extensible Markup Language (XML) [122] is the basis of all languages that are
59H

used for communication or specifications of Web services. XML Schema
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describes data types used in an XML representation. SOAP is the most common
protocol used for communication and WSDL is used for the specification of Web
services in the UDDI.
The layer that sits on top of the Interface layer contains multiple standards
that are designed to address different aspects and are not dependent on each
other but can leverage the implementation of Web services. These standards
provide different levels of expressiveness and support for automated service
discovery, composition, and management. We show three main categories of
standards with names of only a few of the commonly used ones at this level from

Behavior/
Security/
Reliability

WS-Policy, WSDM
WS-BPEL WS-Security WS-Reliability
OWL-S
WS-Trust WS- Transaction
WSCI

Interface

WSDL

Message

SOAP

Type

XML-Schema

Data

XML

Implementation
Platforms

Management

Microsoft.Net
Sun J2EE
IBM Websphere

Web Services Standards

the many that currently exist.

Figure 2.3 Web service standards

WS-BPEL, OWL-S and WSCI are listed in the Figure in the behavioral
category. Business Process Execution Language for Web Services (WS-BPEL) [88]
60H

is used to specify the composition or orchestration of a Web services-based
process, which includes the list of the interacting component Web services and a
view of the control flow of the process and message interchanges among
component services from a central execution point. WS-BPEL specifications can
be verified using the BPEL execution engine. The Web Service Choreography
Interface (WSCI) is an XML-based interface description language that describes
the flow of messages exchanged by a Web Service participating in
choreographed interactions with other services. Choreography provides a more
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detailed view of the interactions between Web services at the message level for
multiple processes, and includes the business logic and execution order of the
interactions. Orchestration differs from choreography in that it describes
message flows between services in a specific business process controlled by a
single party.
Ontology is a hierarchical categorization and representation of concepts from
a domain. OWL-S (Ontology Web Language for Services) is an OWL-based Web
service ontology, which supplies Web service providers with a core set of
markup-language constructs for describing the properties and capabilities of
their Web services in unambiguous and computer-interpretable form [98]. The
601H

semantic annotations facilitate automated Web service discovery, execution,
composition and management [67] [115], particularly in the pervasive computing
602H

603H

[29] [77] paradigm, where semantic processing of context information and other
604H

605H

metadata is important. A good survey on semantic Web services is provided by
Zhou et al. [135].
60H

The next category at this level addresses Web services security and the two
listed standards are WS-Security [92] and WS-Trust [94]. WS-Security describes
607H

608H

enhancements to SOAP messaging, such as use of XML encryptions and
186H

187H

signatures to secure message exchanges as an alternative or extension to using
HTTPS to secure the channel. It enables message integrity and confidentiality
18H

and accommodates a wide variety of security models and encryption
technologies. WS-Trust defines extensions that build on WS-Security to provide a
framework for requesting and issuing security tokens, and to broker trust
relationships.
In the reliability category we list two standards WS-Reliability and WSTransaction. WS-Reliability [90] is a SOAP-based protocol for exchanging SOAP
609H

messages with guaranteed delivery, no duplicates, and guaranteed message
ordering. WS-Reliability is defined as SOAP header extensions and is
independent of the underlying protocol. WS-Transaction [93] describes an
610H
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extensible framework for providing protocols that coordinate the actions of
distributed applications. Such coordination protocols can be used to support a
wide variety of applications that require consistent agreement on the outcome of
distributed transactions.
The topmost layer in Figure 2.3 contains the standards for the management of
61H

Web services. The Web Services Policy Framework (WS-Policy) [121] provides a
612H

general purpose model and corresponding XML-based syntax to describe the
policies for a Web Service. It defines a base set of constructs that can be used and
extended by other Web services specifications to describe a broad range of
service requirements and capabilities. WSDM (Web Services Distributed
Management) [89] defines two sets of specifications: Management Using Web
613H

Services (MUWS) and Management Of Web Services (MOWS). The WSDM
standard specifies how the manageability of a resource is made available to
manageability consumers or administrators via Web services. It requires all
manageable resources and their manageable properties to be accessible through a
Web service endpoint called a manageability endpoint. The implementation
behind manageability endpoints must be capable of retrieving and manipulating
the information related to a manageable resource. MUWS defines how an IT
resource is connected to a network and provides manageability interfaces to
support local and remote control. MOWS builds on MUWS to address
management of the Web services endpoints using WS protocols.
This section presents only a subset of the existing standards of Web services.
Some of these standards consist of other standards. We will refer to some of the
above standards as we describe our research in later chapters.

2.2 Management of Web Services Systems
Web services have largely evolved during the last few years from a mere
standards-based Web interface to a popular tool that has a wide range of
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applicability such as constructing multi-vendor workflow systems, remote
resource management, and providing ubiquitous accessibility to legacy systems.
It is of utmost importance for the continuing growth in a competitive market and
acceptance of this technology that the service quality meets the consumer’s
expectations. Establishing a formal Service Level Agreement (SLA) is, therefore,
crucial for guaranteeing the Quality of Service (QoS) through efficient
management frameworks. In this section we give an overview of Web service
systems, some of the management issues and objectives, and common
management approaches.

Web Server

SOAP
message

Back End
Application

Application
Servers
LAN

Client
Application

Legacy
Application

SOAP
Engine

WS1
WS2
Interface Interface

DBMS

Internet

Figure 2.4 Components of a Web service hosting system

2.2.1. Components of a Web Service System
A Web service requires several essential components to be hosted on the
Internet as shown in Figure 2.4. These components can reside on the same server
614H

machine or be distributed among multiple interconnected servers. Consumers
typically communicate with Web services using SOAP messages, which first
reach the Web servers at the site that hosts the Web services. There can be one or
more instances of the application server serving as containers to host single or
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multiple Web services. Messages received by the Web server are forwarded to
the application servers. SOAP messages are basically XML data bounded by
headers and footers containing the messaging protocol. An interpreter called the
SOAP engine translates the SOAP envelope of the message, and after necessary
preprocessing, passes the message to the appropriate Web service.
Web services process the messages and compose replies to send back to the
client. A more complex service can require connections to backend applications,
legacy or database systems. These backend applications may reside on separate
servers connected to the HTTP server via a Local Area Network (LAN). Due to
the dependability on other components, management of the system implies
managing all the related components to ensure satisfactory performance on the
server-side.
From the consumer’s perspective, a Web service system is a composite
process, which is composed of the component services and sub-processes.
Management of Web service systems on the client-side, therefore, comprises the
tasks of building and executing Web service-based processes, which includes
service selection, SLA negotiation, workflow composition and execution, and
monitoring and recovery.

2.2.2. Management Tasks and Complexity
On the service provider’s side, management of Web service systems implies
managing each component that contributes to the provisioning of the service to
guarantee the SLAs. The SLAs are primarily mapped to Service Level Objectives
(SLOs) at the system administration level. For example, to meet a certain
response time goal the parameters of the database component need to be
properly configured for a specific workload. Also the various components of the
system must be managed harmoniously to meet the overall SLOs. Some of the
tasks for server-side management include: breakdown of the overall SLAs to
each component level SLOs, configuring the system components, tuning the
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parameters as the workload changes, manage the variable Internet workload as
much as possible to maintain a consistent system performance, apply techniques
for speedy recovery and increased reliability, and coherent management of
interdependent system components to achieve satisfactory performance. The
diversity of the Internet workload, heterogeneity and interdependency of the
system components, numerous configurable system parameters, and necessity to
provide differential services i.e., different levels of services to different groups of
consumers, make the management tasks more complex.
The client-side process management includes the tasks of building, execution
and management for seamless execution of the process. The functional and nonfunctional service attributes advertised by the service provider are commonly
known as service offerings. Based on the service offerings, service consumers first
select the services that match the requirements. Then the service providers and
the service consumers negotiate to establish a formal contract called the SLA that
outlines consumers’ expectations of the QoS and providers’ commitments to
meet those expectations. SLAs must be monitored to guarantee the QoS. Often
the SLAs of the component Web services are compiled to compute a process
SLA. If the parties fail to reach an agreement then consumers look for alternative
services and the steps are repeated. Consumers can invoke services without
establishing an SLA but in that case providers do not have any accountability.
The next step for the consumers is to compose and execute the workflow by
invoking the services in certain orders with proper checks for the validity of the
expected results after every invocation so that recovery measures can be taken if
a failure occurs. In addition, the performance of the component Web services
(availability, response time, and reliability) has to be monitored for the
verification of the SLAs. The network and the various systems components
between a service provider and a service consumer affects the actual service
performance and make verification of SLAs on the consumer side a difficult and
challenging task. If any anomaly in the SLA is detected, consumers need to take
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proper measures to recover from failure in order to complete the execution of the
workflow.
The complexity of the above management tasks depends on the complexity of
the service orchestration. Since a Web service can be a service requester and a
service provider at the same time, there can be a chain of service calls in a
composite process, which can be very difficult to track. In a complex composite
process, one process can contain a sub-process, which can again contain another
process, and so on. In such cases, generally the top-most sub-process would
provide the SLA, which is monitored against the overall performance of the subprocess instead of the individual component services. We discuss the challenges
further in the next chapter, and present our CSMM framework for client-side
process management.

2.2.3. Management Goals and Aspects
The general objective of systems management is to ensure seamless execution
of its software applications and meet certain standard performance goals. Due to
the increasing systems complexity, it is hard to find a universal approach from
the existing research work that tries to achieve all the goals of Web service-based
system and process management. Most of the researchers focus on achieving
only one or more specific goals by addressing certain aspects of systems
performance. We describe some of the common management goals such as, QoS,
security and resource optimization, and the management aspects for each of
these goals below.

QoS
The goals for QoS are usually determined from the SLAs between the service
providers and the service consumers. The typical QoS goals include response
time, throughput and availability. Some of the factors that make these goals hard
to reach are:
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• necessity to provide differential services to different categories of service
consumers based on their corresponding SLAs

• heterogeneous environment of Web services
• dependability on other components, services, and the network
• versatile and variable Internet workload and
• numerous system configuration parameters
Given the above range of challenges, researchers have proposed various
approaches to meeting the desired QoS goals by addressing specific management
aspects as described below.
Workload management: One way to achieve a desired performance goal is to
efficiently handle the unpredictable Internet workload. A sudden rise in the
service request rate can degrade the system performance due to unavailability of
sufficient resources. Researchers propose various workload characterization,
prediction and adaptation techniques [13] [34] [70] to manage the workload.
615H

61H

617H

Workload characterization techniques attempt to categorize the different types of
workloads to be able to provide differential SLAs. Prediction techniques typically
implement a feed-forward control loop that monitors and analyzes previous
workloads to predict future workload, and thereby, plans to execute necessary
changes in the system beforehand to be prepared for the changing workload [13].
618H

A feedback loop composed of similar monitor, analyze, plan and execution
stages is used for reactive adaptation of the system [1]. Workload distribution
619H

applies various queuing models, priority control and capacity planning
techniques [16] [27] [101] to distribute the incoming workload to the existing
620H

621H

62H

resources based on their capacities.
System management: This management aspect addresses collaborative
management of all the components within the system to meet the overall
performance objectives of the system. We categorize system management into
the following three smaller management aspects.
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• Resource management – Allocation of redundant resources to guard
against sudden peak workloads increases installation and management
cost. Therefore, techniques such as dynamic resource allocation, resource
redistribution and sharing are often proposed by the researchers to make
efficient use of the existing resources.
Other popular resource management approaches are dynamic
reconfiguration and parameter tuning [27]. However, practically only a
623H

few parameters can be reset dynamically. Many of the reconfiguration and
tuning actions require a system reboot, which is very inconvenient for
online systems. The large number of parameters in the systems today also
poses a challenge to computing the right configuration settings to suit the
changing workload. Statistical models with a feedback control loop are
typically used to monitor and tune system parameters. The loop monitors
the changing performance, analyzes the data to diagnose potential
problems or necessary changes, plans what parameters need to be tuned
and then executes the plan to materialize the changes in the system [132]
624H

[142].
625H

• Distributed component management – To achieve the system level
performance objectives, all the components within the system need to
meet their individual performance goals. This coordination is achieved
through management frameworks that apply centralized or distributed
management approaches. Centralized management approaches typically
have a central manager or control point, which oversees the performance
of the components and sets new performance goals for individual
components [28]. Distributed management approaches have multiple
62H

managers, which manage their immediate neighborhood and coordinate
to control the overall system [75]. Most management approaches currently
627H

apply hybrid approaches using a hierarchy of managers where a higher
level central manager collaborates with lower level regional managers [24]
628H
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[112]. Researchers in this area address the issues of mapping system level
629H

SLOs to component level SLOs, definition of management frameworks,
design of the managers at different levels, and coordination protocols
among the managers in the framework [34] [24] [75].
630H

631H

632H

• Recovery – Availability and reliability are getting increasingly more
important in the SOA due to dependence on third party service
provisioning for critical business processes [32] [49] [129]. Effective
63H

634H

635H

monitoring is essential for all aspects of system management, and
specially, for error detection and recovery because recovery measures
cannot be taken if the error is not detected at the right time. Too much
monitoring is costly and has an adverse effect on the system. Therefore,
monitoring and analysis of the performance data for fault and failure
detection has always been an important research topic. In distributed SOA
researchers propose various approaches to address the reliability and
recovery aspect that use replication; resource replacement; reliable
messaging protocols; rule-based root-cause analysis for error detection;
autonomic service deployment, and policy-based recovery using various
monitoring frameworks [24] [35].
63H

637H

Process management: The four main tasks to build and execute a composite
service-based process are: service selection, SLA negotiation, workflow
composition and execution, and monitoring and recovery. Researchers often
integrate one or more of these tasks in their proposed solutions. Management
aspects for a composite service-based process, therefore, revolve around these
tasks, which are described below along with the corresponding common
management approaches proposed in the literature.

• Service selection – The commonly seen service selection approaches are:
QoS-based service discovery [15] [80] with a goal to meet end-to-end
638H

639H

process QoS [131], use of reputation systems [79], semantic matching of
640H

641H
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the selection criteria [2] [28] [108], dynamic service selection using
642H

643H

64H

workflow models [21], and broker-based selection [60] [126].
645H

64H

647H

• SLA negotiation – Negotiation is an interesting research area that has been
examined by researchers from many different areas [12]. Existing
648H

negotiation theories are now being combined with Web technologies to
design efficient tools for Web services’ SLA negotiation [127]. Some of the
649H

current research in this area include Web-based Negotiation Support
Systems (NSS) [36] [71]; semi-automated and automated negotiation tools;
650H

651H

application of various negotiation theories (e.g. game theory [43], business
652H

models [41], genetic algorithms [12], and artificial intelligence learning
653H

654H

techniques [66] [85]); adaptation of bilateral bargaining or multi-party
65H

65H

bidding for SLA negotiation [30] [130]; decomposition of process SLA to
657H

658H

service SLA for service selection and negotiation to meet a specific process
SLA [25]; negotiation languages [26] [125], and broker-based negotiation
659H

60H

61H

[109].
62H

• Workflow composition and execution – In the literature, composition often
represents service selection and composition [2] [38] [103] and focuses on
63H

64H

65H

topics such as analysis of process execution engines (ex. WS-BPEL and
BPEL4People) [88] [101]; expression of message interchanges among the
6H

67H

component services in the process for monitoring and fault and failure
detection [129]; redundancy free service composition [3]; semantic service
68H

composition [28]; formal specification of composition for model checking
69H

[5], and composition models for dynamic service selection [116] [133].
670H

671H

672H

• Monitoring and recovery – Monitoring has been extensively explored by the
software industry for their proprietary intra-organizational management
application suites [19] [23] [55]. Researchers have also proposed different
673H

674H

instrumentation techniques for collecting performance monitoring data.
However, inter-organizational process monitoring and recovery still
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require further research. Current research in monitoring is mostly geared
towards the following: message tracking in inter-organizational processes
[104]; message interception and in-code instrumentation techniques [57]
675H

67H

[105]; network of intermediaries and other middleware frameworks for
67H

distributed service monitoring [75]; policy or rule-based error detection
678H

[114] [132]; SLA validation [59]; fault and root-cause analysis [115], and
679H

680H

681H

682H

dynamic service replacement for automated recovery [136].
683H

Security
Security is an important issue for the Web users to guard against anomalous
intrusions [47]. Some of the approaches proposed by the researchers for security
684H

enforcement are: use of various access control techniques and encryption
techniques [29] [33]; security policy specification and matching [100]; negotiation
685H

68H

687H

and enforcement with different hand-shaking protocols [96]; authorization and
68H

access control frameworks [50]; trust frameworks [81]; federated systems [79],
689H

690H

691H

and use of reputation systems and secured message passing protocols [92].
692H

Resource Optimization
Due to increasing consumer demand for higher availability and reliability,
and price reduction of some of the resources like storage and memory, this
particular aspect has become less important than the others. However, there is a
big drive towards grid computing that tries to achieve maximum utilization of
resources. Some of the resource optimization techniques include scheduling
algorithms for resource sharing and workload distribution techniques [13] [27]
693H

694H

[70]. For Web service-based processes, resources are considered as the granular
695H

services and optimization implies selection of services to avoid redundancy or
minimize service calls [2] [38]. Web services facilitate outsourcing of jobs to third
69H

697H

party service providers, which is another popular approach to resource
optimization in the current trend towards SOA [24] [60] [61].
698H

69H

70H
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2.3 Literature Study
The three main contributions of our research are the Comprehensive Service
Management Middleware (CSMM), the Negotiation Broker (NB) and the
Performance Monitor (PM). The CSMM addresses the overall management of the
composite process, which includes service selection, SLA negotiation, workflow
composition and execution, and monitoring and recovery. The NB and the PM
are two of the four modules of the CSMM that provide automated broker-based
approaches to SLA negotiation and distributed SLA monitoring, respectively. We
present the literature review for the dissertation in three sections for the CSMM,
the NB, and the PM as described below. In each section, we discuss the strength
and weaknesses of the research works with a view to highlight the motivation
behind our research directions. In later chapters as we present our frameworks,
we briefly refer to the work presented in this section with respect to comparisons
and contributions.

2.3.1. Related Work for the CSMM
We propose CSMM as a complete framework for autonomic Web servicesbased process management. In this section we present different process
management approaches proposed by other researchers, along with the
approaches to service selection and composition. The negotiation and monitoring
approaches for process management are discussed later as related work for the
NB and the PM correspondingly.
Pautasso et al. [101] describe a framework for the autonomic execution of Web
701H

service compositions using dynamic system configuration, resource allocation
and scheduling. As shown in Figure 2.5, a process control manager queues the
702H

requests for process execution, a navigator schedules the execution of processes
from the queue, and a dispatcher makes the service calls for each process in the
system. Based on the resource utilization and thresholds, the optimization policy
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determines the allocation of additional navigator and dispatcher threads
dynamically during process execution.

Figure 2.5 JOpera autonomic service composition platform [101]
703H

Figure 2.6 Federated Multi-agent System for Autonomic Web Services Management [72]
704H

Liao et al. [72] [134] present a hierarchical agent infrastructure containing two
705H

706H

types of agents, Task agents and Management agents as shown in Figure 2.6,
70H

where federated coordination of the agents execute and manage Web service
transactions. Task Agents encapsulate and control one or more Web services;
multiple task agents form an Agent Federation, and multiple agent federations
can be grouped to form an Upper Agent Federation. In each federation, multiple
Management Agents perform service registration, negotiation, and transactions.
A container of task agents implements the control logic to select and compose
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services from within a federation to provide a service required by the
management agent.
An Autonomic Web Services Net Traveler system is proposed by Monge et al.
[84] where Peer-to-Peer (P2P) Web service brokers (WSB) coordinate, plan and
708H

perform Web service choreographies to create and execute business processes.
Web services need to be first registered with the framework. WSBs accept client
requests through front-end GUIs (Graphical User Interface). Additional software
plug-in is used with the WSB to enable fault-tolerance and autonomic
management features. Multiple brokers are organized in a structured layout to
add scalability and fault-tolerance to the framework.
Yan et al. [128] propose a distributed composite process management
709H

framework using a network of collaborative agents namely, initializing,
monitoring and peer agents. The agents execute relevant sub-processes with the
help of a distributed BPEL engine and coordinates with other agents to complete
the execution of composite processes. The initializing agent distributes the task
among participating agents given a BPEL process specification and returns the
final result to the consumer. The monitoring agents monitor service status by
subscribing to status reports from the peer agents. The peer agents execute the
delegated sub-processes. If necessary, one physical agent can take up the role of
another agent, for example, of the monitoring agent or of the initialization agent
to further decompose a sub-process.
Momotko et al. [83] propose a functional model for adaptive management of
710H

QoS-aware service composition. The model supports multiple execution
strategies based on dynamic service selection, negotiation, and conditional renegotiation, flexible support for exception handling, monitoring of SLOs and
profiling of execution data. Different execution strategies are described by the
authors. According to the contract-all-then-enact strategy, first all services are
selected and SLAs are negotiated and then the composition is executed. In the
step-by-step-contract-and-enact strategy, the selection and negotiation are done
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for part of the composition, which is then executed as the selection and
negotiation is done for the next part of the composition. A few other strategies
are also described in the paper. The preliminary implementation of the proposed
model addresses an adaptive service grid project.
Zeid et al. [132] propose an autonomic Web services framework where each
71H

resource is encapsulated within an autonomic resource shell that is managed by
an autonomic manager. The shell includes a collaboration manager, which
manages access to multiple services and invokes them through a reputation
manager. The collaboration manager composes the local services to publish a
composite service and responds when consumers call to negotiate SLAs of its
local services. It collaborates with other collaboration managers of external
resource shells. The framework does not provide details regarding the
implementation of the autonomic behavior, negotiation mechanism, and process
management and mainly focuses on service management rather than process
management.
Cibrán et al. [28] propose Web Service Management Layer (WSML), a
712H

middleware to facilitate development and management of integrated service
applications as shown in Figure 2.7. JAsCo [28], an Aspect Oriented
713H

714H

Programming (AOP) language, is used to modularize implementation of the
management functionality within WSML. A new JAsCo Aspect Bean is defined
dynamically as required with specific policies for each management aspect such
as dynamic service selection and binding, service swapping, automated billing,
caching, and monitoring. JAsCo Connectors are also created dynamically to bind
the client application with a specific Web service based on the policies defined in
the aspect bean. Client-side management is implemented using AOP in client
applications. By isolating the management tasks from the service and application
codes and placing the same in the WSML, repetition and maintenance of similar
management related code is avoided.
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Figure 2.7 General architecture of the WSML [28]
715H

Dustdar [39] describes the necessity of autonomic process and service
716H

management and his team’s research initiatives and contributions in this area.
The author specifically addresses the following aspects and cites corresponding
research works in the paper: model driven framework design and verification,
building active service registries and search engines for efficient service
discovery, and context-based and relevance-based service composition and
enactment.
We summarize the process management approaches described above in Table
71H

2.1.
Table 2.1 Process management approaches
Work
Pautasso
[101]

Objective
Workflow
execution and
management

Liao
[72]

Workflow
composition,
execution and
management

718H

719H

Approach
Autonomic system
configuration, resource
allocation and
scheduling
Hierarchy of federations
of task and management
agents

Comments
Service selection and composition
not discussed

Management of federation is
necessary, which is not discussed in
detail.
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Monge
[84]
720H

Objective
Scalability,
fault-tolerance
and availability
in process
management

Yan
[128]

Distributed
composite
process
management

Zeid
[132]

Autonomic Web
service
management

721H

72H

Cibrán
[28]

Client-side
process
management

Dustdar
[39]

Autonomic
process and
service
management

723H

724H

Approach
P2P WS brokers
coordinate to orchestrate
and execute business
processes in an
Autonomic Web Services
Net Traveler system
Distributed P2P agent
framework decomposes
BPEL process for
distributed execution
and monitoring
Collaborative framework
for autonomic Web
services using multiple
managers for service
management,
composition and
invocation
Applies aspect-oriented
programming in client
code and middleware to
dynamically create and
manage composite
process
Model driven approach,
service registries and
search engines for
discovery, and contextbased and relevancebased composition and
enactment.

38
Comments
Presents a preliminary
representation of the framework
with no details about the broker coordinations for process management
or fault-tolerance.
The framework is not described in
detail, specifically the functionality
and multiple roles that the peer
agent can take.
Main focus is on service
management, details about
implementation of the various
managers are not given.

Proposes a semantic match-making
algorithm for automatic service
selection. However, the policy and
process management are not
described in detail and services
need to be registered with WSML.
Describes disjoint works on
different aspects but a process
management framework is not
proposed that combines the
different tasks

Service Selection and Composition
The service selection and composition modules are not implemented in the
scope of the dissertation. However, the state-of-the-art research on these two
areas was studied to design the CSMM framework. More detailed surveys can be
found in Rao et al. [103] and Dustdar et al. [38].
725H

726H

The two main approaches to service selection are: using the UDDI for service
discovery and using the semantic languages for matching service selection
criteria. Research in this area is targeted towards expression of service
requirements and offerings, efficient matching of the selection criteria, storing
and managing the service quality and reputation information for discovery, and
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selection of appropriate services based on non-functional requirements and
reputation given a process QoS.
Service selection is often combined with service composition as the selected
services are orchestrated to create a composite process. Research on service
composition includes approaches and frameworks for static and dynamic service
composition, formal specification and execution of composite processes,
computing and meeting the goal of a composite process QoS, verification of data
flow or workflow in composite processes, optimized selection of services, and
using logic-based approaches for semantic service requirements matching. We
describe briefly some of the common approaches below.
Computation and management of process QoS has been addressed by several
researchers. Yu et al. [131] present a broker-based architecture for QoS-based
72H

service selection using two different models with an objective of maximizing
composite process specific utility function under end-to-end QoS constraints. The
authors compared the performances of the two models for service selection.
Cardoso et al. [21] propose a mathematical model to automatically compute
728H

the QoS of a composite Web service workflow process from the QoS metrics of
the component Web services. However, service selection methods are not
included in the literature.
Aggarwal et al. [2] present a Web service composition framework METEOR-S
729H

(Managing End-To-End OpeRations for Semantic Web services) to create and
manage dynamic service compositions. Users define an abstract process with
placeholders for services, which are automatically selected at execution time
based on particular business and process constraints and bound to generate an
executable process. METEOR-S uses semantic Web technology to represent the
requirements for each service in the process and multi-phase constraint analysis
to satisfy the constraints for service selection. The automatic service selection
feature facilitates automatic recovery of composite processes.
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Maximilien and Singh [80] propose an ontology and a Web Services Agent
730H

Framework (WSAF) to disseminate reputation and endorsement information for
dynamic Web services selection. Agencies manage services, their registries and
reputations, while agents communicate with the agencies to find appropriate
services that meet the functional and non-functional requirements expressed in
an XML policy language. Agents execute and monitor service call, and report the
results to the agencies. Reputation is built from consumer ratings of a service.
New services with no reputation are endorsed by trustworthy service providers
or consumers. Details about the computation of the reputation score are not
provided in the paper.
Blum [15] proposes to extend the use of categorization technical models,
731H

called tModels [87], within the UDDI to represent different categories of
732H

information such as version and QoS information. A Web service entry in the
UDDI can refer to multiple tModels that are registered with the UDDI, which in
turn can contain multiple property information. Each property is represented by
a name-value pair in the tModel. Xu et al. [126] propose a service discovery
73H

approach that use tModels to include QoS information in the UDDI.
Other comparable work in this area includes study of the requirements for
representing [77] and processing heterogeneous context information [68] for Web
734H

735H

services to enable context-based service selection. Research on semantic Web
languages

is

geared

towards

representing

information

in

a

machine

understandable format to leverage automated service selection, composition, and
management. Bansal et al. [11] defined the OWL-S based semantic Universal
736H

Service Description Language (USDL) for automated service discovery. Tosic et
al. [113] proposed Web Service Offering Language (WSOL) to allow formal
73H

specification of important management information such as classes of service,
functional and accessibility constraints, price, penalties and other management
responsibilities. The authors also proposed Web Service Offering Infrastructure
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(WSOI) to demonstrate the usability of WSOL in management and composition
of Web services.
Issa et al. [58] propose WS-Notification be used as a base medium to enable
738H

sensing and routing information change at the level of Web services using a
publish-subscribe mechanism. They describe an algorithm where based on the
notifications, component services of a composite process update their
information about the current state of other services in the process. Then the
component services re-compute the pre-established global execution plan to
reflect the updated status and continue process execution from the new state.
Security and Reliability Aspect
Autonomic security mechanisms are usually addressed discretely from the
other autonomic aspects. Some of the security systems can be added as a layer on
top of an autonomic Web services system to enable its self-protection aspect.
Gutiérrez et al. [50] describe the state-of-the-art of the current security and
739H

reliability standardization efforts and highlight the importance of a universal
standard for addressing the problem of Web service security.
Zhu et al. [136] illustrate Reliable Web Services Bus (RBUS), a QoS-aware
740H

middleware, for ensuring Web services reliability. The RBUS demonstrates three
features to achieve higher reliability in services systems: reliable messaging;
service fault tolerance that applies Virtual Service (VS) concept; and service
priority where services with higher priorities are more reliable than those with
lower priorities. Yang et al. [129] propose use of colored Petri-nets to model
741H

service compositions for higher reliability.
Dai et al. [33] propose an approach to detecting security problems using the
742H

feature recognition technique by virtual neurons, which are distributed in a
compound P2P and hierarchical structure in the network. Park et al. [99] propose
743H

a policy based Autonomic Protection System (APS) that applies Role Based
Access Control with an Intrusion Detection System, and allows self-adaptation of
the security policies to suit various computing environments.
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Trust models are increasingly getting popular to establish a federated user
group or an on-demand trust relationship between service providers and service
consumers for increased security and reliability. Olson et al. [96] propose an
74H

approach to negotiate trust relationships as an authorization procedure for Web
services. The authors present a third party negotiation system for trust
negotiation to gain access to a Web service. Maximilien et al. [79] present a self745H

adjusting trust model to establish trust relationship between coordinating agents
that assist in QoS-based service selection in a multi-agent framework.
Coetzee et al. [29] and Mecella et al. [81] propose access control frameworks
746H

74H

for Web services conversations pointing out the necessity to address the nature
of repeated communication with Web services where one time access control
may not be enough. The model demonstrated in Coetzee et al. [29] takes in
748H

account both trust and context awareness. They propose a logic-based access
control framework, which defines access control policies for decision making on
authorization. Mecella et al. [81] focuses on the importance of a trade-off between
749H

the protection of the access control policies and the necessity to disclose partial
policy information to the clients.
Birman et al. [14] extend the general architecture of Web service systems to
750H

add high availability, fault tolerance, and autonomous behavior. The architecture
includes server and client side monitoring, a consistent and reliable messaging
system using information replication, data dissemination mechanism using
multicasting, and an event notification system. The reliable messaging and faulttolerance techniques can also be applied to process management.

Discussion of Related Work on Process Management
The literature study gives an overview of the extent of research that has been
carried out in the different areas of composite Web services-based process
management. We discuss the existing solutions summarized in Table 2.1 with a
751H
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view to outline their limitations and portray our research objectives in the areas
of complete composite process management.
Liao et al. [72], Monge et al. [84], Yan et al. [128] and Zeid et al. [132], all
752H

753H

754H

75H

propose a high level overview of frameworks for process management. In most
cases, one management aspect is tied to another, for example, service
orchestration is often tied to either service selection or monitoring. Therefore, the
consumer has to implement the framework for everything and does not have the
flexibility to select one service without the other. Monge et al. and Yan et al.
propose distributed P2P agent-based process execution and management, where
service selection and composition is done at the framework to enable monitoring.
P2P frameworks reduce the risk of having a central point of failure but make
failure tracking, recovery and coordination of the workflow much more
challenging. The papers do not describe those aspects of process management in
detail. Monge et al. provide a very brief overview of the framework while Yan et
al. do not describe how the different types of agents coordinate, particularly, how
the peer agents change their roles.
Zeid et al. [132] mainly focus on the framework for autonomic Web services,
756H

which also enables process management. The services can be composed with
other services in other shells by the collaboration manager and thus initiate a
composite process. However, the control and execution of the process and the
internal negotiation mechanism between the resource services and the
collaboration manager are not explained by the authors.
Liao et al. [72] propose a very interesting hierarchical multi-level multi-agent
75H

federated process management framework. The approach requires services to be
grouped into federated agent framework to deliver process management
services. However, the formation and management of agent federations is not
described in detail. Moreover, this approach also combines the different tasks of
process management, and services have to be selected, composed and executed
by this framework to be monitored during execution.
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Pautasso et al. [101] addresses the specific aspect of scheduling and resource
758H

distribution for process management. Dustdar [39] discusses their various
759H

research efforts towards building an autonomic process management framework
using a complex and versatile SOA-based process modeling approach, a dynamic
service binding and invocation approach, semantic composite service search
engines, and autonomic context-based service adaptation for service composition
and enactment. However, a complete framework has not been proposed that
combines all the different aspects to enable autonomic process management.
Cibrán et al. [28] provides a middleware framework that consists of multiple
760H

layers in a centralized tightly bound structure. Although the approach presents
an interesting technique of on-demand creation of necessary aspect beans to
satisfy clients’ requirements for different management services, a specific aspect
oriented

language-based

implementation

and

client-side

code

level

instrumentation is required for using the WSML framework.
Based on the above observations, we deem that a distributed management
framework is essential to provide the consumers with the flexibility of getting
separate services for service selection, SLA negotiation, composition and
execution, and process monitoring. This way the consumers would have the
flexibility to move to other options if other services become available that best
meet the consumers’ requirements. Second, common standards should be
adopted to maintain the main goal of interoperability in SOA. Any custom setup,
language, and instrumentation limit this feature. Third, we believe that a central
managerial view of the process execution state is important for most critical
business processes, and therefore, a centralized approach to workflow execution
and management may be preferable in most cases. Finally, no matter how
distributed the different modules are in the process management framework, a
central service request or access point is essential for complete automation of
client-side autonomic execution and management of composite processes. For
this reason also, the central execution of workflow is important.
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2.3.2. Related Work for the NB
Negotiation systems have evolved greatly with the advancement of
computation and communication technologies. Beam et al. [12] provides a
761H

detailed survey of the state-of-the-art of various negotiation strategies. Different
Negotiation Support Systems (NSSs) [36] [63] have been proposed to assist
762H

763H

human negotiators in computations for decision making in negotiation processes.
The Web media further contributed to negotiation systems by facilitating on-line
negotiation over the Web [109] [86]. The current trend towards SOA has enabled
764H

765H

automated broker-based negotiation services on the Web with a view to leverage
service compositions for business processes [71] [74] [85]. To ensure QoS of
76H

76H

768H

business processes, establishing a SLA between the service provider and the
service consumer is critical. Therefore, much research effort is currently driven
towards building on-line automated broker-based efficient SLA negotiation
systems for e-Services [30] [71] [130]. We describe below some of the recent
769H

70H

71H

related work on Web services and Web-based negotiations, decision models and
SLA negotiation frameworks.
In contradicting to the requirement of a negotiation framework, Wilkes [123]
72H

argues that the combined notion of a consistent approach to utility and a flexible
pricing scheme can reduce the burden of having a complex negotiation system.
The author proposes the concept of a price function model that maps multiple
Service Level Objectives (SLOs) to a price value and embeds the model in the
SLA. The model can have limitations in terms of the number of SLOs it can
model as a price value.
Faratin et al. [41] define time-based negotiation decision functions with a cost73H

benefit model for bilateral bargain where the goodness of an offer is measured by
its utility value. The time-based functions are used to compute offers. The
authors also show how the different parameters of the functions can be varied to
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influence the concession nature of the negotiating parties and how the functions
may be combined to model other behavioral negotiation strategies.
Hung et al. [55] describe some of the issues in this research area. The authors
74H

also propose WS-Negotiation language, which contains negotiation message,
protocol, and strategy, and give an overview of a framework for negotiation
between two Web services over the Web.
Ludwig et al. [74] present an approach where a Thomas-Kilmann
75H

questionnaire is used to measure consumers’ conflict mode or nature of
negotiation. The data from the questionnaire is then fed into an agent-based
automated tool to extract consumers’ time-based concession graphs for each offer
and attribute. This approach can be used for designing electronic negotiation
systems but it has some drawbacks. It requires a large sample size to better
estimate the conflict mode and the questionnaire covers only a few specific user
groups. It does not take the opponent’s offers into account during negotiation,
which influences the strategy. The approach is validated using an agent
simulation.

Figure 2.8 Automated context-based negotiation using negotiation server [109]
76H
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Su et al. [109] propose a negotiation server for e-commerce to perform
7H

bargaining-type negotiations automatically. Each negotiating party registers with
a negotiation server and provides their goals, contexts, requirements and
priorities. The servers then conduct negotiation automatically using constraint
satisfaction, rule-based conflict resolution, and event systems.
Li et al. [71] propose an automated negotiation framework as shown in Figure
78H

79H

2.8 based on a finite state automata and a set of negotiation protocols. The
framework maps negotiation context to negotiation goals using policies and the
goals are mapped to negotiation rules and plans using negotiation strategy, to
carry out bilateral bargaining. The framework uses the event and rule-based
negotiation server proposed by Su et al. [109] in the back-end.
780H

Narayanan et al. [85] propose a learning model to predict the opponent’s
781H

strategy during negotiation, which is used as a basis for deriving own strategy in
a non-stationary negotiation environment. The authors apply Bayesian learning
to learn a mixed-strategy profile of the opponent to derive a strategy to generate
counter-offer that produces maximum utility value payoff to reach optimal
solution. A non-stationary Markov chain is used to model the negotiation
process for a single issue.
Chhetri et al. [25] propose an agent-based negotiation framework as part of
782H

the Adaptive Service Agreement and Process Management (ASAPM) framework,
which ensures service management by stateful coordination of complex services.
Given an abstract composite process, the framework performs autonomous
negotiation to find concrete services for the various tasks. For each task, the
framework coordinates one-to-many negotiation with all candidate services for
that task, and then selects one task based on the task level QoS constraint and
agreed SLAs, otherwise, a re-negotiation is called with revised QoS constraints.
The authors demonstrate the usability of the system in different application
domains and on the service provider’s side either as an Agent based Negotiation
System or as a Web Service based Negotiation System.
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Comuzzi and Pernici [30] propose a policy-based negotiation broker
783H

framework as shown in Figure 2.9 to perform partially or fully automated
784H

negotiation of QoS parameters for service selection. However, the negotiating
parties need to have knowledge about the strategy model supported by the
framework in order to specify their choices of parameters for the strategy model.
The user preferences are communicated in the form of WS-Policy specification.
Yee and Korba [130] propose a scheme for negotiation of e-services under
785H

uncertainty that suggests what offer or count-offer to make using the existing
records of similar negotiations of reputed participants who have negotiated the
same issues. The paper presents initial state of the research with no validation
results. The authors present a reputation model and manager to be used with
software agent-based framework where each party has a separate store of its
negotiation history.

Figure 2.9 Policy-based negotiation broker framework [30]
786H

Gimpel et al. [48] propose Policy-driven Automated Negotiation Decision78H

making Approach (PANDA) where a policy expresses a party’s private
negotiation strategy as a combination of rules and utility functions. In their
approach, the decision making problem is decomposed into multiple aspects.
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Each aspect is handled by a separate Decision Maker (DM) framework, which
interact with each other to jointly provide a solution.
Brzostowski et al. [18] propose an approach to modeling behaviors of
78H

opponents in a negotiation for predictive decision-making. Only the history of
the offers during the ongoing negotiation is considered. The mechanism
estimates the influence of different factors that contribute to the opponent's
behavior during negotiation and uses this information to predict the opponent's
future behavior based on which strategies are chosen to generate counter-offer.
The authors present comparative study of their approach against random
strategy-based negotiation for simple test scenarios.
Hou et al. [54] propose a negotiation strategy which applies non-linear
789H

regression analysis for learning opponent’s behavior in terms of decision
functions and makes concessions accordingly to maximize own utility. The
authors only consider the history of offers in the ongoing negotiation and use an
agent simulation to validate their approach.
Chiu et al. [26] apply semantic Web technologies for streamlining the
790H

negotiation issues, alternatives, and trade-offs for automated negotiation. The
authors also propose a methodology to elucidate the dependencies of the issues
to facilitate trade-off in e-negotiation processes for service discovery. A NSS is
extended for demonstrating the validity of the approach with regards to
repeatable and semi-structured negotiations as in composite business processes.
Lau et al. [69] illustrate an intelligent agent-based negotiation approach for e791H

marketplace that applies a knowledge discovery method and a probabilistic
negotiation decision making mechanism. The authors argue that their approach
is more effective and efficient compared to an agent-based Pareto optimal
negotiation approach for a simulated complex and dynamic market.
The various negotiation approaches described above are summarized in
Table 2.2 below.
792H
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Table 2.2 SLA negotiation approaches
Work
Faratin
[41]
793H

Framework
Various
negotiation
decision
functions

Hung
[55]

WSNegotiation
language to
express
message,
protocol and
strategy

Su
[109]

Event-based
Negotiation
server

Li
[71]

Automated
context
mapping
framework
Questionnai
re based
user conflict
model
determinati
on

794H

795H

796H

Ludwig
[74]
798H

Automation

Decision
Model
Time-based
decision
functions for
different
strategy
models
Cost-benefit,
other models
may be applied
as specified in
the language

Organizatio
n
Not defined

Designed for
distributed
over the Web
negotiation
using NSS

Focus is on the
language, other
aspects are not
described in
detail

Rule-based
reasoning

Internetbased
distributed
servers
Internetbased
distributed
servers
Two step
model to
build agentbased
automated
system

Maintain server,
define rules

Framework
not defined,
can be manual
or automated

Not defined
and not
implemented
, two
possible
implementati
on scenarios
stated
Semiautomatic
bilateral
bargain
Automated
bilateral
bargaining

Rule-based
reasoning and
server of Su
[109]
Time-based
concession
graphs for each
offer and
attribute
79H

Manual
questionnair
e step, then
automated
tool-based
model
extraction
step

Narayanan Learning
[85]
model to
predict
opponent’s
strategy and
derive own
strategy

Automated
negotiation
for nonstationary
environment

Bayesian
learning based
where Markov
chain is used to
model
negotiation

Agent-based
framework

Commuzi
[30]

Automated
or semiautomated

Cost-benefit
model with
time-based
functions

Local

79H

80H

Brokerbased
negotiation
framework

Short-comings
Only functions
are defined, no
framework for
negotiation is
proposed

Define mapping
rules by expert

Large sample
size required,
doesn’t
consider
opponents’
offers, and
only for
specific user
groups
Bilateral single
issue
negotiation is
used with a
limited
number of
hypothesis
about
opponent’s
strategies
User
preferences are
taken as low
level parameter
values
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Work

Framework

Chhetri
[25]

Hierarchical
agent and
multi-agent
based
negotiation
to ensure
end-to-end
process QoS
Yee
Design of a
[130]
reputation
system for
consulting
possible
moves
during
uncertainty
Gimpel
Policy[48]
driven
Automated
Negotiation
Decisionmaking
Approach
(PANDA)
Brzostow- Learning to
ski [18] predict
opponent’s
concession by
difference
method

Automation
Automated

801H

802H

Chiu
[26]
806H

Learning
opponent’s
decision
function,
reservation
values and
deadlines
Semantic
web-based
negotiation
system

Short-comings
Decision
model,
decomposition
of process SLA
is not
described in
detail
A basic model
and
architecture; it
is unclear how
the reputation
system is
maintained

Uses a
reputation
generation
system to assist
in decision
making in
uncertainty

Automated

Decomposes
the main
problem into
sub-problems;
uses rules and
policies in
decision model

Distributed
multiple
Decision
Maker (DM)
modules

Maintain the
multiple DMs;
policies have to
be specified for
each DM

Automated

Computes
differences in
opponent’s
offers to
predict future
sequence of
offers
Uses linear
regression
analysis of
opponent’s
offers to
predict
concessions
Semantic
languages are
used to express
issues,
alternatives
and trade-offs
and
dependency
among issues

Agent
simulation

User
preference
elicitation is
not discussed,
framework not
provided

Agent
simulation

Good for single
negotiation
tactic;
framework not
defined

Central
Ontology
definition
and
management
and enegotiation
framework

Decision
models and
frameworks
are not defined

804H

805H

Organizatio
n
Local agentbased system
or Web
service based
system on
provider’s
side, part of
ASAPM
Central
reputation
system while
history of
negotiation is
distributed

Automated
Negotiation
framework
not
illustrated

803H

Hou
[54]

Decision
Model
Uses timebased function
and discusses
the
applicability of
other adaptive
strategies
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Automated

May be
automated or
NSS based
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Work
Lau [69]
807H

Framework

Automation

Probabilistic Automated
negotiation
agents
empowered
by knowledge
discovery
mechanism

Decision
Model
Applies
ranking
algorithm to
evaluate offers

52
Organizatio
n
Agent
simulation

Short-comings
Only considers
time-based
strategy

Discussion of Related Work on SLA Negotiation
We summarized a number of negotiation approaches in Table 2.2 that are
80H

related to Web based negotiation and contracting. Many of these approaches
only focus on the core Decision Support System (DSS) that comprises negotiation
strategy and protocol, while others present the complete negotiation framework.
Faratin et al. [41], Narayanan et al. [85] Brzostowski et al. [18], Hou et al. [54],
809H

810H

81H

812H

and Lau et al. [69] present core decision models based on independent or
813H

combinations of various negotiation theories, such as time-based decision
functions, game theory, knowledge-based learning, mathematical regression
analysis, and probability theories. These approaches can be adopted in other
negotiation frameworks for similar types of negotiations. In most cases,
researchers validate their approaches using software agent simulations.
Hung et al. [55] and Chiu et al. [26] emphasize the representational aspect of
814H

815H

negotiation information. Ludwig et al. [74] propose a two step heterogeneous
816H

approach that combines a questionnaire-based modeling of user’s conflict mode
and then extraction of the user’s concession graph from the data using
automated tools to be able to select an appropriate negotiation strategy for the
user. This approach, however, does not take into account the opponent’s
behavior, which is an important factor in human decision making approaches.
Policy is used in negotiation mainly in two different ways, one is to represent
the decision mechanism and the other is to express user preferences. Li et al. [71]
817H

use policy to map negotiation goals to low level decision-action rules. Gimpel et
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al. [48] use policy to express decision rules and actions including utility functions
81H

to evaluate goodness of offers. Commuzi et al. [30] use policy for both purposes.
819H

Policies can also specify rules for the management of the negotiation framework.
Due to the flexibility of the use of policy for different purposes, we consider it as
an effective means for representing negotiation information, particularly since
WS-Policy [121] has already been accepted as a standard for Web services.
820H

Commuzi et al. [30], Chhetri et al. [25], Gimpel et al. [48], Chiu et al. [26], and
821H

82H

823H

824H

Su et al. [109] propose different negotiation frameworks. Gimpel et al. [48]
825H

826H

propose a distributed negotiation approach where the problem is decomposed
into multiple aspects to enable negotiation using multiple decision maker
models. Although it may be good for complex problems, it introduces the
complexity and overhead of problem decomposition and combination of the
negotiation results. Therefore, this approach is not suitable for SLA negotiation
that typically deals with a small number of negotiable issues.
Su et al. [109] propose remote Web-based negotiation using negotiation
827H

servers for each negotiating party. Although a party can register with a
negotiation server hosted by another party, it involves security and privacy
issues and depends on network performance. Chiu et al. [26] propose an
82H

extension of a NSS, however, an automated negotiation is possibly a more
efficient approach considering the current trend of service composition in SOA.
Commuzi et al. [30] and Chhetri et al. [25] both propose agent-based
829H

830H

automated negotiation for service composition. Chhetri et al. [25] propose a
831H

hierarchical multi-agent framework for conducting parallel negotiation with a
number of candidate services to be able to select the best service to meet process
QoS requirements. Although the concept is good, the overhead in terms of time
and management of the agent framework may be considerable. Also given a
basic service offering for all candidate services, a limited number of negotiable
parameters, and reputation rankings (if available) of the services, multiple
parallel negotiation may be unnecessary.
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Based on the above discussion we deem that an automated negotiation
framework is necessary for Web services SLA negotiation that can accommodate
various decision models and dynamically select the most appropriate model
given the clients’ preferences. Clients should be able to express their preferences
at the business level and a negotiation framework should ideally translate the
information to negotiation strategy. Opponent’s behavior plays an important role
in decision making during negotiation and an ideal negotiation framework
should be able to adapt to the dynamic status of the negotiation process and
learn from the past negotiation data to address opponent’s strategy efficiently.

2.3.3. Related Work for the PM
Extensive research has been done on server-side resource, network and interorganizational process monitoring. Several software products are available in the
market that can provide comprehensive monitoring data. However, monitoring
intra-organizational Web services-based processes has not been addressed to the
same extent.
Momm et al. [82] propose a conceptual manageability infrastructure based on
832H

the Web-Based Enterprise Management (WBEM) [37] standard to monitor Web
83H

service compositions for SLA-driven management. The Common Information
Model (CIM) is part of the WBEM and is used to model management
information, which can in turn be used with either WS-Management [37] or
834H

WSDM (Web Services Distributed Management) [89] to provide management
835H

services using Web services. Monitoring is done through instrumentation of the
managed elements or services. Three different instrumentation techniques are
described in the paper, which includes ORACLE BPEL Process Manager specific
sensors, EJB bindings, and a management Web service.
Vaculín and Sycara [115] describe event-based monitoring of service
836H

interactions and error-handling mechanism for OWL-S [98] based semantic Web
837H

services using an OWL-S Virtual Machine (OVM), which lies in between the
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service provider and the service consumer. The interaction trace allows analysis,
replay and debugging of process execution by human or software agents. The
OVM is a generic OWL-S processor that allows Web services and clients to
interact on the basis of OWL-S description of the Web service and OWL
ontology. It is also a generic execution engine, which can be used to develop
applications that need to interact with OWL-S Web services. The authors present
the taxonomy of an OWL-S based event model for Web services, which is
implemented at the OVM. An event handler can be defined on the OVM to either
log the event or inform a monitoring system. The client needs to be OWL-S
aware because at least a basic OWL machinery is required to translate and
process the events.
Tröger et al. [114] argue about the practicality of having stateful services
83H

rather than stateless services since many of the real world services are wrapping
state information using application-specific concepts that enables monitoring
through vendor-specific interfaces. The authors present Adaptive Services Grid
(ASG) Services Infrastructure (SI) architecture that is based on established Web
service standards, and that supports dynamic hosting and monitoring of
heterogeneous and stateful service implementations. The SI is basically a thin
and scalable abstraction layer that enforces the instantiation of services to be
used in client applications through a factory operation. The resulting endpoint
reference document is then used for service invocation and monitoring.
Sahai et al. [105] propose a Management Service Provider (MSP) model for
839H

remote or outsourced monitoring and controlling of E-Services on the Internet.
The model requires E-Services to be instrumented with specific APIs to enable
transaction monitoring using agent technology. An E-Service Manager is then
deployed that manages the E-Services remotely with the help of several other
components. The model does not address management of composite processes.
A distributed message tracking algorithm is proposed by Sahai et al. [104]. In
840H

a composite Web service process, each service provider executes the algorithm to
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keep track of the current state of the process for monitoring purposes. A data
structure is defined to contain all the data relating to the execution of the process.
Each service provider adds its own data regarding its execution status to the
existing data and analyzes the complete data to verify proper execution of the
process or recover from failure. This approach to monitoring means potentially
huge data messages must pass through the network, adds a processing overhead
for execution of the algorithm to each Web service in the workflow, and makes it
vulnerable to possible loss of data due to failure of a service in the process.

Figure 2.10 Web Services Management Network (WSMN) [75]
841H

Sahai’s message tracking algorithm is also used in the Web Service
Management Network (WSMN) Agent framework [75], a logical overlay
842H

network proposed by HP Lab researchers, as shown in Figure 2.10. It introduces
843H

a specification language for the SLAs and uses the algorithm with a set of Service
Level Objectives (SLOs). The WSMN implements an automated and distributed
SLA monitoring engine for Web services using a network of cooperating
intermediaries for federated service management. Each intermediary acts as a
proxy sitting between the Web service and the outside world. The proxy
components are attached to SOAP toolkits at each Web service site of a
composite process, and execute the message tracking algorithm.
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Monitoring is performed by a number of current enterprise process
management products. CA’s Unicenter [111] uses message interception at
84H

intermediaries.

In-code

instrumentation

with

Application

Response

Measurement (ARM) [64] APIs is used with reporting agents to collect
845H

monitoring data in the IBM Enterprise Workload Manager (EWLM) [23]. CA
846H

Wily SOA Manager [19] is another very recent product from CA that uses agents
847H

both at the service provider and the service consumer’s ends to monitor and
manage Web service processes. The agents report to a central manager or cluster
of managers, which in turn report to a collector.
Table 2.3 summarizes the work on monitoring described above.
84H

Table 2.3 Process monitoring approaches
Work
Framework
Momm Manageability
[82]
infrastructure based on
CIM and WBEM

Technique
WS is instrumented using
sensors, EJB, and WS and
performance data is
analyzed based on BPEL
Event taxonomy to create
Vaculín Monitoring of OWL-S
event handlers at the OVM
[115] service interactions for
for monitoring and logging
error-handling using
OWL-S Virtual Machine OWL-S interactions
SI enforces service
Tröger Adaptive Services Grid
instantiation to be used in
[114] (ASG) Services
client applications and the
Infrastructure (SI)
architecture, based on WS resulting endpoint reference
document is used for service
standards, supports
invocation and monitoring
dynamic hosting and
monitoring of stateful
services
Requires E-services to be
Sahai Management Service
[105] Provider (MSP) model for instrumented with specific
APIs to enable transaction
remote or outsourced
monitoring using agent
monitoring and
controlling of E-services technology by a manager
Each service analyzes the
Sahai Distributed message
message and attaches
[104] tracking algorithm for
respective monitoring data
SOAP based WS
to a message structure that
is passed along the process
Sahai WSMN agent network for Message tracking [104]
used at intermediaries that
[75]
SLA monitoring
are connected to SOAP
toolkits on the WS servers
849H

850H

851H

852H

853H

85H

854H

Comments
Monitors the execution of the
process not specifically the
SLAs; high overhead for
extensive instrumentation
Clients require basic OWL
machinery to interpret
events, OVM executes the
process
Service has to be instantiated
at SI middleware to be used
and monitored, all service
state information is
maintained at the SI

Does not support process
monitoring by the manager

Increases each service’s
processing load and requires
large amount of data to be
passed through the network
Has the overhead of message
tracking and the
intermediaries need to be
managed as well
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Work
CA [111]
Unicenter ®
IBM
[23]
EWLM®

Framework
Uses reporting agents at
WSs with a central
management server
Multi-agent monitoring
and management
framework

CA Wily
SOA
Manager
® [19]

Agent-based monitoring
and enterprise
management application
suite

856H

857H

85H
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Technique
Uses message interception
at intermediaries

Comments
Large software suite but for
inter-organizational WS
monitoring
For inter-organizational
In-code instrumentation
setup, detail monitoring data
with ARM API is used,
obtainable at the cost of
agents query data and
higher code maintenance
report to central server
For inter-organizational
Agents use bytecode
instrumentation and reside setup, good for Web-based
processes, incurs system and
both on service provider
and service consumer’s ends agent maintenance costs

Discussion of Related Work on SLA Monitoring
The different techniques applied for monitoring SLAs for composite Web
services-based processes are summarized in Table 2.3. Two common Web service
859H

monitoring techniques are server-side instrumentation and message interception.
Instrumentation techniques allow extensive monitoring capabilities and provide
the most accurate data. However, depending on the instrumentation type and
monitoring details, the maintenance cost and monitoring overhead can vary
considerably. Monitoring data is either queried as necessary or clients can
subscribe to notifications for specific events at the server.
Message interception is the most popular monitoring technique for SOAPbased Web services. It is implemented either at the intermediary, which is
external to the server that provides the Web service, or on the server itself as part
of its message processing layer. Intermediaries require additional maintenance
whereas any update of the server software may require an update of the message
interceptor modules. Based on the monitoring requirement, the technique has to
be chosen carefully.
Commonly, the monitoring tool is integrated with the process execution
engine as in Vaculín et al. [115] and Tröger et al. [114]. Vaculín et al. [115] propose
860H
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OVM for execution and management of semantic Web services-based composite
processes. Clients can subscribe to OVM for fault notifications during process
execution through definition of specific event handlers using an event ontology.
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Tröger et al. [114] propose a stateful ASG SI middleware framework for
863H

invocation and monitoring of Web services. Query interfaces are provided to get
service status information from the SI for a specific process identified by a
process ID in the SOAP message header.
Momm et al. [82] propose CIM based process modeling for monitoring
864H

purposes using WBEM standards in a centralized monitoring framework. The
authors illustrate their approach for three different instrumentation techniques in
the

ORACLE-PM

environment,

and

show

that

ORACLE

bytecode

instrumentation gives the best performance in terms of monitoring overhead.
However, it is specific to the environment used, and therefore, may not be usable
in other environments.
Sahai et al. in three different works propose different monitoring techniques.
Their first work [105] describes the MSP model for remote monitoring, where
865H

services are instrumented for monitoring by agents and the performance data
can be queried by a manager. This architecture does not support process
management. Their second work [104] describes a message data structure, which
86H

stores Web services’ state information as part of the SOAP message as it passes
through various services during process execution. This is an interesting
approach that uses the message interception technique for SLA monitoring.
However, there is a risk of data loss and increase in data transfer over the
network. Also each service in the workflow has to be programmed to analyze the
data to check for possible exceptions and augment it with new state information,
which is simply not feasible. The third work of Sahai et al. [75] uses WSMN, a
867H

logical overlay network of intermediaries, for monitoring SLAs in a federated
environment and uses the same message tracking algorithm as the second work.
The other three works are commercial management application software
suite from CA and IBM namely the CA Uni-center ® [111], IBM EWLM ® [23]
86H
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and CA Wily SOA Manager ® [19], which are excellent for enterprise service
870H

and process management. The common short-coming that we notice in all the
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solutions is that inter-organizational distributed monitoring is not supported by
most of the frameworks and it is mainly due to the problem of accessibility to
other services’ status information for a specific process. We, therefore, strongly
believe that a simple inter-organizational process monitoring framework is
necessary in the current SOA. Also to maintain simplicity additional
management overhead should be avoided if possible by implementing message
interception on the server instead of using additional network of intermediaries.

2.4 Summary
We define some common concepts and lay out the background on Web
services research in this chapter. We start with introducing Web service in
Section 2.1 and then describe service composition, Web service life cycle, and the
871H

commonly used standards to maintain interoperability.
In Section 2.2, we describe the necessity of having a service management
872H

infrastructure. We support our arguments by presenting the layout of the
heterogeneous Web service environment, the complexity involved in managing
such an environment, and the main goals and aspects of Web service systems
management.
We present the literature study on Web services-based process management
in the second part of the chapter. Our research addresses three main Web service
management aspects which are: autonomic process management, SLA
negotiation and distributed SLA monitoring. Accordingly, we presented our
literature study under three sections. We discuss the state-of-the-art research in
the above three areas, which includes selected recent research and industry
works. We also summarize the literature study in table format to highlight
specific aspects of each work in each research area.
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Finally, we provide a detailed discussion of the strengths and weaknesses of
the different works that leads our motivation to pursue specific problems and
research directions in those areas.

Chapter 3
The Comprehensive Service
Management Middleware
The greatest potential of Web services lies in the possibility of weaving
together multiple services dynamically to generate multi-organizational business
workflows. The process of orchestrating and executing a Web services-based
workflow, however, involves multiple steps. Depending on the workflow
requirements and the available services, each of the steps can incur considerable
cost and complexity on the consumer. We propose a conceptual framework of
the Comprehensive Service Management Middleware (CSMM) to enable
complete or partial automation of the job of creating, executing and managing a
Web services-based business process.
A detailed analysis of the state-of-the-art research on process management is
presented in Section 2.3.1. Based on that analysis, we deem that it is necessary to
873H

have a more flexible, modular, and autonomic middleware framework, which
can serve comprehensive or specific management requirements of the consumers
without inflicting any bindings on the other management tasks.
62
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In this chapter, we first describe the different tasks that need to be carried out
to use a composite Web service process and some of the factors that are
contributing to the growing complexity of these tasks. We then propose our
approach to simplifying the tasks using the CSMM. We present a scenario to
explain the usability of the CSMM. In conclusion, we summarize the
contributions of our work with respect to some of the existing approaches.

3.1 Steps to Create and Execute a Workflow
There are several steps for using a Web service in a business process, which
can add considerable overhead depending on the type and usage of services and
the complexity of the process. These steps, as listed below, are common for all
service consumers, however, the complexity of each step may vary.

Service

Consumer

Monitor and
Error Report

Service Selection

Workflow Orchestration
and Execution

SLA Negotiation

Figure 3.1 Steps to execute a Web services-based process

• Service Selection: Select a service based on some predefined criteria to
complete a business process or replace a service to recover from failure.

• SLA Negotiation: Negotiate the Service Level Agreements (SLAs) based
on customer requirements and service offerings.

• Workflow Orchestration and Execution: Design a workflow for a business
process by organizing selected Web services in order with properly
matched input and output parameters. Ensure possible error check points,
alternative paths to handle exceptions, implement corrective measures,
and thereby, execute the workflow.
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• Monitor and Error Report: Monitor the services’ performance to verify
compliance with the SLAs and optionally report Quality of Service (QoS)
information to a specified knowledgebase to enable quality-based service
selection. Also check for possible failure to allow quick recovery.
Figure 3.1 shows four steps that we identify as the four main tasks to be
874H

carried out by the service consumer in order to compose and execute a Web
services-based workflow.

3.1.1. Complexity and Challenges
Service Selection: Consumers first need to decide about what types of
services are required to build the desired workflow and then look up in the
UDDI [82] directory for the services that meet their selection criteria. The
875H

complexity of service selection varies with the complexity of the selection
criteria. As multiple providers are currently providing similar services,
additional selection criteria on non-functional properties [60], such as QoS and
876H

reputation, are considered to enable selection of more reliable and trustworthy
services. The QoS ratings are optionally published by the service providers,
while the reputation information is generally built from users’ experience reports
or by monitoring tools. If a service failure is detected in a workflow, replacement
of the faulty service with a similar service can enable seamless execution of the
workflow. Therefore, automatic service selection can provide an efficient scheme
of recovery for service-based workflows. Some of the challenges in automatic
service selection are listed below.

• Specification of process and service requirements.
• Specification of service offerings.
• Decomposition of process requirements into multiple sub-processes or
tasks to allow selection of services from the UDDI that best match the
requirements.
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• Semantic matching of the functional and non-functional service
requirements based on some ontology specification [78] .
87H

• Semantic matching of the input and output parameters to allow the
services to be linked to create a workflow.

• Context matching [68] [77] in service selection is also getting much
87H

879H

attention in the area of ubiquitous and pervasive computing.
SLA Negotiation: In e-Business services are priced for their usage and a SLA
is typically set up between the service provider and the service consumer to
guarantee satisfactory service performance. The dynamicity of e-Business
requires on-demand and efficient SLA negotiation. Time consuming and costly
negotiation process can downgrade the ease and efficiency of executing business
processes on the Web. Therefore, automated and efficient negotiation of SLAs on
the Internet for business processes is an important research problem [12].
80H

Service offerings should state the negotiable issues, functional and nonfunctional, such as price, quantity, date, availability of the service, throughput,
response time, delay, and may include bonus offers. Bilateral bargaining type
negotiations [130] over the Internet can consume considerable bandwidth and
81H

negotiation time [127]. The priorities for trade-offs [43] between different issues
82H
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of negotiation and the service offerings may vary depending on the business
goals and contexts of the negotiating parties. Following are some of the
challenges in this area.

• Specification of fixed and negotiable issues in the service offerings.
• Specification of the preferences of each negotiating party, namely, the
service consumer and the service provider, for negotiation.

• Specification of the protocol for message exchange for fully automated or
tool-based negotiation, that is, how the offers and counter-offers are
exchanged.
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• Definition of the decision support system for automated SLA negotiation,
which governs how offers are calculated, trade-offs are made and
decisions are taken during the negotiation process.

• Specification of the SLAs upon successful negotiation.
Workflow Orchestration and Execution: It is necessary to orchestrate the
selected services into a workflow and express it formally for efficient execution
and monitoring. Independent services and sub-processes can be executed in
parallel to reduce the total execution time. Parameters of the adjacent Web
services in the workflow should be checked for compatibility and necessary type
conversions. Check-points should be inserted for efficient fault and failure
detections, and enabling speedy recovery. Some of the challenges in this area are
as follows.

• Analysis of service dependency for efficient execution.
• Create a Web service orchestration with the selected services.
• Formal representation of the business process for monitoring and
anomaly detection.

• Implementation of error detection and recovery measures for seamless
execution of the workflow.

• Determination of the suitability of centralized vs. distributed execution of
the workflow based on specific process requirements.
Monitor and Error Report: A process needs to be monitored on both the
service providers’ end and the service consumers’ end to guarantee satisfactory
execution and verification of the SLAs. Failure to meet the SLAs incurs penalties
and jeopardizes the reputation of the service provider [45]. Due to the distributed
84H

nature of composite Web service systems and dependency on the network,
monitoring of service performance on the client-side poses a very challenging
problem. Distributed monitoring generally requires a coordinated framework to
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setup performance monitoring at multiple check points, and to report the
performance statistics to a concerned authority or management endpoint. A set
of rules or policies may be specified for the analysis of the reports to detect the
nature of failure and execution of proper recovery procedure. Some of the major
challenges in this area include:

• Set up a distributed monitoring framework external to the service
providers’ systems.

• Get access to servers that provide the Web services for setting up
monitoring check points to get accurate and network independent
performance data.

• Specification of the SLAs and reporting the performance data to the data
analysis modules for verification purposes.

• Design and set up measurement procedures for specific performance
attributes. There are specific challenges in measuring the different
performance attributes, such as reliability, response time, and service
delay [59], some of which may not be possible to measure from external
85H

check points.

• Compilation of the analyzed results to decide about possible recovery
actions.

3.2 The CSMM Framework
We propose the CSMM as a solution to the problems of client-side
management.

It

contains

several

distributed

modules

and

knowledge

repositories as shown in Figure 3.2, which together provide complete
86H

management functionality as a Web service. Each of the four main modules in
the CSMM presents a significant research area in Web services and the
implementation of the CSMM will follow the definition of all its components. At
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this stage, we present our hypothesis about potentially viable and effective
approaches to implement the various modules of the CSMM.
Service Req.
Spec.

Selected
services

Policies & Sel.
Services

SLAs

Services
& params

Workflow

SLAs &
Workflow

QoS Report

Negotiation
Broker (WS)
Applies policies
from both
consumer and
provider to
negotiate SLAs

Workflow
Manager (WS)
Builds a workflow
and executes the
given workflow

Performance
Monitor (WS)
Monitors
component service
performances
given SLAs

CSMM
outputs

CSMM
inputs

CSMM (WS)
Service Req.
Handler (WS)
Selects services
given service
requirements
specifications

Negotiation policies
kowledge base

Extended UDDI
Ontology-based
service description

Certified
Reputation
knowledge base

Negotiation
policies

Error Tracking
and Recovery

Reports from
WSs

Possible service call
Data communication
Data external to CSMM

Figure 3.2 Comprehensive Service Management Middleware (CSMM)

In order to enable independent service provisioning by the four main
modules in the CSMM, they are designed as Web services and provide services
for one of the four main tasks of client-side process management as presented in
the previous sections. The modular architecture of the CSMM allows the service
consumers to selectively outsource one or more tasks to the corresponding
modules of the CSMM, or alternatively, to request a comprehensive service of
process management. We use the Autonomic Web Service Environment (AWSE)
[142] framework to build the Web service modules within the CSMM in order to
87H

endow them with self-managing capabilities. We describe the various
components of the CSMM below in further detail.
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3.2.1. Service Requirements Handler
Service Requirements Handler (SRH) finds required services for the user
based on some specified selection criteria. It accepts specifications describing
process requirements in a formal language and returns a set of selected services
in the order of execution. The language, which we will refer to as a Service
Requirements Specification Language (SRSL), should be based on XML
(eXtensible Markup Language) [87] and Web service ontology. SRSL is not
8H

specified in the thesis and is subject to future research. The Semantic Web
Services group is currently working on the Web Ontology Language for Services
(OWL-S) [125], which supplies Web service providers with a core set of markup
89H

language constructs for describing the properties and capabilities of Web
services in an unambiguous and computer-interpretable form. Other researchers
are also working on semantic specification of Web services [11] [77] [135].
890H
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An Extended UDDI can be used to store semantic markup information about
service offerings, properties, parameters, and return values for service discovery.
A SRSL based on standards like OWL-S, can match the semantic service selection
criteria against the information in the extended UDDI. To enable QoS-based
service selection, we propose the use of a certified Reputation Knowledge Base as
shown in Figure 3.2. In Xu et al. [126], we propose a reputation enhanced QoS893H
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based service selection approach, where the reputation knowledge base is built
from consumer feedback, and therefore, may contain anomalous data. The
reputation knowledge base in the CSMM is very reliable as it is automatically
generated by the monitoring module of the CSMM, which uses automated
monitoring approaches.
The SRH is also used to find a replacement service to recover from failure
caused by the unavailability or failure of a service during the execution of a
workflow. When comprehensive service is requested, the SRH communicates
directly with the negotiation module to initiate the next step for building and
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executing the workflow. If negotiation fails to reach an agreed SLA for a specific
service, the SRH can be invoked to find an alternative service.

3.2.2. Negotiation Broker
Negotiation Broker (NB) takes an ordered list of selected services and the
negotiation policies from all the service providers and the service consumers.
The policies specify the context of the negotiators, their goals, constraints,
preferred values and priorities of the negotiable issues that may influence the
decision process. A Negotiation knowledge base stores the negotiation policies,
which can be used to derive improved negotiation strategies and provide
assistance in the case of uncertainties in negotiation issues using artificial
intelligence techniques. Also stored policies can be retrieved for subsequent
negotiations between the same consumer-provider pair. We implemented the NB
of the CSMM and it is described in detail in Chapter 4.
895H

The NB performs the negotiation locally as a broker service and returns SLAs
to both parties upon successful negotiation. This can reduce network traffic, and
security issues in negotiation. However, the negotiating parties have to trust the
broker to convey their goals and policies. We assume that the NB is a trusted
service and WS-Trust [94] can be used as a guideline for the trust relationship.
896H

The NB can be extended to conduct more general and multi-party negotiations,
and support multiple decision making strategies.

3.2.3. Workflow Manager
Orchestration describes how Web services can interact with each other at the
message level, including the business logic and execution order of the
interactions. These interactions may span applications and/or organizations, and
result in a persistent, transactional, and multi-step process model. Workflow
Manager (WM) takes an ordered list of selected services with the necessary input
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parameters for each of them, and generates a Web Service Business Process
Execution Language (WS-BPEL) [88] specification of a service orchestration. The
897H

workflow can be returned to the consumer to be executed locally or can be
executed by the WM.
The WM is designed as a Web service to provide workflow composition and
execution services independent of the other modules in the CSMM. The WM
defines workflows with check-points for exception handling and monitoring
purposes and executes them locally as the BPEL workflow engine. Centralized
execution allows better handling of the exceptions and can be designed to reinvoke services with fewer constraints in the case of failure.

3.2.4. Performance Monitor
Performance Monitor (PM) takes the SLAs and workflow specification as
input and performs the SLA compliance checking for the service consumer. The
PM has two sub-systems: the main PM Web service and the secondary
distributed monitoring check-points. The check-points of the PM measure
performance data for each Web service in a workflow as it is executed, and send
performance reports to the main PM Web service. The PM analyses the reports,
verifies SLAs, and reports to the PM service consumers, which are typically the
workflow executors.
Notifications are also sent to the Error Tracking and Recovery (ETR) submodule when violation of an SLA is detected to initiate corrective actions. For
example, the ETR can request the SRH to find a replacement service, the NB to
negotiate SLAs, and the WM to build and execute the revised workflow with the
replaced service.
The PM helps to build a certified statistical Reputation Knowledge Base from the
statistical performance data to enable QoS-based service selection. Our
implementation of the PM is illustrated in Chapter 5.
89H
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Monitoring Check-Points
We propose a distributed monitoring approach using the Message
Interception technique for monitoring the performance of the component Web
services in a workflow. Our approach uses the standard Simple Object Access
Protocol (SOAP) [119] messaging protocol for Web services, and a custom
89H

handler of SOAP messages on the service providers’ end. The handler intercepts
all SOAP messages going into and out of the server, and thereby, measures the
performance of the Web service in terms of its response time. We design a very
simple custom handler with the assumption that it can be integrated into the
standard SOAP message processing layer on the servers.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

<soapenv:Header xmlns:soapenv="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/envelope/">
<tns:reportLog xmlns:tns="http://CSMM.server/xsd">
<tns:PID>1</tns:PID>
<tns:Manager_URL>http://localhost/axis2/services/PerformanceMonitor</tns:Manager_URL>
<tns:Response_Time/>
</tns:reportLog>
</soapenv:Header>

Figure 3.3 SOAP message sent to a service

When a Web service is invoked by a SOAP message, the header section of the
message includes specific information for monitoring purposes. The custom
handler on the server-side intercepts the message, extracts the monitoring
information, measures performance data, and sends the report to designated
receivers as defined in the monitoring information. Figure 3.3 shows an example
90H

of the monitoring information included in a SOAP message header in between
the “reportLog” XML tags, which specifies the process ID or “PID”, the attribute
name that should be monitored, namely, “Response_Time”, and the
“Manager_URL” where the performance report should be sent.
Figure 3.4 shows the performance report. Within the “reportLog” section,
901H

“Service” refers to the service name, “Manager_URL” identifies where the report
should be sent, “RepTime” indicates the reporting time, and “Response_Time”
(as defined in Figure 3.3) shows the measured value in milliseconds, and
902H
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“Report” notifies “success” or “failure”. The report contains minimal information
to limit the network traffic and help trace the process workflow. In contrast Sahai
et al. [104] present a heavier reporting approach where the status logs are added
903H

to the SOAP message incrementally as it passes along the process, and the final
Web service would send it to the originator of the process. Although this
approach features better message tracking, it incurs a greater message processing
and network load.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

<soapenv:Body xmlns:soapenv="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/envelope/">
<tns:reportLog xmlns:tns="http://CSMM.server/xsd">
<tns:PID>1</tns:PID>
<tns:Manager_URL>http://localhost/axis2/services/PerformanceMonitor</tns:Manager_URL>
<tns:Service>SelectLocation</tns:Service>
<tns:RepTime>1029200613:11:06</tns:RepTime>
<tns:Response_Time>100</tns:Response_Time>
<tns:Report>success</ tns:Report>
</tns:reportLog>
</soapenv:Body>

Figure 3.4 SOAP message with reports

3.3 Autonomic Process Management
The CSMM provides a complete framework for Web services-based process
management by enabling the process to manage itself without consumer
intervention. Once the consumer provides a valid requirement specification, the
process is configured, executed, and monitored by the CSMM framework with
self-healing and implicit self-protecting capabilities. The SRH, the NB, and the
WM enable the self-configuration feature by selecting, negotiating SLAs,
composing, and thereby, executing the process. The self-healing feature is
enabled jointly by the WM, the PM, and the ETR by monitoring and analyzing
the performance data and deciding about the recovery action. Once the action
plan is in place, all the components in the CSMM may be involved to execute the
action.
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There are a limited number of options for self-optimization in an ongoing
process. The WM tries to optimize the workflow at configuration time by
allowing independent services and sub-processes to run in parallel. The SRH and
the NB enables selection of a service from a set of similar services based on the
optimal service and process SLAs. Further optimization may be done by
monitoring the current status of the process and the services to be invoked to be
able to select the best available service dynamically during execution time.
The self-protection feature for the process is strongly tied to the selfprotection feature of the CSMM as each module in the CSMM provides a broker
service for managing the process. Therefore, trust and access control schemes
should be implemented for all the service components of the CSMM.
Additionally, the messages used for communication and execution of the process
can be encrypted for higher security concerns.
Analyze

Plan

PM + ETR

ETR

Monitor

Execute

WM + PM

CSMM

Figure 3.5 MAPE loop in the CSMM

The Monitor-Analyze-Plan-Execute (MAPE) loop for autonomic management
[46] in the CSMM is shown in Figure 3.5. Monitoring is done by both the WM
904H
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and the PM. The ETR gets error notifications from both these modules and
analyzes the errors to plan for a recovery action based on predefined policies
and/or knowledge base. The implementation and design of the ETR is in our
future work plan. The PM also does some analysis of the performance reports
and based on the SLA verification results of the component Web services of the
process, it generates notifications for the ETR and the service consumers. Once
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the action plan is decided, all the modules in the CSMM may have to act to
implement the changes.

3.4 Example Scenario
We describe the CSMM with an example scenario of a consumer wanting to
plan a vacation using Web services. This will typically require multiple services
such as location selection, travel planning, hotel reservation, and tourist services,
to be chained together into a composite service process. The CSMM can assist the
customer in creating, executing and managing this composite service. Since
service requirements specification is the key that guides the activity of the
CSMM, it should be specified properly. An intelligent user interface with a
knowledge base of possible services and service options can facilitate the
specification. Figure 3.6 shows an example of some of the information that the
906H

service consumer need to convey to the SRH through a SRSL specification.

Vacation Planner Service
Location
Selection
Service

Travel Planner
Service

Accommodation
Planner

Tourism
Service

Type of
location,
distance,
weather

Preferred dates,
route, cost and
vehicle type

Type, length of
stay, food
options, cost

Day tour
options, specific
sites to visit

Figure 3.6 Service requirement specification basics

Once the SRH decides what types of services it needs for the process, it finds
one service of each type for the specific task based on their reputation ratings,
returned information and data types. If a service cannot be found, for example
for location selection, the process is reanalyzed to find an alternative break down
of tasks. For example, there may be a single service for location selection and
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flight booking, which can be used. Selection of one service instead of two
separate services also optimizes the execution of the process. The SRH returns
selected services in the order of execution either to the customer if only the SRH
service is invoked, or to the NB if the comprehensive CSMM service is invoked.
1 <wsp: Policy xmlns:wsp=

"http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/ws/2004/09/policy"
xmlns:nb="http:// CSMM.nb/policy">
<nb:NegotiationPolicy>
<nb:NegotiationContext = SelectLocation>
<nb:Role>ServiceProvider</nb:Role>
<nb:Service>Selects Location</nb:Service>
</nb:NegotiationContext>
<nb:Goals>
<nb:Goal>
<nb:Target>Maximize_Profit</nb:Target>
</nb:Goal>
0H

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

…

</nb:Goals>
<nb:Issues>
<nb:Issue>
<nb:Name>Price</nb:Name>
<nb:Type>Decimal</nb:Type>
<nb:Unit>Dollar</nb:Unit>
<nb:Preference>0.8</nb:Preference>
<nb:Option>
<nb:Name>Gold</nb:Name>
<nb:Bestval>15</nb:Bestval>
<nb:Worstval>10</nb:Worstval>
</nb:Option>
</nb:Issue>
</nb:Issues>
…

Figure 3.7 Negotiation policy specification for the “SelectLocation” service provider

The NB collects negotiation policies from both the service consumer and the
service provider for each component Web service into the negotiation knowledge
base. Figure 3.7 shows an example of the negotiation policy specification of the
907H

“SelectLocation” service provider. A detailed model and policy specification is
given in Chapter 4Error! Reference source not found. for the NB. The policy
908H

specification shows the owner information in between the <NegotiationContext>
tags (line 3). High level business goals are specified as <Goals> (line 7). The
negotiable issues and options and their corresponding values are also specified
in the policy by the <Issue> and <Option> tags (line 14 and 19). Each negotiation
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issue may offer multiple options for different categories of consumers, such as
gold, silver, or bronze. One of the options for the price issue for a gold member
may offer $15 maximum price (line 21) and $10 dollars minimum price (line 22)
based on the number of use for a certain period of time. The relative priority of
an issue or option is denoted by the <Preference> tag (line 18). Based on the
negotiation policy specifications, the NB selects appropriate negotiation strategy
for each party, conducts negotiation locally and returns SLAs to both parties
upon successful negotiation. If a negotiation fails, it either notifies the service
consumer or the SRH as the case may be, to select an alternative service. When
an alternative service is found, the NB does the negotiation and the cycle
continues until a service is successfully selected with a set of agreed SLAs.
Detailed functionality and the framework for the NB are presented in Chapter
90H

4Error! Reference source not found..
Select Location
Travel Planner
Accommodation Planner

Tourism Service

Figure 3.8 Workflow for vacation planning service

When a set of services are selected with corresponding SLAs for the process,
the WM is called with the consumer choices, which are used as input parameter
values for the services, the ordered list of the selected services, and the process
information. Figure 3.8 shows a very simple and straight forward workflow of
910H

our example vacation planning composite service process. The arrows indicate
information and control flow and the square boxes represent the services in the
process. The WM builds a workflow with the selected services in sequence and
the parameter values obtained from consumer preferences or previous services
in the workflow. For example, output from the “SelectLocation” service is passed
as the input to all other services. The travel service uses the location information
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along with other user preferences to book travel arrangements. As the travel
plans are made, the dates and location information are used by the other two
services to book accommodation and plan tours. Since the latter two are
independent of each other, they can be executed in parallel.
Before executing the process, the WM requests the PM for monitoring
services. In response the PM returns a SOAP message to the WM in the form
shown in Figure 3.3. This information is exactly copied in the message header
91H

when the WM invokes the component services during the execution of the
workflow. In Figure 3.3 and Figure 3.4, the PM is designated as the receiver of
912H

913H

the performance reports in line 3. However, the consumer can also choose to
receive a copy of the reports. The PM obtains a performance report for each
service as they are invoked during the execution of the workflow. A missing
report indicates a failure or unavailability on the service’s part. After a threshold
period, if a report is not received the PM notifies the ETR to initiate corrective
actions. In case of a successful execution, the location selection service would
select a location, the travel planner service would book or buy tickets for
traveling to that location, the accommodation planner service would book the
hotel, and finally, the tourism service would book tours for the consumer.

3.5 Contribution
We propose the conceptual design of a modular framework for broker-based
composite process management using existing Web services standards and
protocols. As discussed in Chapter 2 and summarized in Table 2.1, most of the
914H

915H

existing work in process management focus on only one or more of the specific
management aspects, or provide an integrated service for multiple tasks. The
approaches proposed by Liao et al. [72], Monge et al. [84], Yan et al. [128], and
916H
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Zeid et al.[132] propose interdependent hierarchical or P2P agent-based
91H

frameworks for process composition and management. We divide the process
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management into four independent tasks to facilitate independent service
provisioning for any of those tasks. Each module can be customized to suit
independent requirements and integrated with existing organizational systems
management framework. Some of the existing approaches to service discovery or
composition can be adopted for designing the SRH and WM of the CSMM. For
example, the workload management approach of Pautasso et al. [101] can be used
920H

in the WM module. The semantic composite service search engines and SOAbased process modeling approach proposed by Dustdar [39] can be applied in
921H

the SRH module.
The modular design approach of the WSML of Cibrán et al. [28] is based on
92H

similar concept as our CSMM. WSML modularizes the various tasks by creating
specific purpose Aspect beans on demand but requires client-code to be
instrumented and services to be registered with the WSML. Our approach is
based on more general standards and the client simply needs to invoke specific
broker services as any other Web services as required.
We propose a flexible and AWSE-based framework, which provides
comprehensive autonomic process management services. We assume the CSMM
to be a trusted service provider. Each module is independent of the other,
extensible and customizable. Consumers can optionally request services for a
specific process management task, or request the comprehensive service when
the modules coordinate to create and execute a composite process seamlessly.
Moreover, the novel approach of architecting the middleware based on Web
service technology leverages outsourcing of management responsibilities
partially or completely as desired, and thereby, makes use of Web services most
cost effective. The usability of the individual modules can be extended to provide
other similar services. Although multiple solutions exist today for the different
client-side management tasks, for coherent and seamless management
functionality a coordinated management framework such as CSMM, is essential.
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3.6 Summary
Based on the study of the state-of-the-art research on process management as
outlined in Section 2.3.10, we first describe the necessity of a distributed
923H

924H

framework for comprehensive client-side process management. We categorize
the process management job into four tasks and highlight the challenges and
complexity in each of these tasks, which represents an important research area in
service management. Our CSMM framework is presented next as a solution to
client-side process management, which provides four main broker services for
the four main tasks. We also describe the concept of autonomic process
management with regards to the CSMM framework. An example scenario is
used to elucidate the function of each module in the CSMM. Finally, we describe
the contributions of our approach in the context of the existing solutions.

Chapter 4
The Negotiation Broker
Performance of Web service is evaluated based on a contractual agreement
called a Service Level Agreement (SLA) between the service provider and the
service consumer. SLAs are important in business processes to maintain Quality
of Service (QoS). Negotiation of SLAs poses a nontrivial problem for composite
Web service systems where negotiations should be preferably automated, fast,
time-bounded, reliable, and unbiased. We presented the state-of-the-art research
on negotiation systems in Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) in Section 2.3.2 in
925H

Chapter 2 and analyzed the various approaches summarized in Table 2.2. Some
926H

927H

of the approaches focus only on the core negotiation decision support model
while others address the specification of the negotiation problem, definition of
the negotiation framework, and communication between the negotiating parties
for multi-party or bilateral negotiations. Existing negotiation systems and the
approaches proposed by researchers do not satisfy all the requirements for SLA
negotiation in a SOA.
In this chapter we present the Negotiation Broker (NB) framework for
bilateral bargaining of SLAs between the service provider and the service
81
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consumer in a SOA. The NB addresses the problems of specifications,
automation with optional consumer feedback, and broker-based service
provisioning in a flexible intelligent agent-based framework. We validate the
framework with an experimental prototype and agent-simulations. In the
sections to follow, we first briefly present common concepts in negotiation. Then
we describe the three negotiation decision functions that we apply in our model
followed by the methodology behind the design of the framework. Next we
present the NB framework and our implementation of the model. We propose
enhanced protocols and algorithms to support consumer feedback during the
negotiation process, and demonstrate the ability of the NB to support multiple
negotiation strategies. We conclude the chapter with a summary and an analysis
of the contribution of our work with respect to some of the related work in this
area.

4.1 Background
Negotiation has been an interesting area of research since the 1960s [102]. The
928H

journey started with theoretical models and evolved into computer-based
Negotiation Support Systems (NSS) in the 1980s that provided tools to help
human negotiators with computation for decision making [63]. As the network
92H

systems improved, standard protocols [44] were defined for communication of
930H

the offers through the network among the negotiating parties. With the evolution
of the Internet, buying and selling products advertised on different websites
raised the issue of conducting negotiations over the Web media, which inspired
many researchers to work in this area. Negotiation systems were proposed to
enable multi-party negotiations over the Web [109]. The advancement in Web
931H

technologies further drove the researchers towards automated negotiations [26].
932H

E-commerce and e-marketplace have long been an active research area
targeted towards designing efficient Internet marketplaces for buying and
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trading commodities on the Web. Kasbah, eBay, SmartSettle, Negoisst, and
CyberSettle ElectronicCourthouse [12] are examples of some of the commercial
93H

and research-based NSSs. Besides the e-marketplace, negotiation is used as a
resource allocation technique in systems management, particularly, in grid
systems; in resolving policy conflicts; in establishing agreements for authorized
and secured access, and in SLA negotiation for services in cloud computing and
network performance management. Currently, researchers are working on
devising robust algorithms for predicting opponent’s behavior to generate more
effective offers [18], machine learning algorithms to negotiate under uncertainty
934H

[85], knowledge acquisition for adaptive negotiation [69], and negotiation
935H

936H

languages [55], frameworks [109], and algorithms [54] for automated broker937H

938H
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based negotiations.
We describe some common concepts and terminology of negotiation and
different negotiation types in this section. A brief overview is also presented of
the various decision approaches that have been applied to negotiation by the
researchers. Our current research builds on one of these negotiation theories and
targets the application domain of SLA negotiation for Web services.

4.1.1. Common Concepts
Negotiation is generally called for when there exist common interests as well
as differences among the negotiating parties. In order to resolve the differences
and come to a common term, the problem and the solution requirements of the
concerned parties at each end must be clearly defined, which includes the
following:

• Negotiation issues that denote the items of conflict, for example, issues for
a shipping Web service may be “price”, “delivery type”, and “weight”.

• Available options for each issue, for example, “delivery type” issue may
have two options, “expedite delivery” and “normal delivery”.
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• The acceptable range of values for each issue and option, e.g., $5-$15 for
“price”.

• The relative importance of each issue.
• The inter-dependency of the issues, for example, “expedite delivery”
results in a higher increase in value of the “price” issue.

• The desirability of reaching a consensus, for example, 0.1 if not much
interested, and 0.9 if highly interested in reaching an agreement.

• Constraints that define the unacceptable conditions, which can include the
maximum time for negotiation or a combination of different values of the
issues. For example, (“price” > $10 and “weight” < 2 lbs) is not an
acceptable combination although individually the values of “price” and
“users” may be within the corresponding acceptable ranges of values.
Apart from the above, negotiation goals and contexts can also influence the
negotiation process and are typically used in a hierarchical management
infrastructure. The higher level managers define the goals as business objectives
for the company for specific negotiation and client contexts. For example, if the
consumer is a “small business” or an independent user, then “maximize profit”
may be the goal of the service provider to make the best out of a single business
deal. However, if the service provider is a new company with an intention to
expand its business, desirability may be higher with more uniform preferences
for all the issues. When the consumer is a reputed multinational business
organization, the goal may be “longer contract”. Mapping rules can be defined to
translate the higher level goals and contexts information to low level parameters
that are used to execute the negotiation process. For example, when the goal is
“maximize profit”, the “price” issue will have the highest preference value of all
the issues. Given a basic policy specification, it can be customized to suit the
current negotiation goal and context information. For example, increase the
relative preference value of the “price” issue or decrease desirability.
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Two (bilateral) or more (multi-lateral) parties can be involved in a negotiation
process. Communication among the negotiating parties during the negotiation
process is done via messages. The messages follow certain rules and sequences,
which are defined by a negotiation protocol. For example, a negotiation may be
initiated by a CFP (Call-For-Proposal) in answer to which the other parties send
their corresponding offers in separate messages. Different types of negotiations
such as auction, various types of bidding, and bargaining follow different
protocols depending on the number of participants.
There can be one or more issues in a negotiation process. Each negotiating
party follows a tactic to generate the next value to propose to the other parties
for a single issue (e.g. price, availability, number of users) based on some criteria,
which can include the maximum time for negotiation, preferences for specific
values of an issue, priority of the issues, constraints that must be satisfied in the
agreement, and desirability to reach a consensus [41]. The relative importance of
940H

the different criteria can also vary during the negotiation process. The way the
tactics change over time during a negotiation process is called a negotiation
strategy. Trade-off is an important negotiation tactic where a party compromises
with worse value of a less important issue in order to gain a better value for a
more important issue. Decisions regarding the issues for trade-off and the values
with which to compromise depend on the interdependency and relative
preferences of the issues.
Based on the information provided by the negotiating parties, a Decision
Support System (DSS) defines an appropriate Decision Model for each party,
which in turn, applies various decision making tools and methodologies to
define the tactics and strategy. A decision model basically represents the brain,
which includes mathematical and logical models for generating offers and
making decisions about the next action. A negotiation process terminates when
the parties reach a common consensus regarding the values of the different
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issues or a predefined terminating criteria is satisfied, which can be defined by
the maximum time for negotiation or failure conditions.
A Negotiation Framework or System facilitates the negotiation process by
supporting message exchanges between the negotiating parties, providing tools
to generate offers based on various tactics and strategy, and defining decision
models based on consumer preferences to guide the negotiation process i.e., help
the consumer to decide about the next move. Specification of consumer
requirements is mandatory for automated negotiation systems. The three main
pillars of a negotiation system are protocols, decision models, and the knowledge
base. The knowledge base stores data necessary to define negotiation protocols,
tactics and strategies; generate negotiation outcome in a desired format, and
enable intelligent decision making.
Researchers have proposed different negotiation frameworks and strategies
based on the types of negotiations to suit different user groups, technology, and
purposes. Negotiation systems that provide tools to facilitate the computation
needed for decision making by human negotiators are called Negotiation
Support Systems (NSS). A NSS typically includes a DSS that uses these tools or
methodologies to decide about strategies for generating the offers, and resolving
relative importance of the different issues for trade-off. Some NSSs also facilitate
message exchanges between the negotiating parties over the network. With the
advancement in Web media, automation of the negotiation process has received
much attention. In automated negotiation systems, an autonomous intelligent
software agent is typically used to represent each party and conduct the
negotiation process on a party’s behalf. Specification of the preferences of each
party for negotiation and interpreting the specification to map onto the agent’s
decision model is one of the major challenges in automated negotiation systems.
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4.1.2. Negotiation Theory
The tools used for decision support in the NSSs vary in type and
methodology. Most researchers emphasize mathematical support tools [12] [36]
941H

942H

[130] such as decision trees, forecasting, and so forth. Others propose tools that
943H

address behavioral characteristics and cognitive perspectives of the negotiators
[66] [12] [74]. Some of the commonly used techniques and strategies in
94H

945H
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negotiation systems are: economic or cost-benefit models defined by utility
functions for evaluating goodness of an offer [12]; time-based functions where
947H

offers are calculated based on time only with a given maximum time and
acceptable ranges of values of the negotiable issues [41]; statistical models for
948H

predicting probable next offers of the other parties based on the previous offer
values [54], and various machine learning algorithms, such as genetic algorithms
94H

[12], game theory [43], and reinforcement learning [85], to learn other parties
950H
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strategies from a known data set in order to make a more effective counter-offer.
Game theory is focused on achieving specified goals by making strategic
moves considering the opponent’s expected behavior [43]. A similar approach
953H

can be taken for negotiation to achieve particular objectives and deriving
algorithms for automated negotiations. Machine learning approaches from the
Artificial Intelligence paradigm have been used to design intelligent agents, which
build their knowledge during the negotiation process in automated broker-based
negotiation systems. Different learning methods and cognitive capabilities are
incorporated in the negotiation strategies for the agents to acquire and update
knowledge, and understand an opponent’s moves in order to make intelligent
decisions [66] [69] [85].
954H
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Genetic algorithms have also been applied to design negotiation systems.
Generally, it starts with software agents that use various randomly generated
negotiation strategies against each other under predetermined rules [12]. When
957H

the negotiation completes, it marks the end of a “generation”. At that point, the
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parent negotiation strategies are evaluated and using cross-over and mutation of
strategies of different agents, new sets of child negotiation strategies are
formulated. More successful strategies are chosen to be parents with a higher
probability and other relevant factors such as initial population, number of
generations, and crossover rate are chosen as parameters of the algorithm.
Decision theory provides decision makers with a wide range of instruments,
which can be applied to different situations to uncover existing relationships and
to help represent, analyze, solve and evaluate the decision problem [12] [66]. The
958H
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selection and use of a specific method is, however, inherently subjective and
guided by the decision maker’s preferences. DSSs typically support the analytic
perspective that constitutes the specification of needs and preferences, the
specification of constraints and bounds, and the choice mechanisms defined on
objectives, goals and preferences. Conflicts arise in negotiation when decisions
have to be taken about alternative options where no decision can satisfy all the
needs yet an option has to be selected based on priorities. Thus conflict
resolution and constraint satisfaction are inherent perspectives of the decision
making process in negotiations [109].
960H

4.1.3. Types of Negotiation
There are three principal forms of negotiation, namely bidding, auction, and
bargaining [12], in the decreasing order of simplicity. In bidding, the buyer
961H

specifies the product or service required and asks for bids from potential
suppliers. Based on the bids, the buyer selects the supplier. In auction, a fixed
auction protocol is followed, e.g. English auction, Dutch auction, and Vickrey
auction. Auctions allow negotiation of only one issue, which is typically the
“price”. Bargaining is the most complex form of negotiation that requires
multiple proposals and counterproposals to reach a mutual agreement or
disagreement and can be bilateral or multi-lateral and involve more than one
issue. Web service SLAs consist of multiple issues and involve the service
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consumer and the service provider. Therefore, SLA negotiation for Web services
is typically represented by bilateral bargain.

4.1.4. Complexity in Negotiation
Negotiation has several important characteristics that contribute to the
complexity and difficulties inherent in developing adequate representations of
the process. These include the involvement of two or more negotiating parties,
each party having its specific requirements based on different perception of the
problem and its solutions. As described in Section 4.1.2, the core decision model
962H

of a negotiation system can be based on a single theoretical foundation or a
combination of approaches devised from multiple strategies. Selection of the
appropriate strategy and tactic, mapping of the preferences of the negotiating
parties correctly to the parameters of the mathematical decision models, and
evaluation of offers based on consumers’ choice of priority for different issues
adds to the complexity of the negotiation system.
Convergence is a critical attribute of negotiation protocols for automated
negotiations to guarantee the termination of the negotiation process. In electronic
NSS that operate over the networks, messages are often coded because of
security and privacy concerns, and this adds a new level of complexity. Repeated
communication in bargaining over the network requires considerable time and
bandwidth. The dependency on the underlying network creates an additional
point of vulnerability in the negotiation system. However, it is greatly
compensated by the benefits of connectivity and increased use of online
negotiation systems particularly for bidding and auctions in e-marketplaces.

4.2 Time-based Decision Functions
Due to simplicity, time-based decision functions are often used in negotiation
systems [41] [71], which vary from 0 to 1 with time. Three types of time-based
963H
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functions are most common: an exponential function expressed as in Eq. 4.1; a
polynomial function, expressed as in Eq. 4.2, and a sigmoid function, expressed
as in Eq. 4.3. The graphs corresponding to the above equations are shown in
965H

Figure 4.1, Figure 4.2, and Figure 4.3, respectively. In all three equations, Alpha
96H

967H

() is a function of time, which increases from k to 1 as time increases from 0 to
tmax. k, a constant value within 0 to 1, represents the initial value of (t). The
slopes of the graphs are dependent on a parameter β (labeled as “beta” in the
legends) and reflect the conceding nature of the negotiating party. A higher β
value results in a steeper curve and faster increase in  with time, which
indicates a more conceding attitude of the negotiating party.
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(Exponential)………………..

Eq. 4.1

(Polynomial)………………..

Eq. 4.2

(Sigmoid)…….……………..

Eq. 4.3

In the above three equations,
k ≤ α(t) ≤ 1, where 0 ≤ t ≤ tmax
β is the parameter to control the slope
k is the initial concession at t = 0 (constant) (0≤ k ≤1) and
tmid is the position of the middle point of graph on x axis

For the exponential and polynomial equations, 0 ≤ β ≤ ∞ . β>1 represents a
conceding tactic and β<1 represents a boulware tactic. In a conceding tactic, a
party shows a compromising attitude from the beginning while in a boulware
tactic the initial behavior of a party is very conservative, which changes quickly
to a very compromising attitude towards the end of the negotiation time. In both
Eq. 4.1 and Eq. 4.2, lim β →∞ α → 1 and lim β →+0 α → k , the initial value of  at t=0. At
=1, the value of an issue reaches its maximum point of compromise, for
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example, the maximum price a consumer can pay for a service. Therefore, if the
acceptable ranges of values for all the issues overlap for the negotiating parties,
they reach an agreement when simple time-based functions are used.
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The sigmoid function is also known as a logistic function. It differs from the
exponential and polynomial functions in a few aspects. It shows two transitions.
From the graph, the initial boulware tactic changes to a conceding tactic towards
its midpoint and then again becomes a boulware tactic towards the end. With a
given maximum time for negotiation, sigmoid functions have comparatively less
flexibility in terms of variation of slope because as lim β → +0 α (t ) = 0.5 between
t=(0, tmax) and the curve becomes a straight line with constant value of 0.5. The
minimum and maximum points of the curve occur at t → ± ∞ , beyond the limit
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of tmax. At β=5,  has a very steep increase around tmid. Therefore, the range for
variation of β is very small compared to the other functions. For the same reason,
it is difficult to define an initial value of k for the sigmoid function for timelimited negotiations. In Eq. 4.3, tmid shows the shift of the graph towards positive
x-axis to indicate a logical time value > 0. For the above characteristics, sigmoid
functions are less used as a time-based decision function for negotiation.
For each issue in negotiation, based on the priority of that issue and its range
of acceptable values for each party, a time-based function is defined that guides
the change of value of that issue in subsequent offers of that party. Negotiation
strategy for a process defines the use of these functions to generate offers over
the negotiation period.

4.2.1. Utility Function
The goodness of an offer is evaluated using utility functions. First a utility
value is calculated for each issue in the offer. Based on the importance of the
different issues, a normalized weight is used to combine the utility values of the
individual issues to compute the value of an offer. Increasing values of an issue
in subsequent offers may cause decreasing or increasing utility values of that
issue for a negotiating party depending on the party’s context. For example, if
“price” value increases, a purchaser’s utility value decreases but a seller’s utility

[

]

value increases. If a negotiating party defines a range of values x j ∈ min j , maxj for
an issue j, then the utility value for that issue is calculated using Eq. 4.4. The
utility value for an offer comprising n issues is calculated using Eq. 4.5.
⎧ max − x
j j
⎪
⎪ max − min
j
j
⎪⎪
Vj (x j )=⎨
⎪ x − min
j
⎪ j
⎪ max − min
⎪⎩
j
j

V j increases as x j decreases

V j increases as x j increases

……………

Eq. 4.4
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………….... Eq. 4.5

1≤ j ≤n

where:
V

Offer

w

j

is the total utility value of the offer
is the weight associated with jth issue

∑

w j = 1

1≤ j ≤ n

V j ( x j ) ∈ [0,1] is the utility value for the value xj of the jth issue

4.3 SLA Negotiation for Web Services
The increasing use of Web services in e-Business requires formalization and
specification of business rules and agreements in order to ensure QoS of the
Internet service subscriptions particularly for business processes. SLAs establish
a formal contractual agreement between a service consumer and a service
provider for a specific service context. A service provider can also be a service
consumer for another service. Breach of the agreement on the service provider’s
end jeopardizes business reputation and incurs financial penalties [3] [53].
968H
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Therefore, it is important to negotiate the SLAs carefully and preferably
automatically in e-Business for faster creation and execution of Web servicesbased composite processes.
Negotiations for Web services are typically carried out between a service
provider and a service consumer as bilateral bargains involving one or multiple
issues. A customer requiring this service would have to first decide on the issues
and options based on preferences and service offerings before starting the
negotiation process. Service offerings play an important role in SLA negotiation.
Tosic et al. propose Web Service Offering Language (WSOL) [113] to describe
970H

service offerings containing the specifications of fixed and negotiable parameters,
measurement units, and categories of services. The authors argue that a proper
specification of the service offering can help negotiate, describe and categorize
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service contracts (SLAs) based on the different aspects, such as functional,
qualitative, and infrastructural aspects; highlight the service attributes that are
negotiable, and manage Web service compositions efficiently.
An example of a ‘stock quote service’ offering is given in Table 4.1. Typically
971H

a Web service is offered as different priced packages, for example Gold, Silver,
and Bronze. Each package may include some service parameters that have fixed
values (response time) and some that have negotiable values (availability, price,
and users), and other complimentary service parameters (bonus). While the
service consumers may want a certain range of availability for a specific price
range, service providers may also offer special discounts to specific categories of
consumers based on their context information (e.g. large organizations, location)
or business potential (e.g. economic value, length of contracts). An automated
negotiation system [12] can be very effective in such cases where there are
972H

limited numbers of specific negotiable issues.
Table 4.1 Offerings for a Stock Quote Service
Option Type

Options in Offer

Fixed




Response Time
Bonus

Negotiable





Price (per month)
Number of users
Availability

Gold

Package Offers
Silver

Bronze

1 s.
10 free

2 s.
5 free

3 s.
0

30$ - 50$
500 (max)
98.9-99.9%

20$ - 30$
350 (max)
97.9-98.9%

10$ - 20$
200 (max)
96-97.9%

4.3.1. Our Approach
The existing approaches to Web services SLA negotiation, as presented in
Chapter 2, do not cover all the aspects involved in SLA negotiation for
973H

autonomic process management. In most cases, user preferences are specified as
low level time-based utility functions [30] or as rules specified by negotiation
974H

experts [71], which are difficult to customize for different organizations. The
975H

negotiation frameworks are integrated with the process management framework
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making it difficult to only request the negotiation service [25]. Most frameworks
976H

do not take into account the changing status of the organizations during the
negotiation. For example, a company may receive a large number of concurrent
service requests during the negotiation process and should not settle for a SLA
based on its initial status before the negotiations. A resource check before the
final decision can help to establish more practical SLAs that a company can meet.
Furthermore, the existing frameworks perform bargaining over the Internet
[109], which requires each party to either maintain its own negotiation systems
97H

or use systems hosted by other parties. In most cases, the frameworks support a
pre-specified negotiation strategy [41] [48].
978H
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We propose an autonomic trusted Negotiation Broker (NB) framework to
facilitate automated SLA negotiation of Web services. The NB accepts
negotiation requests with high level business policy specifications from the
negotiating parties and performs local execution of bilateral bargaining using
intelligent agents. Upon successful negotiation, a set of SLAs is returned to the
concerned parties. The policy specifies business level goals, negotiation and
consumer contexts, consumer preferences, and constraints, which are converted
to appropriate negotiation strategies to be used during the negotiation. The
proposed approach addresses the following issues:

• The negotiating parties do not have to provide or maintain their own
negotiation system.

• The negotiation process takes place locally within the broker framework
and thus network delays and insecurities are avoided.

• The NB accommodates a party’s feedback during an ongoing negotiation
to reach better decisions.

• A rich knowledge base can be created from negotiation histories to
support intelligent negotiation strategies for generating more effective
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counter-offers or dealing with uncertainties during the negotiation
process.

• Collection and storage of negotiation policies within the NB helps avoid
repeated collection of policy specifications for multiple negotiations.
The NB is one of the main modules of the CSMM framework presented in
Chapter 3. Development of the NB framework is founded on negotiation theory,
980H

which has been studied for decades and includes various types of negotiation,
communication

protocol,

messaging

format,

decision

support

systems,

convergence strategy, and trade-off mechanisms. We use the Internet as the
underlying communication network and agent technology for broker-based
negotiation. Agents perform the negotiation process in the Negotiation Broker
(NB) locally and impartially.
In the context of the CSMM, the NB communicates with the other modules
within the CSMM especially the Service Requirements Handler (SRH) for
repeated service selection and negotiation. The SRH selects a preliminary set of
services based on the service offerings, and then the NB negotiates with each of
these services to reach a SLA. If a service replacement is called for due to failure,
the service selection and negotiation modules are duly notified by the Error
Tracking and Recovery (ETR) module.
We use a policy-based approach to define necessary parameters for
negotiation. Each of the negotiating parties provides the NB with a well-defined
negotiation policy that contains goals, contexts, preferences, and constraints
specifications. This information is used by a Decision Support System (DSS) to
initialize the decision model and the strategy for an autonomous agent, which
conducts the negotiation on behalf of a negotiating party using a pre-defined
negotiation protocol. Since Web service SLAs are typically signed between a
service provider and a service consumer, we use bilateral bargain in our NB
framework. A notification about the result of the negotiation is sent to a
negotiation manager, which converts the results either into a set of SLAs in case
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of successful negotiation, or failure messages to send out to the respective
endpoints of the negotiating parties. When the negotiation reaches a critical
point, the agents can request an update of consumer preferences given the
negotiation status or additional information about resource availability through
an external resource manager. The information about ongoing negotiation can be
collected and stored in a negotiation knowledge base to implement learning
mechanisms to improve negotiation strategies. The policy information containing
the context information of the negotiating parties also provides a very useful
knowledge base for devising new rules for decision making based on contexts.
As described above, the process of negotiation is divided into three phases,
pre-negotiation, negotiation, and post-negotiation. The pre-negotiation phase collects
the negotiation policies and initializes the negotiation process by creating
customized agents. The negotiation phase carries out the bilateral bargain
negotiation process. The post-negotiation phase creates and sends reply messages
to the negotiating parties.
In the following sections, we present our NB framework starting with the
description of the framework, then the policy model that we define for the
specification of consumer preferences. We define the negotiation protocol next
followed by the DSS. Our implementation of the NB is illustrated in three stages.
The initial implementation uses the exponential time-based function in a costbenefit

model.

accommodate

We

subsequently

consumer

feedback

propose
during

our
a

adaptive

negotiation

algorithm
process.

to
The

improvements achieved with the adaptive algorithm are justified by a measure
of Combined Utility Value (CUV) for both parties involved in the negotiation
since the negotiation represents a win-win situation. Finally, we show the
flexibility of the framework in supporting multiple negotiation strategies and
selecting the appropriate time-based strategy depending on consumer
preferences.
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4.3.2. The Negotiation Broker Framework
Figure 4.4 presents our Negotiation Broker (NB) middleware framework,
981H

which provides a trusted broker service for SLA negotiation through a
Negotiation Broker Web Service (NBWS) endpoint. Either both negotiating parties
invoke the NBWS with their corresponding policy specifications, or when a
negotiation request is received, the NB requests the other party for its policy
specification as a consent to move forward with the negotiation.

Consumer’s policy and
context info

Negotiation
Results/SLAs

SLA/Report
Generator

Provider’s policy and
context info

Negotiation Broker Web Service
Policy and Context
Pre-processor

Negotiation
KB

Policy
DB

Decision Support System
Initialize
Decision
Model

Negotiation
Process
Manager

Consumer
Agent

Agent
Factory
Negotiation
Protocol
Notifications

Decision
Model

Provider
Agent

Negotiation
Strategy
DB

External
Resource
Monitor

Figure 4.4 Framework of the Negotiation Broker

In the pre-negotiation phase, the negotiation policies received by the NBWS are
processed by the Policy and Context Pre-processor (PCP), which stores the policies
into a local policy database (PolicyDB) enabling easy retrieval and updates of
policies. At this point, the Decision Support System (DSS) uses the pre-processed
policy information from the PolicyDB, and if necessary, the negotiation history
from the Negotiation Knowledge Base (NegKB) to choose an appropriate negotiation
strategy from the Negotiation Strategy Database (StrategyDB) for each negotiating
party. The DSS also initializes a Decision Model (DM) for each party with the
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strategy and the policy information. The DM computes the parameters of the
strategy model, and applies rules and algorithms to make decisions and generate
counter-offers using the specified strategy. The rules may apply to goal-based
decision making, trade-off, and adaptation of negotiation tactics and constraints.
Once the DMs are defined, the Agent Factory (AF) is used to create an
autonomous agent for each negotiating party. The agent uses its DM to decide
about the next move and counter-offers and communicates with the opponent’s
agent independently using the messages defined in the negotiation protocol. This
approach reserves the privacy of policies provided by each party and enables
impartial negotiation. A Negotiation Process Manager (NPM) receives notifications
from the agents about the status of the negotiation process and the offers
exchanged, which are stored in a NegKB. The External Resource Monitor (ERM)
waits for notifications from the agents to communicate with the corresponding
parties when the threshold values specified in the policies are exceeded during
the negotiation process. The parties at this point have the opportunity to redefine
the values of the negotiation issues, update the constraints, or guide the decision
for the next step, which is a powerful feature of the NB framework.
The context information of the parties described in the policy can also be
stored in a separate context database within the NegKB to use later as a reference
to resolve ambiguity in case of uncertainty or to apply learning strategies. We
assume that the context information provided by the parties is authentic since it
is also used to define their personal negotiation strategies.
Upon completion of a successful negotiation, the NB enters the postnegotiation phase. The NPM sends the necessary information to a SLA/Report
Generator, which generates a set of formal SLAs for the NBWS to send out to both
parties.
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4.3.3. Negotiation Policy Model
The NB accepts policies from the negotiating parties that define negotiation
parameters namely: context, goal, issues, preferences, constraints, and other
necessary metadata using a domain specific schema. Policies are basically sets of
high level governing rules, which define assertions or actions to be taken when
certain conditions are met. In other words, policies depict long term goals, and
the preferred ways to achieve the goals, and thereby, guide the decision making
process. The rules in a policy specification can be defined as blocks of if-then-else
clauses that can be grouped together using “And”, “Or”, “Not”. Relational
operators (=, >, <, etc.) are generally used to express rules as equations. In the
NB, rules from the policy specifications are used to select appropriate parameters
for the initialization of the decision models and for constraint checking and
decision making during the negotiation process.
Policies have long been used in the areas of network and resource
management, security, and privacy. A number of XML-based policy and
negotiation languages have been proposed by different researchers, which also
include a number of rule-based policy languages [4] [26] [92] [118] [121] [125].
982H
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Most of these languages are designed for specific application domains and have
specific requirements in terms of processing and usability. The standardization
effort for a universal policy language is still ongoing (Policy Language Interest
Group [118]).
98H

We use the XML-based WS-Policy [121] standard in our NB framework
98H

because of its generality. Policy contents, however, can be very specific to
different domains. Therefore, a Domain Specific Schema is used to define a domain
specific policy within the WS-Policy framework. Data types, other than the basic
ones, and tags are specified in the domain specific schema, which is referred to in
the WS-Policy schema definition.
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As shown in the UML (Unified Modeling Language) [95] class diagram in
90H

Figure 4.5, a WS-Policy specification can contain multiple Negotiation Policies
91H

for the different functionalities provided by a Web service. Each negotiation
policy defines parameters for different negotiation contexts and can refer to the
context of the other party with regards to the specification of negotiation rules.
The negotiation parameters are explained below in further detail. Ontology can
be defined to correspond to the schema definitions for a more general
negotiation policy specification. An example specification of a subset of the Stock
Quote service provider’s policy is shown in Figure 4.6. All line numbers
92H

described in this section refer to Figure 4.6.
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Figure 4.5 UML diagram of the contents of a policy specification

Context: Three types of context information is referred to in the policy
specification; Negotiation Context (line 3 to 7) refers to the specific negotiation
context (role of the party, a brief service description etc.) to which the policy
applies; Consumer Context (line 62 to 66) refers to the party’s own context
information, and Other Context (line 11) refers to the context of the other
negotiating party. Negotiation Context also contains a parameter called
Desirability Factor (DF) (0<DF<1.0), which indicates the consumer’s desire to
reach an agreement in the current negotiation (line 6). In the absence of the DF
specification, a value of 0.5 is used.
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<wsp: Policy xmlns:wsp=
"http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/ws/2004/09/policy" xmlns:nb="http:// CSMM.nb/policy">
<nb:NegotiationPolicy>
<nb:NegotiationContext = StockQuoteService >
<nb:Role>ServiceProvider</nb:Role>
<nb:Service>Provides Stock Quotes</nb:Service>
<nb:DesirabilityFactor>0.7</nb:DesirabilityFactor>
</nb:NegotiationContext>
<nb:Goals>
<nb:Goal>
<nb:Target>Maximize_Profit</nb:Target>
<nb:OtherContext>personal</nb:OtherContext>
<nb:Preference>0.7</nb:Preference>
</nb:Goal>
<nb:Goal>…………………</nb:Goal>
</nb:Goals>
<nb:Issues>
<nb:Issue>
<nb:Name>Price</nb:Name>
<nb:Type>Decimal </nb:DType>
<nb:Unit>Dollar</nb:DUnit>
<nb:Preference>0.6</nb:Preference >
<nb:Option>
<nb:Name>Gold</nb:Name>
<nb:Bestval>50</nb:Bestval>
<nb:Worstval>30</nb:Worstval>
</nb:Option>
<nb:Option>……………..</nb:Option>
</nb:Issue>
<nb:Issue>
<nb:Name>Availability</nb:Name>
<nb:Type>Decimal</nb:Type>
<nb:Unit>Percentile</nb:Unit>
<nb:Preference>0.4</nb:Preference>
<nb:Option>
<nb:Name>Gold</nb:Name>
<nb:Bestval>98.9</nb:Bestval>
<nb:Worstval>99.9</nb:Worstval>
<nb:Thresholdval>99.5</nb:Thresholdval>
</nb:Option>
<nb:Option>……………..</nb:Option>
</nb:Issue>
</nb:Issues>
<nb:Constraints>
<nb:Constraint>
<wsp:Policy>
<wsp:All>
<nb:Condition>
<nb:Issue>Price</nb:Issue>
<nb:Operator>&gt;</nb:Operator>
<nb:Value>40</nb:Value>
</nb:Condition>
<nb:Condition>
<nb:Issue>Availability</nb:Issue>
<nb:Operator>&lt;</nb:Operator>
<nb:Value>99.4</nb:Value>
</nb:Conditiont>
<nb:MaxNegTime>100</nb:MaxNegTime>
</wsp:All>
</wsp:Policy>
</nb:Constraint>
</nb:Constraints>
<nb:ConsumerContext>
<nb:Location>Canada</nb:Location>
<nb:EntityType>Company</nb:EntityType>
<nb:Size>Medium</nb:Size>
</nb:ConsumerContext>
<nb:Metadata>
<nb: PolicyName>…</nb:PolicyName>
<nb:PDate>…</nb:PDate>
<nb:ConsumerInfo>...</nb:ConsumerInfo>
</nb:Metadata>
</nb:NegotiationPolicy>
</wsp:Policy>
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Figure 4.6 Negotiation Policy Specification
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For example, a service provider’s policy may state that a limited version of its
service may be offered for a lower price to be used on mobile devices, or
different prices apply for personal use and for business use. ConsumerContext
refers to a party’s location, type (company or individual user), size of the
company or the number of employees who may be using the service, and so on.
From the perspective of the service provider, a large company and a good credit
record may seem to have more potential than an individual consumer with
unknown credentials. Consequently, the DF will be higher when the other party
is a large business organization than an individual consumer. So, the context of
the other party, which is referred to as OtherContext in the policy, can influence
the amount of interest in establishing a contract.
Goals: Each party in the negotiation has a goal. Typically the service
consumer has a simpler goal than the service provider namely, subscribing to the
service. High level goals such as maximize profit (line 10) or number of users,
obtaining long or short term contracts, targeting large reputed companies or
specific consumer groups based on location, age, or education, are based on the
strategic business plans of the service providers. Service consumers may define
short term contracts or lowest price as their goals. Each party in the negotiation
can specify multiple goals (line 8). Based on the higher level goal, detailed policy
specifications can include further details in the form of rules regarding how to
achieve the goal. This kind of hierarchical organization of policy specifications
can be very useful in large organizations where different levels of policy can be
specified by an expert of the corresponding administration level.
Issues and Options: Issues (line 16, 17) are the negotiable parameters in a
service offering and options (line 22) are the different values that can be taken by
the negotiable parameters. The negotiating parties need to specify the best (line
24, 36) and worst (line 25, 37) acceptable values for each issue and option, the
normalized preference weights to indicate the relative importance of the issues
(line 21, 33), and optionally a threshold value (line 38). If during negotiation the
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threshold value is exceeded, then an external resource, which can also be the
negotiating party, is contacted for decision making. For example, to make an
offer containing a response time that is beyond the threshold value specified by
the service provider, the party is contacted to verify feasibility of the new offer.
Constraints: Constraints (line 43) are combinations of conditions (line 47, 52)
that define unacceptable values of multiple issues and are declared explicitly in a
policy specification to rule out options and narrow down the acceptable set of
solutions. For example, a constraint can state a combination of values of different
issues is not acceptable, such as price higher than $12 and number of users less
than 50. The maximum time for negotiation is optionally set as a constraint (line
57). Otherwise, a default maximum time is chosen by the NB either as per the
other party’s time constraint (the lowest of the two), or the usual average
negotiation time.
Preferences: The negotiating parties can define relative priority values (line
12) for the different goals when more than one goal applies, and for issues and
options (line 21, 33) to facilitate the trade-off between the different issues.
Typically numerical normalized weight values are used to indicate the relative
importance of a set of issues where the sum of the weights equals to 1.
Metadata: The metadata (line 67 to 71) contains information about the
consumer who invokes the service of the NB, and the name and date of the
policy specification for easy reference to retrieve the policy from the NB
repository if required.

4.3.4. Negotiation Protocol
Researchers have proposed several protocols [44] [71] [109] for automated
94H
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negotiation purposes. However, they all refer to messaging over the network and
therefore, contain more messages than what we need for our broker service.
Figure 4.7 and Table 4.2 show a subset of the FIPA Contract Net Interaction
97H
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Protocol [44], which is used in the NB. Most of the messages shown in Figure 4.7
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are two-way i.e., any party can send the message to the other party. Messages are
typically exchanged upon receipt of a message from the other party as described
below.
CFP (Call For Proposal)
RP (Refuse Proposal)
PP (Propose Proposal)
AP (Accept Proposal)

Consumer
Agent

XP (Reject Proposal)
F (Failure)
PR (Pause Request)
Provider
Agent

Figure 4.7 Negotiation Protocol

Call-For-Proposal (CFP) is used to request an offer from the service provider.
In response, the service provider can either send a Propose Proposal (PP) or Refuse
Proposal (RP). Propose Proposal is also used for repeated offers and counteroffers in bargaining. Refuse Proposal indicates a party’s unwillingness to
participate in negotiation. A successful negotiation ends with Accept Proposal
(AP) while failure to reach an agreement is decided by a Reject Proposal (XP).
Failure (F) indicates inability to receive, transmit, or interpret a message as
explained in the message content, to which the other party may reply by
resending the previous message. We define an additional message Pause Request
(PR), which is sent by an agent when values of issues cross the thresholds and
the negotiation process needs to be suspended temporarily for user feedback.
The other party waits for a default period within the specified maximum time for
negotiation, otherwise it issues a “XP”.
Table 4.2 Negotiation Protocol used in the NB
Call For Proposal
Propose Proposal
Refuse Proposal
Accept Proposal
Reject Proposal
Failure
Pause Request

CFP
PP
RP
AP
XP
F
PR

Request for service offering/proposal
Send a proposal
Refuse sending a proposal
Accept the proposal
Reject the proposal
Any kind of failure notification
Request to pause the negotiation process
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4.3.5. Decision Support System
In this section we define our core Decision Support System (DSS). We later
present advanced algorithms for an adaptive DSS. We apply integrative or
collaborative negotiation in our NB framework where both parties reach a winwin situation [102] since both parties benefit from the negotiation. Game theory
10H

[43] assumes disclosure of the opponent’s information and goal, which is not
102H

realistic in business negotiations. Genetic algorithms [12] have shown promising
103H

results in several instances but require considerable time for the whole process,
which is not feasible in real world business processes. In our prototype we use a
time-dependent cost-benefit model for the negotiation strategy for both parties.
Faratin et al. [41] describe time-based, resource-based, and behavioral-based
104H

negotiation approaches using different mathematical functions and cost-benefit
models. We propose a similar time-based approach but resource-dependency is
implemented as an external controlling factor through the definition of threshold
values. Behavioral dependency can be implemented in different ways in the NB
either through decision algorithms such as our adaptive algorithm, or through
other AI-based behavioral approaches such as statistical regression analysis [54]
105H

or learning approaches [18] using the negotiation knowledge base.
106H

The DSS in the NB selects an appropriate negotiation strategy from the
Strategy DB and initializes two separate Decision Models (DM) for the two
negotiating parties based on consumer preferences given in the respective policy
specifications. The DMs compute the parameter values for their respective
strategy and guide the corresponding agents, which carry out the negotiation
process on behalf of the two parties. The DMs are also initialized with the
constraints and rules, which are used with the decision support algorithms.
These algorithms are used to decide about the next move in the negotiation
process and to compute the values of the issues for the next offer or counteroffer. The two parties in a negotiation process typically have conflicting interests.
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For example, a service consumer prefers a lower price whereas a service provider
prefers a higher price. Issues for which both parties have mutual interests are
excluded from the negotiation process by selecting the best possible values for
those issues.
The three major aspects of a decision model are: convergence of offers
towards either timed termination of the process, or acceptance or rejection;
decision regarding the next action (accept, reject, or make counter-offer), and
finally, definition of a mathematical model for generating counter-offers. The
convergence aspect of negotiation in our model is satisfied by a timeout
constraint to ensure termination of the process in a finite period. An offer
consisting of values of n negotiable issues from an agent a to an agent b at time t
is expressed as:
a
a
x at → b = <x1,…, xn> where x j ∈ [ min j , max j ] and j ∈ [1, n]

The second aspect, i.e., the acceptability criterion for an offer, is defined using
its utility value, which is a measure of the goodness of an offer. When a party
receives an offer, Eq. 4.4 is used to compute the utility value corresponding to the
value of each issue in the offer. The best and worst values of each issue as
specified in the policy are used to determine whether V j increases or decreases
with x j and the maximum and minimum allowable values of the issue. The
goodness of the whole offer is measured using Eq. 4.5, where the weight values
are obtained from the policy specification. An agent a infers its next action at
time t’ based on the offer received at time t (t < t’) using the logic in Eq. 4.6. If the
maximum negotiation time is exceeded the agent sends an XP message and the
process ends. Otherwise, if the other party’s offer has higher utility value than
the offer that would be made next at t’, then the opponent’s offer is accepted and
the process ends. When none of the previous conditions are true, a counter-offer
is proposed and the negotiation continues.
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I a ( t ′ , xbt → a

a
⎧ reject if t ′ > t max
⎪
⎪⎪
′
) = ⎨ accept if V a ( xbt → a ) ≥ V a ( x at → b )
⎪
⎪ xt′
⎪⎩ a → b otherwise
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…………………

Eq. 4.6

where

t
x b → a is the offer a received from b at time t
′
x at → b is the offer a should make to b at time t ′
a
t max
is the constant maximum neg. time for a

The third negotiation aspect addresses the calculation of the counter-offer. Eq.
4.7 is used to compute the value of each issue to generate a counter-offer at time t
from the maximum and minimum allowable values and the time-based function
α aj ( t ) for the issue j and agent a. Any of the time-based functions from Eq. 4.1,

Eq. 4.2, or Eq. 4.3 can be used to compute α aj ( t ) . Different issues can use different
time-based functions for generating an offer.
⎧ min a + α a ( t )(max a − min a )
j
j
j
j
⎪
a
⎪⎪
If V (x ) decreases as x j increases
j j
x at → b [ j ] = ⎨
a + ( 1 − α a ( t ))(max a − min a )
min
j
j
j
j
⎪
a
⎪
If V (x ) is increases as x j increases
⎪⎩
j j

….……… Eq. 4.7

Each of the time-based functions has a parameter β, which defines the
curvature. Eq. 4.1 and Eq. 4.2 have a parameter k for the initial concession value
and Eq. 4.3 has a parameter tmid, which represents the shift of its midpoint
towards positive x-axis. We define the equations to calculate the values of these
parameters from the policy specification for the respective issue as part of the
policy mapping model described below.

4.3.6. Policy Mapping Model
We define a policy mapping model to map consumer policy specifications to
the parameters of the strategy model and to rules in the DM as shown in Figure
107H
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4.8. Based on the common goals and contexts, mappings rules are pre-defined in
the PolicyDB of the NB. For example, the goal maximize profit will result in a very
high priority and a narrow boundary for price. A goal longer contract will on the
other hand, give low priority to price and high priority to contract period.

PolicyDB

NegKB

Goal
Mapping
rules

Context
Other
policy
info

Agent’s decision
model

Strategy
parameters

Figure 4.8 Policy mapping model

The mapping rules use information from the current policy specifications, the
PolicyDB and the NegKB to derive parameters for the selected negotiation
strategy model and rules that are used in the DM for strategic decision making
during the negotiation process. When detailed information such as boundary
values of the issues and preferences are given in the policy specification,
mapping rules are only used to derive the parameters of the mathematical
negotiation strategy model. In the absence of detailed information, if only goals
are specified, previous policy information and goal mapping rules can be applied
to obtain other necessary information for negotiation. Preference is taken into
account to select appropriate policy mapping rules in the case of conflicting goals
and constraints and previous cases can also be consulted from the NegKB. New
rules can be formulated automatically based on the existing set of rules and
information by applying various machine learning techniques for intelligent
decision making, which are stored in the PolicyDB.
We define mathematical models for initializing the parameters of the timebased functions as part of the policy mapping model in our current research that
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can be further customized based on the data from the NegKB. As shown in Eq.
4.1, Eq. 4.2 and Eq. 4.3, the following parameters need to be defined: β for the
curvature, k for the initial concession value for the exponential and polynomial
functions, and tmid for the shift of the middle point for the sigmoid function. We
calculate β and k for the exponential and polynomial functions using Eq. 4.8, Eq.
4.9, and Eq. 4.10, which have been revised from our earlier work [140] for better
108H

scaling of the parameters with the values of preferences and DF. β for the
sigmoid function is calculated using Eq. 4.11.
adjustedPr ef = (1/numIssu es) - pref

………….

Eq. 4.8

where numIssues = total number of issues

β exp_ poly = δ ′ * DF * e δ * adjustedPr ef

…………. Eq. 4.9

where ( δ ′ ,δ ) > 0 are constants
k aj = (λ * max aj )

( min aj

*

a
t max
)

…………. Eq. 4.10

where λ > 0 is a constant

β sigmoid = δ ′ *

pref ⎞
⎛
⎜ −1 * δ *
⎟
DF ⎠
e⎝

…………. Eq. 4.11

where ( δ ′,δ ) > 0 are constants

Proper choice of the parameters provides the desired conceding patterns of
the graphs. Generally, we are less conceding for more important issues and vice
versa. A high β value results in a more conceding pattern whereas a low value of
β (<1) results in smaller incremental values in subsequent offers. Therefore, the
concept behind the equations is that the higher the preference the smaller β
should be for the offers to be less conceding and vice versa. If β is too small, the
changes in the offer values are very small. As a result, a long negotiation time is
required. For exponential and polynomial functions, one party is likely to
concede rapidly towards the end of the negotiation time (due to the nature of the
curve), which results in less optimal negotiation outcomes.
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We use exponential equations to derive β values for the decision functions. In
the exponential equation y=ex, 0<y<1 for x<0; y=0 for x=0, and y>1 for x>0.
adjustedPref is computed using Eq. 4.8. adjustedPref<0 when preference is greater
than the equal-preference value (1/numIssues), and vice versa. As a result, for
preference>equal-preference, Eq. 4.9 produces β values that are less than 1, and
vice versa. The higher the preference, the lower the β values and the lower the
preference, the higher the β values. For the same preference, a party is generally
more conceding when the desirability is high. Therefore, β increases
proportionally with DF in Eq. 4.9.
As shown in Figure 4.1 and Figure 4.2, β can vary in a large range (anywhere
109H
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from 0.001 to 100) for a small preference range of 0 to 1. For better mapping of
the β, we replaced the linear mapping function as shown in Eq. 4.12, which was
proposed in our earlier work [140], with an exponential mapping function as
10H

shown in Eq. 4.9. We also replaced the corresponding Eq. 4.13 for computing k
with Eq. 4.10, to get a better initial concession value for all ranges of values. k is
calculated based on the highest and lowest acceptable values of the issues and
the maximum negotiation time is scaled by the constant λ as shown in Eq. 4.10.
However, any constant value, for example, 0.1 can also be used (0<k<1), without
using the mapping equation, and then initial concession is 0.1 of the maximum
concession. The values of the constants δ, δ´, and λ in the above equations are
selected by experiments for scaling purposes.
β =

kj =

δ * DF

………………

Eq. 4.12

...................

Eq. 4.13

pref

λ ∗ (max aj − min aj )
a
max aj * t max

An exponential mapping equation is used to compute the β parameter of the
sigmoid function. In Eq. 4.11, β is minimum for high preference and low DF
values. Low β results in a more slanted curve and low increment of  in the
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subsequent offers. δ´ and δ in Eq. 4.11 are assigned constant values. The
maximum and minimum points of the curve of Eq. 4.3 should be very close to 1
and 0 respectively, and lie on the positive x-axis between t=0 and tmax, the
specified maximum negotiation time. If the maximum and minimum points of
the curve go beyond t=0 and tmax, then δ´ is incremented while β is computed
repeatedly until the curve lies within the specified time range. Then tmid is
calculated as the middle point of the curve on the time axis.

4.4 Prototype Implementation
We describe implemention of an agent simulation on a partial prototype of
the NB framework to verify our approach to broker-based automated negotiation
in three separate stages. In the first stage, we implement only the exponential
time-based function with the basic decision logic of Eq. 4.6 and a linear policy
mapping function for the parameters as shown in Eq. 4.12 and Eq. 4.13. In the
second stage, we use the improved parameter mapping functions given in Eq. 4.8
to Eq. 4.10, and the enhanced decision algorithms for adaptive negotiation. In the
third stage, we implement the polynomial and sigmoid time-based functions and
show how the appropriate function can be selected based on the policy
specification for better negotiation outcomes. For each stage we present the
objectives, experimental setup and observations. Finally, we discuss the
improvements made to the NB through the various stages of implementation.

4.4.1. Experimental Environment
We implemented an agent simulation in Java [62] to validate our approach to
102H

automated policy-based negotiation using intelligent agents. We used an IBM
Intel Pentium 2.66 GHz desktop with 512 MB of RAM, Windows XP 2002 SP2,
and JRE 1.4 [62] to develop and execute the simulation. The different modules in
103H
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the NB are all implemented as Java classes and Java thread and socket classes are
used to simulate the negotiation agents.
To validate the impartial behavior of the agents although they run in the
same framework, we describe below the organization of the Java classes used to
implement the prototype. The DSS class represents the Decision Support System.
It initializes two Java DecisionModel class instances for the two parties with
their corresponding policy information. Then two instances of the Agents thread
class are created using an AgentFactory class. Each agent is initialized with a
pointer to the corresponding DecisionModel instance, which acts as the brain
for the agent. The Provider Agent is initialized as a server socket, which
immediately goes into the listening mode. The Consumer Agent is initialized as
a normal socket and sends a CFP first before going into listening mode. The
Provider Agent gets the CFP, uses the DecisionModel to generate its first

offer and sends it to the Consumer Agent. The Consumer Agent replies back as
decided by its DecisionModel. The implementation of the agents is therefore,
independent of each other and guided by their corresponding DecisionModels.
The Issues and Options are defined as sub-classes of an Abs_Issue Java class.
Other classes are Strategy that implements various negotiation strategies, and
Constraints that validates an offer based on the constraints defined in the

policy.

4.4.2. Evaluation Criteria
Since the negotiation results in a win-win situation, we use Combined Utility
Value (CUV) as a measure of the goodness of the negotiated offer in our
experiments. CUV is the sum of the Utility Values (UV) of the negotiated offer
for the consumer and the provider. The UV of an offer is calculated using Eq. 4.4
and Eq. 4.5. For example, if the negotiation result is Offern the CUV is defined as:

CUV = ConsumerUV(Offern) + ProviderUV(Offern)

............. Eq. 4.14
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4.4.3. First Stage
The first stage of implementation simply validates the basic organization and
functionality of the framework using the exponential time-based function with
the cost-benefit model. We applied the logical and mathematical decision
support equations described in Section 4.3 and the policy mapping equations
104H

given in Eq. 4.12 and Eq. 4.13.
Objective: The experiments conducted at this stage test the viability of our
approach to automatic policy-based negotiation by verifying if it meets the three
important requirements of negotiation namely: convergence, offer generation,
and decision support. We apply the basic decision models and mapping
equations to validate our approach and the agent-based NB framework. We
study the negotiation results to identify the limitations and possible areas of
improvements.
Experimental setup: We ran the experiments for the Bronze service offerings
of the provider as shown in Table 4.1 with DF=0.7 and maximum negotiation
105H

time=200 for both parties. We used δ=5 and λ=20 in Eq. 4.12 and Eq. 4.13. We
assume that the best-worst value pairs for the issues “price”, “users” and
“availability” are respectively (10-15), (150-100), and (0.979-0.97) for the
consumer and (20-10), (100-200), and (0.96-0.979) for the provider (Table 4.1). The
106H

preferences of the issues are 0.5, 0.2 and 0.3 respectively for both parties.
Observations: Due to the nature of the time-based decision functions, each
party concedes to the opponent’s offer towards the end of the negotiation process
to reach an agreement, provided that the acceptable ranges of values of both
parties for all the issues overlap. For example, if the provider’s price limits are
$20~$10 and the consumer’s price limits are $8~$9.5, which do not overlap, the
process terminates without an agreement at the maximum time. In any case, the
negotiation terminates in finite time due to the maximum time constraint. Each
party starts with its best offer with highest UV. Figure 4.9 shows how the
107H
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provider’s offers gradually concede to the opponent’s offers as the two lines
representing UVs of the offers received and offers proposed converge.

UtilityValue(UV)

UV Offer Made

UV Offer Received

1
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0
3

23

43

63

Time

83

103

123

Figure 4.9 Provider Utility Value

Table 4.3 shows the actual values of the issues in the offers exchanged
108H

between the two parties. We consider time as discrete values that represent the
count of the offers generated at a certain point of time during the negotiation
process. The important thing to note in the table is that at time 61 and 62 both the
offers contain user=134, which should ideally be in the final negotiated SLA.
However, because each party continues to make counter-offers following only
the time-based function without considering the opponent’s offer, the final offer
contains only 103 users. We address this issue in the next stage along with the
implementation of the mechanism to allow consumer feedback during the
negotiation process.
Table 4.3 Negotiation Process
Time
2
50
60
62
100
136
138

Consumer’s offers
Price
User
10.085
149
10.315
139
10.406
135
10.42
134
11.03
115
12.13
103
103
12.218

Avail
0.978
0.978
0.978
0.978
0.977
0.973
0.973

Provider’s offers
Time
Price
User
Avail
3
19.736
102
0.960
51
19.150
125
0.960
61
18.934
134
0.960
136
0.961
63
18.885
101
17.528
172
0.964
137
15.268
193
0.971
* OA : Offer Accepted

A third observation made during the experiments is that if any lower priority
issue in the opponent’s offer has a better value than the specified best value in
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the policy, then we get a very high overall UV of the offer using Eq. 4.4 and Eq.
4.5 although other more important issues have very little UV. As a result, the
offer gets accepted. For example, if the provider’s offer has users=180 where for
consumer the best value is 150, then although the more important issue price=10
(worst acceptable value), the offer may get accepted by the consumer agent,
which results in a non-optimal solution.

4.4.4. Second Stage
In this stage, we mainly focus on the decision algorithms and protocols.
Based on our observations in the first stage, we devise an improved version of
the Decision Algorithm that is used to compute and compare UVs of the offers. We
also present a new Adaptive Algorithm to adapt the time-based function to the
changing status of the negotiation process. The adaptive algorithm allows the
consumers to update their preferences when certain threshold values are
exceeded during negotiation, which also results in a greater overall UV for both
parties. Last, we present the Agent Algorithm that is used by the intelligent agents
to respond to the offers received from the other party according to the specified
negotiation protocol.

Decision Algorithm
Figure 4.10 shows our improved decision algorithm, which is executed upon
109H

receipt of an offer from the opponent. We refer to all the lines in Figure 4.10 in
102H

this section. As a remedy to the problem observed in stage 1 of incorrect
computation of UV due to extremely good values of the issues, we add the check
in the basic algorithm as shown in line 8 of Figure 4.10. For example, in the case
102H

an offer contains users=180 when the best allowable value is 150 for the party,
Eq. 4.4 should be modified to use xj=best allowable value, which should give
Vj(xj)=1. This approach guarantees correctness of the computation of the overall
UV of the opponent’s offer.
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If (message == “CFP”) then
Send first proposal
End If
If (ConstraintsDefined) then
CheckConstraints
End If
If (ConstraintsSatisfied or notDefined) then
If (value of an issue is better than the best value) then
Consider utility value for that issue to be 1
End If
Calculate utility value of the offer received (UVOR)
If (curTime > maxNegTime)
nextOfferTime = maxNegTime
else
nextOfferTime = curTime
End If
Calculate the offer to make next at nextOfferTime
Calculate utility value of the offer to make (UVOM)
If (values of all issues are within or better than acceptable limits) then
If (UVOR >= UVOM) then
Accept offer and send “AP” and return
End If
If (curTime > maxNegTime)
Send reject offer “XP” and return
End If
End If
End If
For (every issue i)
If ((UVORi >= UVOMi) and (UVORi > 0) and (UVORi < 1) and notAdapted) then
Apply adaptive algorithm to redefine utility functions
Compute revised value of issue i in the next offer to make
End If
End For
Send next offer “PP” to the other party

Figure 4.10 Decision Algorithm

Line 4 checks the constraints if defined in the policy to confirm the validity of
the offer received. Line 11 calculates the overall utility value of the offer received
(UVOR) if values of all the issues are within acceptable ranges. Each party
concedes to its worst value at maxNegTime (maximum time for negotiation). To
consider this best offer from the opponent at curTime>maxNegTime, a little
adjustment is made to time in line 12 to 16 to calculate party’s own last offer.
Lines 17 and 18 calculate the offer to make next and its utility value (UVOM).
Based on the condition in line 19, the basic decision algorithm of Eq. 4.6, as given
in lines 20 to 25, is executed. An offer is accepted if its utility value (UVOR) is
higher than or equal to the utility value of the offer to make next (UVOM).
Otherwise, if current time is greater than the maxNegTime then negotiation
terminates without an agreement.
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The basic strategy uses only the exponential time-based function to calculate
the values of the issues for the next offer without taking the opponent’s offer into
consideration. Our earlier work revealed that such strategy results in lower
utility values of less important issues. We add lines 28 to 33 in the decision
algorithm to take into account the opponent’s offer for generating the counteroffer. We compare the utility values of the offer received and the offer to make
for each issue i, UVORi and UVOMi, and if the opponent’s value is equal or
better, we redefine the boundaries of the corresponding time-based function.
Since each negotiating party starts with the best values of the issues and
gradually concedes towards the worst values, the above strategy simply sets a
new improved worst value limit.
In the example of Table 4.3, the consumer will set a new worst value of 134
102H

for “users” at time 62. Once this new worst value is set, the utility values
computed for the corresponding issue thereafter results in 0 based on the new
worst value because already that value is reached. Therefore, we add the clauses
(UVORi > 0) and notAdapted in line 29 in Figure 4.10 to avoid reapplying the
1023H

change of limit. (UVORi < 1) is checked because we want to avoid changing the
best value limit and when the opponent’s value is better than the best value limit,
UVORi is set to 1. In line 30, provided all conditions are satisfied, the adaptive
algorithm is applied to redefine the boundary values and parameters of the timebased function so that the UVOMi is as close as possible to UVORi. Based on the
new function, next offer is recalculated and then sent off to the other party.

Adaptive Algorithm
We propose an adaptive algorithm as shown in Figure 4.11 to allow dynamic
1024H

modification of the time-based functions during negotiation to adapt to changing
status. It adjusts the time-based function for an issue with a new set of boundary
values and updated parameter values to provide a certain value at a certain point
of time during the negotiation process. This allows the example in Table 4.3 to
1025H
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stick to a value close to 134 users in subsequent offers instead of settling for a less
optimal value, such as 103 users.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31

If there is a new best or worst value then
Set the modified flag to true for this issue
Save the original limiting values
Set the new limit
End If
If current_time=0 then // Parameter update is not necessary
Return
End If
If Strategy is exponential function then
Calculate β for α (current_time) = 0.999 from eq. 4.1
Set new β and return
Else If Strategy is polynomial function then
Compute α (current_time) as newAlphaT from eq. 4.2
Do
oldAlphaT = newAlphaT
Increment β by ((1 - oldAlphaT) * 50)
Set new β
Compute α (current_time) as newAlphaT
While (newAlphaT - oldAlphaT)>0.001
While ((1- newAlphaT) > 0.01 and (newAlphaT <> oldAlphaT))
Increment k by (1 - newAlphaT) * 0.1
Set new k value
oldAlphaT = newAlphaT
Compute α (current_time) as newAlphaT
End While
Else If Strategy is sigmoid function then
t_mid = ((double) time) * 0.5;
beta = ((-1) * ln ((1/ 0.999) - 1)) / t_mid;
Set new β
Set new t_mid
End If

Figure 4.11 Adaptive Algorithm

Generally, β is incremented to a higher value so that α(t) reaches 1 and the
corresponding issue reaches its new worst value at a given time which is less
than tmax. In Figure 4.11, line 10 uses a value for α(t) which is very close to 1 to
1026H

compute β using back calculation because lim t →tmax α (t ) → 1 towards the end of the
negotiation in Eq. 4.1, Eq. 4.2, and Eq. 4.3. For the example in Table 4.3 at time 62
1027H

the consumer would apply the adaptive algorithm to reset its lowest acceptable
value to 134 and to recompute β such that at time 62, the next offer has
users=134. Since this is the lowest value, it is maintained in the subsequent offers
unless the opponent proposes some other value of “users” that has better UV
than 134 with respect to the original boundary values. Then the boundary is reset
to another new worst value.
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For the polynomial time-based function, back calculation is not feasible.
Therefore, we gradually increment β to make α(t) close to 1 where t represents
the current time in the negotiation process. We noticed that after a saturation
point, large increments in β results only in a very negligible increment in α(t). As
a result, we need to increment the initial value of the function, k, to make α(t)
close to 1. This is shown in lines 20 to 25 in Figure 4.11. In the case of sigmoid
1028H

function, the maximum value of α(t) is considered to be 0.999, where t represents
the current time and tmid is (0.5 * t). From Eq. 4.3, we back calculate the value of β.
Then the old parameters are replaced by the newly computed values.
A second contribution of this algorithm is in enabling the consumer to
redefine preferences and constraints during a negotiation process when an offer
exceeds pre-defined threshold values, which is a powerful feature of the NB
framework. For example, if a consumer defines a threshold value of 99%
availability in the policy, then the consumer is notified when the offer to propose
to the other party contains a value that is greater than this value. Thus the
consumer can reconfirm the availability of resources to provide this QoS. The
consumer at this point can reply back with a revised 98% availability limit. The
adaptive algorithm then adjusts the time-based function to reflect this new limit.
A new message type, Pause Request, is proposed in the negotiation protocol to
pause the negotiation process for this purpose.
A third advantage of the algorithm is that it allows the best value limit to be
modified when the opponent’s offer contains better value of an issue than its best
value.

Agent Algorithm
Figure 4.12 shows the algorithm executed by the intelligent agents when they
1029H

receive an offer from the other party. In most part the algorithm is selfexplanatory. We exchange acknowledgement messages in the case of accept
proposal message, “AP”. When a party receives an “AP”, as shown in line 4, it
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checks if the last message sent was an “AP”. If so, it deems this message as a
confirmation and terminates the process. Otherwise, it sends another “AP” to
confirm the receipt of the “AP” and terminates.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

If (“RP” or “XP”) then
//Reject or Refuse proposal
Terminate negotiation process and return
End If
If (“AP”) then //Accept proposal
If (LastProposalSent== “AP”) then //acknowledgement
Accept and terminate
Else
Send “AP” as acknowledgement of “AP”
Terminate and return
End If
End If
If (“F”) then
// Failure
Retry sending the last message up to a maximum number of
retries and then send “XP” and return
End If
If (“CFP” or “PP”) then //Call for or Propose proposal
Consult DecisionModel to find the next move and send that
message to the other party
End If

Figure 4.12 Agent Algorithm

Objective: With the new and improved algorithms and the policy mapping
functions given in Eq. 4.9 and Eq. 4.10, we first demonstrate our selection of the
optimum values for the constants δ, δ´ and λ by rigorous experiments. We also
show how the negotiation time varies with these values. Then we validate the
effectiveness of the adaptive algorithm by comparing the CUVs of the
negotiation outcomes with and without use of the adaptive algorithm.
Sometimes the opponent’s offer contains a better value than the best value of
an issue for which we consider UV=1 as explained before. In our current
algorithm we do not change the best value limit because it is beyond the
acceptable range of values for the issue. When the adaptive algorithm is used, for
the new worst values UV is calculated as zero if we use Eq. 4.4. For example, if
“users” increases consumer’s UV increases, and for the new worst value, which
is also the current value of the issue (xj), Eq. 4.4 gives Vj(xj)=0 although the new
worst value is better than the old worst value. Therefore, we calculate the UV
using the original boundary values (orgmaxj and orgminj) as given in Eq. 4.15.
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⎧ org max − x j
j
⎪
⎪ org max − org min
⎪
j
j
Vj ( xj )= ⎨
⎪ x j − org min j
⎪
⎪⎩ org max j − org min j

V j increases as x j decreases
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............... Eq. 4.15

V j increases as x j increases

We prove the following hypotheses by the experiments:

• The new mapping equations given in Eq. 4.8 to Eq. 4.10 provide better
result and higher CUV than the equations proposed in our earlier work.

• The proposed policy mapping model provides a feasible, effective and
automatic way to map high level policy to low level strategy model.

• Parameters computed using the mathematical equations correctly reflect
user preferences in the negotiated results, i.e., more preferred issues have
better values than the less preferred issues.

• The adaptive algorithm improves the general performance of the NB in
terms of the CUV besides enabling the parties to provide their input
during an ongoing negotiation.
Experimental setup: We use the same range of values for the issues for both
parties as in the first stage of experiments. We use Eq. 4.9 and Eq. 4.10 with
δ=δ´=5 and λ=20, respectively, to compute the parameters of the exponential
time-based function for all the experiments in this stage. To observe the effect of
preference and DF on the parameters and the negotiation result, we conducted
experiments for different values of DF and preference (of one issue) for one party
while keeping the same DF and preference for the other party. We varied the
consumer DF and the preference of the “price” issue from 0.1 to 0.9 with equal
preference for the other two issues. For the first set of experiments, the provider
agent has DF=0.5 and all issues have equal preference. To observe the
performance of the adaptive algorithm for different values of DF and
combination of preference of both parties, the second set of experiments is
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conducted where we vary the DF and the preference for the “price” issue for
both parties with equal preferences for the other two issues. In most of the
experiments presented in the next section, maximum negotiation time=100.
Observations: We conducted the same experiment as shown in Table 4.3 with
103H

the revised Eq. 4.9 and Eq. 4.10. Table 4.3 shows that with the old equations the
103H

consumer agent accepted the offer at time 138 for {price: 12.218, num_users:103,
availability: 0.973} and CUV 0.78. With the new mapping equations but without
the adaptive algorithm the consumer now accepts an offer at time 75 for {price:
11.93, num_users: 104, availability: 0.973} and CUV 0.79. The new equations,
therefore, provide better performances in terms of CUV and negotiation time.
With the adaptive algorithm the consumer accepts an offer at time 123 for {price:
13.19, num_users: 135, availability: 0.973} and CUV 0.8. Therefore, the adaptive
algorithm provides an even better result in terms of the CUV although a longer
negotiation time is required than when the algorithm is not used. The adaptive
algorithm controls the highly conceding nature of the less preferred issues in
order to gain a better overall CUV, which comes at the cost of a slightly worse
value of the more preferred issue. In the above experiment, the CUV is highest
with the adaptive algorithm at the cost of a higher “price”. The result contains
135 users instead of the obvious value of 134 with the adaptive algorithm
because with the new equations, after receiving 135 in the offer, the consumer
agent computes 135 in the counter-offer to make. Since both have same UV, the
new worst value limit is set to 135 at this point, which is maintained in the final
result.
We now justify our choice of the constant values in the mapping equations.
We used δ=5 and δ´=5 in Eq. 4.9 and λ=20 in Eq. 4.10 for all experiments in this
stage. These values are chosen based on an experimental study of the negotiation
outcomes, which vary the most with the value of δ´. Figure 4.13, Figure 4.14, and
1032H
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Figure 4.15 show the comparative results in terms of total negotiation time in
1034H

milliseconds (ms), the variation in β values, and the CUV of the negotiation
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outcomes for δ´ values of 5, 3, and 1.5. We also varied consumer price preference
and DF from 0.1 to 0.9 with equal preferences for the other two issues. We set
DF=0.5 and uniform preferences for all the issues for the service provider. The
label Ad_5_Pr_0.1 on the x-axis denotes use of adaptive algorithm, δ´=5 and
consumer preference for Price=0.1. Figure 4.13 and Figure 4.15 show that with
1035H
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δ´=5, negotiations converge in around half the time than with the other values of
δ´ with insignificant differences in the CUV. Figure 4.14 shows that the β ranges
1037H

Time for Negotiation (ms)

from 0.02 to 14.5 as the consumer’s preference and DF varies from 0.1 to 0.9.
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Figure 4.13 Time for negotiation for different values of δ´(5, 3, 1.5) and
preferences of the price issue (0.1, 0.5, 0.9) and DF

Low preference implies a high conceding nature but results in low UV. High
DF increases the conceding nature even more. In Figure 4.15, therefore, CUV is
1038H

low at pref=0.1 and high DF. As DF decreases, the consumer is less conceding
and the CUV goes up. At pref=0.9, the consumer is very conservative and the
CUV is high on average. At DF=0.5, both parties have equal DF and with high
preference, the CUV reaches its peak. At pref=0.5, which is closest to the
provider’s equal preference value (0.33), DF has greater influence on the result.
At high DF, the greater conceding nature of the consumer results in low CUV. As
DF decreases the party becomes more conservative and the CUV increases for
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the same reason. When both parties have similar and equal preferences, we
observe that the CUV is generally low, which is also prominent in Figure 4.16.
1039H
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Figure 4.14 Mapping of parameter β for different values of δ´(5, 3, 1.5)
and preferences of the price issue (0.1, 0.5, 0.9) and DF
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Figure 4.15 Combined Utility Value (CUV) for different values of δ´(5, 3, 1.5)
and preferences of the price issue (0.1, 0.5, 0.9) and DF

Figure 4.16 shows the effectiveness of the adaptive algorithm for lower
104H

preference values for exponential function. The graphs show the CUV for
different consumer DF and preference values for negotiations with and without
the adaptive algorithm. For low preference the CUV is higher for the same DF
with the adaptive algorithm than without the algorithm, but as the preference
increases negotiations without the adaptive algorithm perform better. The CUV
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is low around the equal preference value for all DF values. Without the adaptive
algorithm, for higher DF values as preference increases the CUV has a greater
increase. The reason is that the adaptive algorithm restricts trade-off for issues
with lower preference to gain better values for issues with high preference.
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Figure 4.16 Combined Utility Value (CUV) for different preference values of the price issue
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Figure 4.17 Negotiated price for different DF and preference values

Figure 4.17 shows the final negotiated prices for different consumer “price”
104H

preference values for negotiations with and without the adaptive algorithm. The
DF_0.1 and Pref_0.1 legends stand for DF=0.1, pref=0.1, respectively and that the
adaptive algorithm is not used, while Ad_Pref_0.1 implies that the adaptive
algorithm is used in negotiation. In Figure 4.17 we see that for very low
1042H

preference “price” is lower with the adaptive algorithm than without the
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algorithm. Therefore, the adaptive algorithm provides a remedy for the second
observation in the stage 1 experiments. For higher preferences the difference in
performance for the two cases (with and without the algorithm) reduces. The
experiments verify that the adaptive algorithm can effectively adapt the time
function to new boundary value settings. From Figure 4.16 and Figure 4.17 we
1043H

104H

can additionally infer that the algorithm provides better CUV at lower preference
and DF values.
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Figure 4.20 Combined Utility Value (CUV) for provider
preference value of 0.9 of the price issue

In Figure 4.18, Figure 4.19 and Figure 4.20 we vary the preference and DF
1045H

1046H

1047H

values for both parties where Pro-Con_0.5-0.1 implies provider and consumer
priority values of 0.5 and 0.1 respectively and Pro-Con_Ad_0.1-0.5 denotes that
adaptive algorithm is used in negotiation. All the Figures show that higher CUV
is achieved for lower consumer preference values. There are several interesting
observations that we can make from these experiments. Figure 4.20 shows that
1048H

the CUV is very low about 0.53 on average for Pro-Con_0.9-0.5. In this case the
provider agent is very conservative or boulware on the “price” issue, which has
best-worst values of (20-10). So, the provider agent starts its offer with $20 and
very slowly decreases the value in subsequent offers. The consumer agent, on the
contrary, has moderate preference for “price” and starts its offer with $10 where
best-worst values are (10-15). So, by the time the provider’s offer enters the
acceptable range of the consumer, the consumer reaches close to its worst values
with very low utility value. Therefore, the CUV of the final offer is low. Since the
overlapping regions for two of the issues start at worst values of the consumer,
the CUV is generally low when the consumer is more conceding than the
provider.
Although in Pro-Con_0.9-0.1, the consumer is more conceding for the “price”
issue than Pro-Con_0.9-0.5, it has higher CUV than the other. The reason is that
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the other two issues have higher preference values for Pro-Con_0.9-0.1, and
therefore, the overall UV is higher than Pro-Con_0.9-0.5, where all the issues
concede equally to their worst values.
We also observe that the adaptive algorithm performs better in almost all the
cases in Figure 4.18, Figure 4.19 and Figure 4.20 with the exceptions where the
1049H

105H

105H

consumer preference is 0.9, Pro-Con_0.1-0.9 and Pro-Con_0.5-0.9. When both
agents have “price” preferences of 0.9, the other issues have very low preferences
and are highly conceding. In this case the adaptive algorithm performs better by
controlling the agents’ conceding behavior at the optimal values of the issues.
The adaptive algorithm improves the CUV for Pro-Con_0.9-0.1 in Figure 4.20 but
1052H

degrades the CUV for Pro-Con_0.1-0.9 in Figure 4.18 although in both cases the
1053H

combination of preferences is 0.1 and 0.9. Pro-Con_0.9-0.1 performs poorly (CUV
is around 0.85) because of the conceding nature of the consumer agent towards
its worst values in the acceptable range of the opponent as explained before. For
Pro-Con_0.1-0.9, the provider agent concedes only half way towards its worst
values to enter the acceptable range of its opponent, and therefore, has higher
CUV than Pro-Con_0.9-0.1. With the adaptive algorithm, Pro-Con_Ad_0.1-0.9
and Pro-Con_Ad_0.9-0.1 have similar CUV (about 1.16), but since Pro-Con_0.90.1 performs poorly, adaptive algorithm makes a big improvement by restricting
the highly conceding behavior of the consumer agent. The restriction enforced by
the adaptive algorithm also stretches the time for negotiation as shown in Figure
1054H

4.21 and Figure 4.22.
105H

When both parties have high preferences, at very low DF values the
negotiation process often converges at the maximum time due to the extremely
boulware nature of both parties and the behavior of the time-based function.
Which party makes and accepts the final offer can affect the CUV at that time.
For example, if the provider agent makes the final offer with its worst values,
they will be the best values for the consumer agent, but all the worst values of
the consumer are not the best values of the provider. Therefore, if the consumer
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agent accepts the final offer, the CUV is likely to be higher than when the
provider agent accepts the offer. Since we measure time as the number of offers
exchanged between the agents with the provider agent sending the first offer at
time 0, at the end of maximum time of 100, the last offer is made by the provider
agent in the case of highly boulware behavior and the CUV is better given the
acceptable range of values of the issues. But the results may be different for a
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Figure 4.21 Time for negotiation for different DF and
preference values with the adaptive algorithm
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Figure 4.22 Time for negotiation for different DF and
preference values without the adaptive algorithm
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4.4.5. Third Stage
In the third stage we implemented two other time-based functions, the
polynomial and the sigmoid functions, represented by Eq. 4.2 and Eq. 4.3
respectively, in the strategy repository of the NB. When multiple strategies are
available, the most appropriate strategy is selected by the DSS to initialize the
DM based on the policy specifications. Researchers who are working on
behavioral strategies [18] [54] try to predict an opponent’s behavior with
1056H

1057H

different approaches. Our adaptive approach and the selection of different timebased function for different issues (mixed strategy) make prediction more
challenging while at the same time, achieve higher CUV than the regular
approach that uses a single time-based function for all the issues.
Objective: The first set of simulation experiments shows how we choose the
values of the constants δ´ and δ in the mapping Eq. 4.11 for the sigmoid function
given in Eq. 4.3. Similar study is conducted for the polynomial function given in
Eq. 4.2 to select the best values for the constants to compute its parameters using
Eq. 4.9 and Eq. 4.10. Next we show the comparative performance of the three
time-based functions, exponential, polynomial, and sigmoid, in terms of the CUV
when used in bilateral bargaining of 3 issues. The experiments also demonstrate
the feasibility of using all three different time-based functions for automated
broker-based

negotiation

and

the

effectiveness

of

our

corresponding

mathematical policy mapping models as given in Eq. 4.8 to Eq. 4.11. We, thereby,
prove our hypothesis that a mixed strategy, i.e., using different time-based
function for different issues, can provide better CUV provided the strategy is
chosen intelligently based on the preference of the issue and the DF.
The strategies with their corresponding policy mapping equations are stored
in the strategy repository. The DSS selects the appropriate strategy based on
consumer preferences and DF values given in the policy specifications. We
provide an algorithm for strategy selection for intelligent agent-based
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negotiation of 3 issues. We use the CUV to measure the goodness of the
negotiation results. Finally, we show similar experimental results for 2, 4 and 10
issues to verify the scalability of our policy mapping equations.
Experimental Setup: We use the same set of 3 issues and their corresponding
range of values for the consumer and the provider agents as in the previous
experiments. We maintain DF=0.5 for the service provider and vary it from 0.1 to
0.9 for the service consumer. The preference value for “price” is also varied for
the consumer from 0.1 to 0.9 with equal preferences for the remaining issues. For
2 issues, we consider “price” and “users” only. For 4 issues, we consider a fourth
issue, “ServicePeriod”, which has [best, worst] value pair of [30, 90] for the
consumer and [90, 30] for the provider.
Observations: Figure 4.23, Figure 4.24, and Figure 4.25 show our test results
1058H

1059H

106H

for three different values of δ´ for the negotiation of 3 issues. The values of the
constants for which CUVavg is maximized and CUVavg_stddev is minimized for all
preference and DF values are selected. CUVavg is calculated using Eq. 4.18, which
represents the average CUV for M preferences and N DF values. CUVavg_stddev is
calculated using Eq. 4.16 and Eq. 4.17, where σ

pref

and CUVmean represent the

standard deviation and mean of the N different CUVs for N different DF values
for a single preference value, and CUVavg_stddev represents the average of all the σ
pref

values for M different preferences.

CUVavg = (1/MN) Σpref ΣDF CUV

............... Eq. 4.18

σ pref = √ (1/N) ΣDF (CUV DF – CUVmean)2

............... Eq. 4.16

CUVavg_stddev = (1/M) Σpref σ pref

............... Eq. 4.17

In Figure 4.23, Figure 4.24, and Figure 4.25, N=9 where DF varies from 0.1 to
106H

1062H

1063H

0.9 for each preference value, and M=9 where preference varies from 0.1 to 0.9.
The values of CUVavg in the above three figures are 1.03, 1.06 and 0.98,
respectively and the values of CUVavg_stddev are 0.13, 0.11, and 0.16, respectively.
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For Figure 4.24, CUVavg is maximum and CUVavg_stddev is minimum, where δ´=3
1064H

and δ=1.00. Therefore, these constant values are selected for the rest of the
experiments where sigmoid time-based function is used for the negotiation of 3
issues.
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Figure 4.23 Sigmoid strategy δ´ = 2
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We observe in Figure 4.24 that around the equal preference value, which is
1065H

0.33 for 3 issues, the average CUV is minimum (for pref=0.3 and 0.4), which was
also observed for the exponential function in Figure 4.16. As shown in Figure 4.3,
106H

1067H

the sigmoid function is boulware in the beginning and in the end but conceding
in the middle. Eq. 4.11 indicates that for the same preference value, as DF
increases β also increases and the function becomes more conceding. For pref=0.1
to 0.6, the CUV is higher in the beginning and starts to drop rapidly after DF ≅
0.5 because at that point the sigmoid function becomes conceding. For high
preference values (pref=0.8 or 0.9) the sigmoid function is boulware and as a
result, the CUV is high. So, sigmoid function performs generally well for very
high preference values, and for low and medium preference values only up to
DF=0.5 after which the CUV starts to drop.
We also implemented the polynomial time-based function given in Eq. 4.2 in
the NB as another strategy for automated negotiation. Through similar
experimental study as explained above for the sigmoid function, we determined
the values of δ´=3 and δ=5 to use with Eq. 4.9 and λ=20 to use with Eq. 4.10, to
compute β and k for polynomial function for the negotiation of 3 issues. The
polynomial and exponential time functions use the same mapping equations.
We compare the performances of all three time-based functions in terms of
the CUV in Figure 4.26, Figure 4.27, and Figure 4.28, where each function is used
1068H

1069H

107H

for all 3 issues in separate negotiations. We vary the preference values of the
“price” issue and the DF for each function. Exp_0.1, Poly_0.1, and Sig_0.1 in the
figure indicate the use of the exponential, polynomial and sigmoid function
respectively for “price” pref=0.1. As shown in Figure 4.26, the polynomial
107H

function performs very close to the exponential function near the equal
preference value. For preference values around and less than the equal
preference values (pref=0.1 to 0.4), the polynomial function does better than the
exponential function but the sigmoid function does the best until DF ≅ 0.5 and
after that exponential function does the best of all three functions.
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Figure 4.26 Exponential, Polynomial and Sigmoid strategies for 3 issues (pref = 0.1~0.3)
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Figure 4.27 Exponential, Polynomial and Sigmoid strategies for 3 issues (pref = 0.4~0.6)

For preference values a little higher than the equal preference value (pref=0.5
to 0.7), polynomial equation does better than the exponential equation for all DF
values but still the sigmoid function does the best until around DF ≅ 0.5, after
which the polynomial function has the highest CUV of all three functions as
shown in Figure 4.27.
1072H
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Figure 4.28 Exponential, Polynomial and Sigmoid strategies for 3 issues (pref = 0.7~0.9)

For very high preference values (pref=0.8 and 0.9) as shown in Figure 4.28,
1073H

again the difference in the CUVs between the polynomial and the exponential
function are insignificant, and the sigmoid function has the highest CUV than the
other two functions for almost the whole range of DF.
The graphs described above also prove the feasibility of using the different
time-based functions for automated negotiation and the validity of our policy
mapping equations. The polynomial function behaves very similar to the
exponential function, i.e., for medium and low preference values it has higher
CUV for low DF values than for higher DF values. As DF increases, it becomes
more conceding and the CUV decreases. For very high preference values, both
the exponential and the polynomial functions are extremely boulware at low DF
values, which results in non-optimal performance and lower CUV than for
higher DF values. The reason behind the non-optimal performance is that the
boulware function changes its offer values by very little amount, and in the end
of the negotiation time, it concedes to its worst values resulting in low CUV. As
DF increases, the function becomes more conceding and reaches an agreement
with a better CUV. The behavior of the sigmoid function has already been
explained earlier in this section. We see that all three functions demonstrate
logical behavior pertaining to the specification of the preference and DF values
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and the actual definition of the time-based equations. Therefore, our mapping
equations provide effective models for mapping high level policies to low level
parameters of the time-based functions.
Now we address our hypothesis about using a mixed strategy to provide
better CUV where we select different time-based function for different issues
based on the issue’s preference value and the DF of the party. In all our previous
experiments, we used the same function for all the issues of a party, which we
will refer to as the pure strategy in this section. From our comparison of the
performance of the different time-based functions, we observed that each
function performs better than the others for certain preference and DF values.
1 Function SetStrategy (pref, DF, numIssues) //reject or refuse
2
equalPref = 1/numIssues
3
prefRange1 = Math.ceil((equalPref * 0.25)*10)/10
4
prefRange2 = Math.ceil((equalPref + 0.1)*10)/10
5
prefRange3 = Math.ceil((equalPref * 2 + 0.1)*10)/10
6
If (pref<prefRange1)
7
pt = Math.abs(pref - equalPref) * numIssues * 0.2 + 0.6
8
If (DF <= pt)
9
strategy = SIGMOID
10
Else
11
strategy = POLYNOMIAL
12
End If
13 Else If ((pref>=prefRange1) and (pref<prefRange2))
14
pt = Math.abs(pref - equalPref) * numIssues * 0.1 + 0.5
15
If (DF <= pt)
16
strategy = SIGMOID
17
Else
18
strategy = EXPONENTIAL
19
End If
20 Else If ((pref>=prefRange2) and (pref<prefRange3))
21
pt = Math.abs(pref - equalPref) * numIssues * 0.2 + 0.5
22
If (DF <= pt)
23
strategy = SIGMOID
24
Else
25
strategy = POLYNOMIAL
26
End If
27 Else If (pref>=prefRange3)
28
pt = Math.abs(pref - equalPref) * numIssues * 0.2 + 0.5
29
If (DF <= pt)
30
strategy = SIGMOID
31
Else
32
strategy = POLYNOMIAL
33 End If
34 If (strategy == 0)
35
strategy = DEFAULT_STRATEGY
36 End If
37 return strategy
38 End Function

Figure 4.29 Strategy selection algorithm for three issues
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Based on our observation of the negotiation for 3 issues, we divide the
preference range 0~0.999 of an issue into four sub-ranges separated by 3
preference values (0.1, 0.4, and 0.8). The sub-ranges vary for different number of
issues. We divided the preference range by observing and analyzing the points of
intersection of the exponential, polynomial, and sigmoid graphs in Figure 4.26,
1074H

Figure 4.27, and Figure 4.28. In each preference range, we further identify ranges
1075H

1076H

of DF values for which a strategy performs the best, and accordingly, select that
strategy for a given preference and DF value. We present an algorithm in Figure
107H

4.29 for selecting the most efficient time-based function for the negotiation of 3
issues using the mixed strategy. The algorithm selects the time-based function
based on a set of specified preference and DF values. In the algorithm the
preference values are calculated based on the point of equal preference value
(0.33), which we call equalPref in Figure 4.29. In our current work, the points of
1078H

intersections are determined by manually analyzing the graphs of the different
time-based function.
As an example of how we identify the different preference and DF ranges for
the algorithm, we see that in Figure 4.26 and Figure 4.27, the sigmoid function
1079H

108H

does best for pref=0.1, 0.2, 0.3, and 0.4 until DF≅0.6, 0.55, 0.5, and 0.45
respectively. After that the exponential function does the best. So, the algorithm
is designed to choose the sigmoid function for the above situation. Similarly,
from Figure 4.28, the sigmoid function does best for all DF values for pref=0.8
108H

and 0.9, and hence it is chosen by the algorithm for those preference values.
Manual determination of the points of intersections of the different functions is a
tedious job since the points of intersection are different for different preference
values. We did this as an initial step to prove our hypothesis about the
effectiveness of using a mixed strategy. In future we plan to implement a
learning algorithm to automatically analyze the graphs to determine the
intersecting points, which can be executed offline. The knowledge can be used
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afterwards in the place of the different range and DF values in the algorithm of
Figure 4.29.
1082H

The results of using the mixed strategy are demonstrated in Figure 4.30,
1083H

Figure 4.31, Figure 4.32, which demonstrate that if the right strategy is selected
1085H

intelligently for the current preference and DF values, a higher overall CUV can
be achieved. In the figures, Mix_01 indicates that the mixed strategy selection
algorithm is used for “price” pref=0.1 while DF is varied from 0.1 to 0.9.
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Figure 4.30 Mixed strategy for 3 issues (0.1~0.3)
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Figure 4.32 Mixed strategy for 3 issues (0.7~0.9)

We verified the hypothesis of the mixed strategy also for 2 issues as given in
Figure 4.33, Figure 4.34, and Figure 4.35 where the values of δ´ and δ are 5, 5 for
1086H

1087H

108H

the exponential, 5, 3 for the polynomial and 4, 1 for the sigmoid function
respectively. For the exponential and polynomial functions, the value of k is set
to 0.05. Again the points of intersection were carefully detected by manual
analysis of the graphs and devising an algorithm to select the best strategy based
on the preference and DF values.
To test the scalability of the mapping equations, we used the same equations
with different constant values for 4 issues and 10 issues. We add 6 more issues
with the 4 existing issues in the experiments to test with 10 issues. All the 6 new
issues have same ranges of [best, worst] value pair of [80, 100] for the consumer
and [100, 80] for the provider. The constants for all the experiments were
determined by experimental study as explained earlier in this section. The results
for 4 issues are shown in Figure 4.36, Figure 4.37, and Figure 4.38, and those for
1089H

109H

109H

10 issues are shown in Figure 4.39, Figure 4.40, and Figure 4.41, respectively. The
1092H

1093H

1094H

values of δ´ and δ are determined experimentally, which are [5, 5], [5, 3], and [2,
1] for the exponential, polynomial and sigmoid functions respectively for 4
issues, and [20, 20], [20, 20], and [2.5, 1] respectively for 10 issues. For the
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exponential and polynomial functions, the value of k is set to 0.05 for both 4 and
10 issues.
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Figure 4.36 Exponential, Polynomial and Sigmoid strategies for 4 issues (0.1~0.3)
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Figure 4.37 Exponential, Polynomial and Sigmoid strategies for 4 issues (0.4~0.6)
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Figure 4.38 Exponential, Polynomial and Sigmoid strategies for 4 issues (0.7~0.9)
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Figure 4.40 Exponential, Polynomial and Sigmoid strategies for 10 issues (0.1~0.3)
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Figure 4.41 Exponential, Polynomial and Sigmoid strategies for 10 issues (0.1~0.3)
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4.4.6. Discussion
The experimental results confirm the fact that the NB framework can be used
effectively for automated negotiation of SLAs between two parties. The first
stage of experiments with the exponential time-based function shows the
feasibility of our approach and limitations caused by disregarding the
opponent’s offer when generating counter-offers.
We take into account the various observations made in stage 1 and the
experiments of stage 2 show the improvements achieved by the revised mapping
equations and the various decision algorithms. We note that our mapping
equations successfully map the high level policy specifications to strategy models
and decision algorithms, which is also evident from the results of the stage 3
experiments.
Our adaptive and decision algorithms take care of the problems of values of
issues being better than the specified best value in the policy, and adapting the
time-based functions during an ongoing negotiation. The adaptation of the
functions is called for when values of issues in the offer exceeds a specified
threshold value to receive user feedback and for resetting new worst values
based on the opponent’s offer values. The adaptive algorithm provides higher
combined UV in most cases while ending the negotiation within the maximum
negotiation time. Most importantly, it allows a user to exert a degree of control
over the decision support system. We observe that better results may be obtained
if the adaptive algorithm is used more selectively for lower preferences and DF
values. Furthermore, the scaling factor δ´ in Eq. 4.9 can be varied to control the
time for negotiation while maintaining the CUV almost at the same level. It is
also interesting to note that considering time as a count of offers exchanged
introduces a discrepancy in the CUV when one party has high preference value
of an issue compared to the other party.
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In the stage 3 experiments we implement two other time-based functions. The
results show the feasibility of our approach and the flexibility of the NB
framework in supporting multiple negotiation strategies. We show that by
careful analysis of the CUVs achieved by the individual functions, an algorithm
can be developed for automatic strategy selection based on the policy
specification. We observe that a mixed strategy provides the best CUV. It also
makes prediction of the opponent’s strategy more difficult.

4.5 Contribution
We propose an automated broker-based negotiation system for bilateral
bargaining of SLAs between a service provider and a service consumer. Some of
the state-of-the-art research on negotiations, such as Faratin et al. [41], Narayanan
1095H

et al. [85] Brzostowski et al. [18], Hou et al. [54], and Lau et al. [69], addresses only
1096H

1097H

1098H

109H

the core decision support system. Others, such as Su et al. [109], Hung et al. [55]
10H

10H

and Li et al. [71], address remote negotiation over the network which requires a
102H

more reliable negotiation protocol and message exchange format considering
network dependency, vulnerability and security issues. Our approach conducts
the negotiation locally within the broker framework. Therefore, it is faster, more
reliable and free from network insecurities.
Hung et al. [55] and Chiu et al. [26] emphasize the representational aspect of
103H

104H

negotiation information for expressing negotiation parameters and offers. We
address the representational aspect differently using the WS-Policy standard. Li
et al. [71], Gimpel et al. [48], and Commuzi et al. [30] use policies but in a different
105H

106H

107H

way than in our NB framework. Policies are typically used for expressing rules
and low level negotiation parameters in the above approaches. We propose a
policy model to express high level business goals, context, preferences,
constraints, and metadata. We also define a policy mapping model to map the
high level specifications to low level negotiation rules and strategies
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automatically for the negotiation decision support system. Commuzi et al. [30]
108H

propose a negotiation framework that is similar to our NB, but it uses a policy
definition that requires a low level strategy model and parameter specification
and does not support adaptive negotiation. The NB provides a more flexible and
extensible framework and supports additional information in the policy model,
which is used to define the decision support system automatically from a high
level goal and preference specification. Chhetri et al. [25] propose a hierarchical
109H

multi-agent framework for service selection and re-negotiation. CSMM is capable
of supporting the same in a more independent way using the SRH and the NB.
Wilkes [123] argues about the necessity of a negotiation framework and
10H

proposes a utility function based flexible pricing scheme instead of a complex
negotiation framework. The price model approach, however, does not support
multi-issue negotiation and has a limitation on the number of SLOs it can map.
The NB does not have that limitation and supports multi-issue negotiation.
Our NB framework provides a flexible and adaptive intelligent agent-based
broker framework for multi-issue bilateral bargaining of SLAs. The decision
functions are adapted during negotiation based on consumer feedback and
opponent’s offers. The high level policy model allows the framework to be used
for different domains and the agent-based architecture supports possible future
extensions to support multi-agent multi-party negotiations. Contributions in the
area include the high level policy model, automated policy mapping model, the
framework, and the various decision algorithms including the automatic strategy
selection algorithm. The various algorithms can be further extended using
machine learning theories to support more intelligent negotiation strategies.
Through the technique of adaptation of the negotiation decision function, the
research not only contributes to a higher combined utility value of the final offer
for both negotiating parties, but also enables user feedback during the later
stages in the negotiation process. The feature of automated negotiation combined
with selective user control during negotiation, which is further improved by the
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decision algorithms adds novelty to the research contributions with potential
practical implications.

4.6 Summary
This chapter presents our NB framework and agent simulations executed on a
partial prototype of the framework to validate our approach to intelligent agentbased negotiation in a trusted broker framework. We describe some background
on common concepts about negotiation systems, negotiation theory, types and
decision models. We then present our NB framework, policy model, policy
mapping model, protocol, and the core decision support system. The DSS applies
time-based negotiation functions with a cost-benefit model. We gradually
introduce three different time-based functions namely, the exponential,
polynomial and the sigmoid functions in the prototype implementation and
validate our approach using a combined utility value of the final offer for both
parties. We also validate our policy model, mapping model and algorithms by
showing the improvements. The adaptive feature of the framework is
demonstrated in the results of the experimental study. The intelligence of the
negotiation agents is evoked by their corresponding decision models, which can
also be extended by applying machine learning algorithms to the negotiation
knowledge base to devise better negotiation parameters and algorithms. Finally,
we present the contributions of this research in the paradigm of automated
broker-based negotiation with respect to some of the recent related work.

Chapter 5
Performance Monitor Middleware
The World Wide Web is becoming the most efficient communication media,
and to follow the current trend towards Service Oriented Architecture (SOA),
business organizations are offering different services on the Internet that can be
composed dynamically to create complex business applications. Quality of
Service (QoS) is guaranteed by Service Level Agreements (SLAs) [31][75], which
1H

12H

are negotiated between the service provider and the service consumer prior to
service consumption. We presented our Comprehensive Service Management
Middleware (CSMM) framework in Chapter 3 for complete client-side autonomic
13H

process management and our NB framework in Chapter 4 for automated broker14H

based negotiation of SLAs. In this chapter we present our Performance Monitor
(PM) framework for SLA monitoring to ensure QoS of business processes.
SLAs are used in business processes to maintain service quality and protect
the rights of the parties involved. To verify SLAs, efficient monitoring of the
performance of the component Web services is essential both at the service
provider and the service consumer. Distributed monitoring of business processes
can be complex and costly. In Chapter 2 Section 2.3.3, we presented the state-of15H

16H
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the-art research on Web service monitoring and discussed the various
approaches summarized in Table 2.3. Most of the existing approaches require
17H

consumers to invoke services through a custom framework for monitoring
purposes [82] [132]. Other industry software solutions address only intra18H

19H

organizational monitoring [19] [57]. We propose a middleware solution, namely
120H

12H

the Performance Monitor (PM) framework, to enable outsourcing of the task of
SLA monitoring of both intra and inter-organizational composite Web service
processes. In the rest of this chapter, we present our PM framework and
experiments conducted to validate the prototype implementation of the
framework. The experimental data from monitoring a composite Web servicebased process establishes the effectiveness of the framework compared to the
usual monitoring done by the workflow executor. We also discuss possible
extensions to the framework for more generalized monitoring applications.

5.1 SLA Monitoring for Web Services
SLAs describe the legal binding between a service provider and a service
consumer. A SLA typically includes parameters such as response time,
availability, reliability, maximum number of requests at any time, service hours,
average throughput, contract period, price, and penalties for not complying with
the SLAs. For maintaining service quality in business processes, performance of
the services ought to be measured both by the service provider and by the
service consumer.
On the service provider’s side the systems management software, such as our
AWSE framework, monitors service performance and measures necessary
parameters to ensure that the servers are maintaining expected service quality
and throughput. Our goal is to facilitate client-side monitoring of Web services
and thereby, provide a complete solution to client-side process management.
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5.1.1. Problems in Client-side Monitoring
On the service consumer’s side, monitoring is usually done at the point of
service invocation or process execution, mainly, because the service is invoked
over the network at another organization. The difficulties in client-side
monitoring of Web services include the distributed nature of service-based
processes, compositional complexity, dependency on the network, and
inaccessibility to the service systems for monitoring purposes. In complex
composite systems, a service may itself be a composite service. As such there can
be processes containing sub-processes contributing further to the complexity in
distributed monitoring.
Most of the current software products [19] [57] provide extensive server-side
12H

123H

monitoring at the service provider’s site but only work in organizational
domains. Service performance statistics can be monitored at the workflow
execution engine but these values include network delay. For SLA verification
more accurate service performance statistics are necessary without significant
impact of the network. To the best of our knowledge, a proper solution for multiorganizational distributed process monitoring currently does not exist.
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Figure 5.1 Petri net representation of (a) a simple workflow, (b) a complex workflow
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5.1.2. Web Service-Based Workflows
A Web service-based workflow typically contains chains of Web services,
which constitute a business process. Figure 5.1(a) shows a very simple workflow
124H

where the client application calls two different Web services consecutively.
Figure 5.1(b) shows a more complex workflow having multiple chains of Web
125H

services that execute concurrently. Two of the three parallel branches constitute a
sub-process (enclosed by the dashed line), which is composed of multiple Web
services. Each sub-process and individual Web service component in a workflow
has to satisfy a SLA, which is negotiated between the service provider and the
service consumer before the process begins. When monitoring the SLAs, a subprocess is considered as a single Web service and the SLA is validated for the
sub-process and not for its component services. For example, in Figure 5.1(b) the
126H

SLA is monitored for P, which is a composite service. We demonstrate the
functionality of the PM using a simple workflow as shown in Figure 5.1(a) but
127H

the same principles apply to more complex workflows.

5.1.3. Monitoring Techniques
Communication with Web services is most commonly done using the
standard SOAP (Simple Object Access Protocol) [119] messaging protocol. As a
128H

result, message interception is typically used to monitor Web services. A SOAP
message is an XML document that contains an optional Header section for
metadata and processing information, and a required Body section for the main
message content. There are two common ways of monitoring Web services using
message interception. One way is to build internal agents into the messaging
framework at the servers that host Web services, which allow monitoring and
reporting of the performance data. The agent should preferably be a standard
part of the messaging framework and can provide monitoring data as an
additional service. The other way is to build external intermediaries in between
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the Web service environment and the consumer, such as with CA’s Unicenter
[111]. This approach allows easy maintenance at the cost of management
129H

overhead, an additional level of message redirection, possible bottlenecks and
points of failure.
Other monitoring techniques include code level instrumentation with various
monitoring and reporting functions or APIs (Application Programming
Interfaces). Although this technique has the obvious advantage of reporting
extensive and accurate monitoring data, the cost of maintaining the code can be
considerable. Publishing management Web services for querying performance
data or getting automated policy-based notification from the service providers
can provide an efficient solution to the monitoring problem. The Site Manager in
our Autonomic Web services Environment (AWSE) [112] [142] is an example of
130H

13H

such a management Web service. However, it requires the service provider to
implement custom management frameworks such as AWSE. In the PM, we use
the internal agent-based technique because of its generality.

5.2 Our Approach: The PM framework
The PM can be used as an independent monitoring service, or as one of the
main modules of the CSMM as shown in Figure 3.2. The PM takes a set of
132H

negotiated SLAs and a workflow description as input and monitors the
performance of the component services to verify that the SLAs are satisfied. It
can also be used independent of the CSMM to provide third party distributed
workflow monitoring services. We show all the components in the CSMM that
are directly connected to the PM in Figure 5.2 to indicate how the PM is used in
13H

the CSMM.
The PM comprises two types of disjoint sub-systems as shown in Figure 5.2
134H

namely, a Primary Sub-system (PS) and multiple Secondary Sub-systems (SS). The
SSs monitor service performance at service providers’ locations using one of the
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monitoring techniques and send the reports to the PS. The PS accepts monitoring
requests, receives monitoring reports, analyzes the reports to verify SLAs, and
accordingly generates notifications for the respective service consumers. We
design the SS using the internal agent-based message interception technique. We
propose that the SS should be implemented as a standard integrated part of the
message processing layer at the service provider’s site, which can be optionally
enabled to monitor selected services hosted by the server. This approach may
require collaboration with the service provider, but reduces system maintenance
and message redirection overhead and provides on site monitoring data that is
independent of the network performance.
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Figure 5.2 Architecture of the Performance Monitor

5.2.1. The Primary Sub-system (PS)
The Primary Sub-system (PS) collects and processes monitoring requests and
reports and communicates with the other modules in the CSMM such as the
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Error Tracking and Recovery module (ETR) and the Reputation Knowledge Base
(RepKB). It consists of four main modules as described below.

Performance Monitor Web Service
The Performance Monitor Web Service (PMWS) receives requests for the
monitoring service from consumers and reports from the SSs. The consumers
provide workflow definitions and SLAs for all the component services as inputs
when requesting the monitoring service. The PMWS forwards the information it
receives to other modules for processing. After the monitor request is processed
it sends a reply message to the service consumer, the SOAP header [119] of
135H

which contains the information necessary for monitoring by the SSs. This header
information is included in every message that is used to invoke the component
Web services in the workflow during its execution. If a violation of a SLA is
detected in the analysis of the monitoring reports, the PMWS sends out
notifications to the designated receivers such as the service consumer, workflow
executor and the ETR.

Workflow Analyzer (WA)
The PMWS passes the workflow and the SLA information it receives from the
consumer to the Workflow Analyzer (WA). The WA analyzes the workflow and
the SLA specifications of each of the component Web services to determine their
order of execution in the workflow and the QoS attributes that need to be
monitored, and stores the information in a local database. It generates a Process
ID (PID) for the workflow and a list of QoS attributes to be monitored for each
component Web service and sends the information to the PMWS. The PMWS
puts this information in the SOAP header of the message to send as a reply to the
monitor request from the service consumer. The WA can be built to support any
workflow specification language, such as the WS-BPEL [88], and SLA
136H

specification language, such as the WSLA (Web Service Level Agreement) [31].
137H
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Performance Monitor Database (PMDB)
A local Performance Monitor Database (PMDB) is used to store temporary
workflow and SLA information, PIDs, and performance data from the reports
collected from the SSs.

Report Analyzer (RA)
Performance reports sent to the PMWS are forwarded to the Report Analyzer
(RA) module. The RA stores the reports according to their respective PIDs and
Web service information in the PMDB. It then checks to verify if the SLAs are
satisfied. If a violation of a SLA is detected, the RA prepares a report for the
PMWS to send to the designated receivers as requested by the consumer and to
the ETR.

5.2.2. The Secondary Sub-system (SS)
The Custom Performance Monitor Handler (CPMH) makes up the Secondary
Sub-system (SS) and is installed as part of the SOAP message processing layer on
the server that hosts the Web service. A SOAP message typically goes through
several layers of processing after it reaches the destination Web server prior to
reaching the appropriate Web service. One of these layers is the SOAP message
processing layer, which can contain multiple handlers that intercept the
messages, retrieve required information from the SOAP header, and perform
necessary pre and post-processing.
The CPMH intercepts SOAP messages in both directions, i.e., to and from the
Web service, in order to calculate the service response time. The CPMH checks
for the PID and the URL to which to send the monitor report. In case of privacy
and security concerns, additional privacy policies and encryption techniques can
be used as proposed by Sahai et al. [104].
138H
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5.2.3. Associated CSMM Modules
The PM connects to an Error Tracking and Recovery (ETR) module, a certified
Reputation Knowledgebase (RepKB) and the Workflow Manager (WM) in the
CSMM. When a violation of a SLA is detected, the PM reports it to the ETR,
which implements a policy-based decision making system to initiate proper
action for recovery. In the recovery process, if a change in the workflow and SLA
occurs, the PM is notified by the WM to make necessary changes in its records
for monitoring. The RepKB is generated and updated from the monitor data
received by the PM. Statistics are calculated from the monitor data based on
which reputation scores are assigned to the different Web services monitored by
the PM. The automation of reporting certifies the accuracy and dependability of
the reputation information in the RepKB, which can be used for efficient service
discovery. Implementation of these CSMM modules is subject to future research.

5.2.4. Computation of Service Statistics
We implement a Java class to generate the statistics of the monitored services
based on the available data. The statistical data is stored in a table in the RepKB
and used for generating reputation information. The table contains one record
for every service that contains the average response time, average service
availability, maximum response time, minimum response time, last access time,
time of computation, service name, service URL and operation name. A service
can provide multiple operations. For example, a book purchase service can
provide book search, reservation and purchase operations. The average values
are currently calculated from all existing records. It can be designed to calculate
the average for the last N days, which can be used by the RepKB to compute a
better reputation rating based on the age of the service statistics. The newer
statistics are given more weight in calculating reputation scores. An example of
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calculating the average response time based on the age of the data is given
below:
1
N

avg _ resp _ time =

∑ resp _ time* λage of data in days
N

where 0< λ <1 (we used λ = 0.75)
Finally, we calculate the total execution time for the workflow by summing
up the response times of the component services:

p RT =

∑s

where p = < s1 ,..., s N >

RT
i

i =1.. N

Reliability of a service can be computed as the percentage of the number of
times the service meets its SLAs with respect to the total number of times it is
invoked. It is also possible to compute the performance of a service to a specific
consumer for multiple processes, and thereby, verify that SLAs, such as 99%
availability or average response time of 2~3 seconds with a specific service
provider, are satisfied for all transactions of that service consumer.

5.3 Prototype Implementation
We illustrate the functionality and viability of the PM by using a prototype
implemented in our lab to monitor a workflow similar to that of Figure 5.1(a).
139H

We use Java 2 platform SDK (Software Development Kit) 1.4.2 [62] with Eclipse
140H

3.2.1 [40] on Windows XP to build the test platform, which includes the set up of
14H

the APACHE HTTP Web server [8], APACHE TOMCAT application server [9],
142H

143H

AXIS2 1.1 [7] messaging framework, development of the example Web services
14H

used in the workflow, the multi-threaded load generator application and the
complete PM framework.
APACHE AXIS2 [7] is an implementation of the SOAP 1.1 and 1.2 standard
145H

messaging protocols from W3C [119]. Web services used in the experiments are
146H
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created from scratch using the AXIs2 Object Model (AXIOM) and Application
Programming Interface (API) [7]. Each service is programmed as a Java class
147H

with multiple methods, where each method performs different operation. The
OMElement object of AXIOM is used as a parameter for the methods and the
return values are also sent as an OMElement object.
For each Web service, a WSDL [120] file and a corresponding service
148H

descriptor file, services.xml, are created, which define the Java class to be used by
the service and the appropriate message receivers. The WSDL and services.xml
files for one of the example services, WSCompany, which is used as WS2 in the
experiments are given in Appendix A. APACHE ANT 1.6.5 [6] is used to compile
149H

the code for each service and generate a compressed *.aar file with a specific
directory structure. The *.aar is then placed in the AXIS2 services directory after
shutting down the application server. When the application server is restarted,
new services are installed automatically.
The handler code is developed using the same applications as mentioned
above but coded differently following the AXIS2 1.1 handler specifications. ANT
is used to compile the source files and generate a *.mar file, which is placed in
the AXIS2 modules directory for installation. We developed our own example
services to have more control in testing. The design and effectiveness of the PM
framework is independent of the component services used in the workflow.
Each component in the PM is represented by a Java class. The PMWS is
developed in a similar way as the example services. We observed that database
initialization was affecting the response time of the services. Therefore, we
implemented an additional ConnectionPool class to create and initialize a number
of database connections in advance. Two other classes were developed for
additional processing: one for generating reputation scores offline at a regular
interval for the monitored services, and the other as a thread class for checking
availability of the component Web services of the registered workflows. The
availability information is updated in the local PMDB.
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5.3.1. Evaluation Criteria
Most of the experiments evaluate the effectiveness of the PM in terms of the
measured attribute, the service response time in milliseconds, against workload
indicated by the number of clients invoking the service at the same time. We
show the variation of the data measured by the PM from that monitored at the
source code level of the Web service. The small difference in the measured data
for the PM in comparison to the traditional monitoring done at the workflow
execution code verifies the effectiveness of the PM.

CPMH

PMWS
WA

RA

PMDB

WS1
WS2
S2

S1

Consumer Application
S3

Figure 5.3 Layout of the servers for the prototype implementation

5.3.2. Experimental setup
The example workflow used in all the experiments is composed of two
experimental Web services, WS1 (actual name WSOMAroma) and WS2 (actual
name WSCompany), which are executed in sequence. A load generator
application written in Java is used as the consumer. It first sends a request to the
PM for monitor service and then executes the workflow. As shown in Figure 5.3,
150H

the primary sub-system (PS) (includes PMWS, WA, RA and PMDB) resides on
server, S1, which runs the HTTP server and the application server to host the
PMWS. WS1 and WS2 are hosted on a second server, S2, where the secondary
sub-system (SS) or the CPMH is installed as a part of the message processing
layer. The consumer application runs on a third machine, S3, which is similar to
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the server machines but requires the Java Virtual Machine (JVM) and only the
necessary libraries to run the application.
Our experimental Web service composition first calls the executeQuery0
operation of the Web service WSOMAroma (WS1) and then the companyQuery0
operation of the Web service WSCompany (WS2) in sequence. executeQuery0
performs a sales related query on the AromaDB [56], which is a DB2 database
15H

containing 11 tables with about 70,000 records in one table including an XML
data field. companyQuery0 retrieves employee data from CompanyDB, another
smaller DB2 database containing 6 tables.
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<monitorRequest>
<Consumer_Info>
<Consumer_Name>…</Consumer_Name>
<Consumer_URL>…</Consumer_URL>
<Manager_URL>…</Manager_URL/>
</Consumer_Info>
<Workflow_Info>
<Service>
<Service_Name>…</Service_Name>
<Service_URL>…</Service_URL>
<Operation_Name>…</Operation_Name>
<Execution_Level>…</Execution_Level>
<SLA>
<Response_Time>…</Response_Time>
</SLA>
</Service>
<Service>
...
</Service>
</Workflow_Info>
</monitorRequest>

Figure 5.4 Parameters for Monitor Request

We use an Apache 2.2.3 HTTP server [8] with an Apache Tomcat 6.0
152H

application server and AXIS2 as the SOAP messaging framework for the Web
services. The PMDB is created using IBM DB2 version 9.1. We use IBM Intel
Pentium 4 Desktops with 2.66GHz CPU and 512MB of RAM as the server and
the client machines with the Microsoft Windows XP Professional Version 2002
Service Pack 2 operating system.
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<soapenv:Header xmlns:soapenv="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/envelope/">
<tns:reportLog xmlns:tns="http://CSMM.server/xsd">
<tns:PID>1</tns:PID>
<tns:Consumer_Name>Farhana Zulkernine</tns:Consumer_Name>
<tns:Consumer_URL>http://cs.queensu.ca/home/farhana/index.htm</tns:Consumer_URL>
<tns:Manager_URL>http://localhost:8080/axis2/services/PerformanceMonitor</tns:Manager_URL>
<tns:Create_Time>2007-06-09 03:01:39.14</tns:Create_Time>
<tns:Response_Time />
</tns:reportLog>
</soapenv:Header>

Figure 5.5 SOAP header for Web service calls

In the example scenario we monitor the response time and availability of the
services by using the two-way Message Exchange Pattern (MEP) [117] i.e., all the
153H

requests for services are matched with a reply. We use simple XML specifications
for the workflow and SLAs as shown in Figure 5.4, which the service consumer
154H

sends to the PM to request monitoring services. In response the PM returns a
reply message containing a SOAP header block enclosed by the tag <reportLog>
as shown in Figure 5.5, which states the necessary information for the SS.
15H

Consumer

PMWS

WS1

WS2

CPMH

Monitor request
Reply with PID
Invoke WS1
Service response
Report for WS1
Report to client if
any error occurs
Invoke WS2
Service response
Report for WS2
Report to client as
process ends

Figure 5.6 Message flow in monitoring using the PM

After receiving the reply the service consumer starts executing the workflow
and embeds the header information in the SOAP header of the messages used to
invoke the component services in the workflow. Figure 5.6 shows the message
156H

sequence chart for our example scenario. As services are invoked, the CPMH
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sends the monitoring data of the specified QoS attributes to the URLs specified in
the SOAP header. The dashed arrows indicate reports from the CPMH. In
absence of the required information, no monitoring is done for the message. The
CPMH correlates the requests and replies of a Web service by using the PID and
other associated context information in the messages. Upon receipt of the reports,
the PM validates the SLAs. If a violation of the SLA is detected it reports
immediately, otherwise the PM sends a general report at the end of the process.
We note that the ability to specify multiple receivers, for example
Consumer_URL and Manager_URL in Figure 5.5 in line 5 and 6 makes the PM
157H

framework well-suited to distributed systems.
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Figure 5.7 Network, database and system overhead

5.3.3. Observations
In all our experiments service performance is monitored at three different
points: at the host Web server using basic code-level instrumentation; at the
messaging framework using the CPMH and the PM, and at the consumer
application. We analyze the performance overhead of our monitoring framework
in terms of the service response time. We observed that a large time is required to
connect to the DB compared to the actual query and network time, as shown in
Figure 5.7, which has a significant impact on service performance as we increase
158H

the number of clients. To eliminate the connection time effect from the service
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response time, we implemented connection pools for all the DBs used with the
Web services. Connection pools create a specified number of connections
beforehand to reduce the waiting time for the clients.
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Figure 5.8 No monitoring
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Figure 5.9 Monitoring overhead for WS2

First we show in Figure 5.8 the differences in response times measured at the
159H

code and at the client due to the network and associated software components,
which are necessary to invoke a Web service. Figure 5.9 shows the performance
160H

of WS2 with and without monitoring at the three levels. Besides the network
factor, one of the reasons for the overhead in response time measured at the
client level is that all clients are executed on the same machine. For the same run,
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the overhead measured at the code level is insignificant, which is more clearly
shown in Figure 5.10. Also compared to the client-level monitoring data, the PM
16H

provides a much closer measurement to that of the code level, which justifies
why the PM is a better tool for SLA verification.
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Figure 5.10 Monitoring overhead for WS2
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Figure 5.11 Effect of workload on WS1

Figure 5.11 shows that without monitoring, the response time of WS1
162H

increases more linearly than with monitoring. The reason behind this is the
absence of a workload adaptation technique on the server side causes
performance degradation with sudden increase in workload for WS1. WS2 does
not demonstrate such behavior because the prior call to WS1 inserts a queuing
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delay for WS2. Due to the same reason, WS1 performs better with monitoring
because then the first call is made to the PM. We verified this hypothesis by
inserting a small delay of 1 second for every process. Figure 5.12 shows that
163H

when the PM is not used (WS1_NoMonitor) for monitoring, WS1 has lower
average response time with delay inserted than without the delay. However,
with the delay the performance of WS2 suffers.
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Figure 5.12 Effect of delay on WS1 and WS2
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Figure 5.13 Monitoring overhead for WS2 with availability check

Checking availability: When the PM receives a monitorRequest, it invokes the
component Web services to check their availability. The check allows the PM to
report to the consumer about the status of the component services. If any of the
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component services is unavailable, a corrective action may be taken before the
process is executed. The added calls to the component Web services, however,
incur considerable overhead as shown in Figure 5.13 for WS2. The extra calls
164H

degrade the performance of the component Web services for the added
workload.
We also conducted experiments with multiple handlers, one for each
monitored Web service hosted on a single server. Figure 5.14 shows the test
165H

results when two separate handlers are used for two Web services hosted on the
same server. Our tests show that use of multiple handlers on one server increases
the services’ response times as the workload increases due to the computational
and processing overhead. Therefore, assigning separate handlers for separate
services that are hosted on the same server does not improve service
performance when the PM is used.
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Figure 5.14 Effect of using multiple handlers

5.3.4. Discussion
We encountered several obstacles in implementing the prototype. We
developed AXIS2 handlers as SSs for our prototype. In general, setup and use of
the multi-server multi-component system for Web services is complex,
challenging and time-consuming. Particularly, the use of the core Axiom APIs for
developing the services and the CPMH required a considerable amount of time.
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When the services are down, the handlers do not function, and therefore, it is
difficult to monitor service availability using handlers. We implemented a
timeout strategy to get around this problem where services are considered
unavailable if a response is not received within a certain maximum time period.
However, it does not reflect the correct status of the service because the problem
can be in the network media. Ideally the handlers should function even if the
services are down. Availability checks at the time of registration of the workflow
with the PM were implemented to enable a quick remedy. However, the tests
show that the overhead can be considerable, which is not cost-effective for small
workflows consisting of very few services. The availability of the services should
ideally be checked at regular intervals to maintain an up-to-date data of the
service status.
The handlers intercept messages to and from the services to measure
response time. For monitoring operations that follow the InOnly Message
Exchange Pattern, i.e., Web service calls that do not generate any response, other
reporting techniques will have to be used. Based on our observations, we can
state that:

• for better and reliable monitoring, the handlers should be improved and
functional at all times,

• service providers can provide additional functionality to make some of
the service status information accessible through standard service
management or enquiry interfaces, although the data may not be always
be reliable considering that it is published by the service providers, and

• the PM can work best in a federated environment where a trust
relationship can be established among the members of the federation and
an agent application can be installed with the CPMH or in-code
instrumentation to provide enhanced and more reliable monitoring data.
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5.4 Contribution
We propose a trusted broker middleware framework for monitoring
composite Web services-based processes. There are many monitoring software
suites from large software vendors, such as CA and IBM, namely the CA Unicenter ® [111], IBM EWLM ® [23] and CA Wily SOA Manager ® [19], which are
16H
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excellent for enterprise service and process management but do not support
inter-organizational process monitoring because of inaccessibility to other
systems.
Other monitoring tools are integrated with process execution tool as in
Vaculín et al. [115] and Tröger et al. [114], and force the consumer to adopt the
169H
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respective process management tool to avail monitoring services. We aimed at
designing a standard-based middleware that can provide process monitoring
services independent of the execution engine. The two part design of the PM
enables the main sub-system to be used with any secondary sub-system, which is
a powerful feature in the PM framework. The Web services-based design allows
any existing management or monitoring tool to be used as secondary sub-system
and to report monitoring data to the PM Web service. The design also allows the
performance reports to be sent to multiple end points. In the proposed design,
the PM is assumed to be a trusted broker middleware and the secondary subsystem is considered to be packaged as a standard message handler in the SOAP
messaging layer for monitoring basic parameters.
The validity of our approach is illustrated by experiments conducted on a
proof-of-concept prototype of the PM. The results of monitoring a composite
process of two example Web services show the importance of taking the
measurements at the service provider’s location to avoid the overhead of
network delay. Proper measurement is essential for SLA verification. We also
propose the protocols for requesting monitoring services and reporting the
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measurement data along with specification of the message formats based on
common Web service standards.
The main limitations of the framework concern the installation of the
secondary sub-system and the inability to monitor InOnly MEP. The first concern
can be handled by establishing trust relationships between the PM and the
monitored services, or by using the PM for monitoring services in a federated
system. The second concern can be addressed by adopting a different type of
secondary sub-system such as the popular in-code instrumentation, which
enables better monitoring at the cost of maintenance of the code-level
instrumentation.

5.5 Summary
Monitoring and verification of process SLAs is an essential part of composite
process management in order to maintain the QoS of business processes. In this
chapter, we propose a trusted monitoring middleware for monitoring and
verification of SLAs for the component Web services of a multi-organizational
composite process. We begin with a reference to the related work presented in
Chapter 2, which motivated the design of the framework. The various
17H

monitoring techniques are described next with respect to their corresponding
pros and cons. We then present our PM framework, its components and
functionality. The PM is validated by a prototype implementation that is used to
monitor a composite process made of two example Web services. The results of
the experiments are provided and discussed with regards to network and
monitoring overhead. Our study reveals the importance and effectiveness of
distributed monitoring compared to monitoring at the point of process
execution. The PM reduces monitoring overhead on the clients, which can be
very effective for embedded or limited power mobile devices. It also enables
computation of group statistics for multiple processes such as, 98% availability, 5
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seconds average response time, or 99% reliability for all transactions of an
organization. The limitations of the PM in monitoring one-way SOAP messages
or providing more detailed monitoring data can be resolved by federated service
monitoring or using a trust relationship with the service providers to install a
more powerful secondary sub-system.

Chapter 6
Conclusion
Web services technology has led the way to a new era of Service Oriented
Computing. The agility of building multi-organizational business processes with
services has leveraged business collaboration. At the same time, complexity of
the management of these business processes has increased greatly and offers
many new challenges for the researchers and software vendors. We deem
autonomic computing to be a feasible solution to managing the increasing
complexity in software systems by making systems self-manageable. In this
dissertation we present an approach to autonomic client-side management of
Web services-based processes and present our frameworks for broker-based
process monitoring and negotiation of Service Level Agreement (SLA). We
conclude our dissertation in this chapter by providing a summary of the
previous chapters and discussing some of the future work directions.
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6.1 Summary
We address the problem of Web services-based composite process
management in our research with a view to facilitating seamless execution while
maintaining the QoS of the component services as described in the SLAs. A SLA
is negotiated between the service provider and the service consumer prior to
service invocation, which outlines the liabilities of both parties. SLAs are used to
extract the Service Level Objectives (SLOs) for server-side management of Web
services. Our research on client-side process management originated from our
group research on the server-side Autonomic Web Services Environment
(AWSE) [112] [142] framework.
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We divide the complete job of building and executing a composite service
into four main tasks: service selection, SLA negotiation, workflow composition
and execution, and process monitoring. Based on these four main tasks and their
complexity, we outline our research objectives and state our research hypothesis
of the benefit of outsourcing the management tasks to trusted service providers.
In the dissertation we present the Comprehensive Service Management
Middleware (CSMM) for both partial and complete management of all four
client-side management tasks. We also propose two of the four modules of the
CSMM, the Negotiation Broker (NB) and the Performance Monitor (PM) that we
illustrate within the scope of this research. We conclude Chapter 1 with the list of
contributions of our research in the area of Web services-based composite
process management, which include the conceptual CSMM framework for
autonomic process management, the NB framework for automated intelligent
agent-based adaptive SLA negotiation and the PM framework for interorganizational SLA monitoring and verification.
We define some of the common concepts, and lay out the background for
Web services research in Chapter 2. We describe the Web service life cycle,
dynamic and static compositions, complex composite services and some of the
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commonly used standards. Standards are very important to maintain
interoperability for the benefit of composition of Web services. We then present
the state-of-the-art research on Web services-based composite process
management, SLA negotiation and process monitoring. We discuss the pros and
cons of the different approaches to identify their limitations, and thereby,
provide arguments in support of the objectives and motivations behind our
research.
In SOC, outsourcing is an efficient means to reduce client-side overhead. We
present our CSMM framework in Chapter 3, which is based on this concept and
enables outsourcing of the different management tasks to the different modules
within the framework. We discuss the complexity and challenges in each of the
four tasks of process management and argue that each task presents an
important research topic in the area. We provide an overview and design ideas
for implementing each of the four main modules and the sub-modules in the
CSMM. The functionality of the CSMM is explained using an example scenario.
We describe our contribution with regards to the state-of-the-art research in the
area of process management.
Chapters 4 and 5 present the NB and the PM frameworks respectively. We
provide definitions of negotiation tactics, strategy, negotiation support systems
(NSS), and decision support systems (DSS) in Chapter 4. We also provide some
background information on the evolution of negotiation theory and decision
support systems. We present the time-based exponential, polynomial and
sigmoid decision functions and utility functions for cost-benefit decision
strategy, which are applied in the NB framework. Our contributions in this area
include the definition of a flexible, adaptive and intelligent NB framework; a WSPolicy based negotiation policy specification model and a policy mapping model
for automatic translation of high level consumer policy specification to low level
negotiation strategy and decision model. We propose an adaptive negotiation
decision algorithm to adapt the decision function with the opponent’s offer and
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the current status of the negotiation process during an ongoing negotiation. The
algorithm enables consumers to intercept the automated negotiation process in
the NB to provide last minute feedback and then allow the negotiation to resume
with an updated policy. We also propose a strategy selection algorithm that
allows the NB to select the most appropriate negotiation strategy based on the
parties’ policy specifications. We demonstrate the improvements observed in the
combined utility value (CUV) of the service provider and the service consumer
as a result of the application of the adaptive algorithm and the automatic
strategy selection algorithm.
Chapter 5 in the dissertation presents our PM framework. We emphasize the
importance of monitoring with regards to ensuring QoS of business processes.
We describe the problems in monitoring network-based distributed composite
processes on the client-side, and the common approaches used for monitoring
Web services. We apply the SOAP message interception technique to monitor
response time, availability, and reliability of Web services. The PM framework
consists of two sub-systems: the primary sub-system accepts monitor requests
and performance reports to verify SLAs, while multiple secondary sub-systems
reside on the servers that provide Web services as part of their message
processing layer. We propose the secondary sub-system to be integrated with the
standard message processing software, otherwise trust models could be used or
federated service systems can be established to facilitate trusted monitoring by
the PM broker service. Most of the existing management software provides
monitoring within organizational boundaries. We propose a standard-based
simple inter-organizational process monitoring framework that can provide
trusted process monitoring services. The PM framework also allows the data
collected to be used to build a reputation knowledge base for reputation-based
service discovery.
In the following section we present our future work directions before
concluding the dissertation.
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6.2 Future Work
We describe our future work directions based on some of the limitations that
we observed in our current approaches, possible enhancements, and potential
new problem areas that we need to address to implement the CSMM.

6.2.1. The CSMM
Define and implement the SRH, WM and other components: We have not
implemented two of the four main modules, the SRH and the WM, and some of
the other components in the CSMM, such as the ETR and the Reputation KB. We
plan to implement these components either based on new approaches or some
existing approaches with necessary modifications. We provide a brief literature
study of the service selection and workflow composition and execution
approaches in Chapter 2. Significant research has already been done in these
areas and we can customize an existing approach to implement the SRH and
WM modules. The ETR needs to be designed to act on rules and policies for error
recovery.
Extension of the CSMM and its modules to other application areas:
Different modules of the CSMM can be used in the areas of wireless or pervasive
computing and in small industrial devices, where clients have limited processing
power. Due to the use of Web service technology, CSMM can also provide
ubiquitous access to a wide range of service consumers. The independent service
provisioning infrastructure allows each module in the CSMM to be used as an
independent service provider in specific aspects such as, more general
automated policy based negotiations, Web-based reputation systems, and
distributed resource monitoring with WSDM (Web Services Distributed
Management) interfaces. We plan to extend the application of the CSMM
modules in other areas.
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6.2.2. The NB
Automation of the detection of constant values in the parameter mapping
equations: In our current research, we performed exhaustive experimental study
to determine the optimum values of the constants used in the parameter
mapping model. In our future work, we plan to implement an algorithm to
automatically execute offline experiments to detect these values apriori for
different number of issues.
Application of machine learning approaches: The policy mapping model,
the decision model and the strategy selection algorithm can be further improved
by the application of machine learning theory. The negotiation knowledge base
contains negotiation history, which can be used with the policy database and
machine learning theory to derive efficient goal and context mapping rules.
Previous negotiation results can also be very effective for analyzing the
performance of the time-based functions for various DF and preference values to
improve the automatic strategy selection algorithm for different numbers of
issues. The learning approach can be useful particularly when all the preferences
and DF values are not explicitly specified in the policy, which puts forth a very
interesting research problem to explore in future.
Trade-off algorithms for negotiation: In the NB framework, we can enhance
the adaptive decision model to apply trade-off techniques. By observing the
conceding pattern of the different issues in the opponent’s offers, we can try to
determine the other party’s preference weights for the different issues. Hou et al.
[54] apply regression analysis to determine an opponent’s decision function and
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Brzostowski et al. [18] apply difference analysis to detect concession patterns. If
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we can determine an opponent’s preferences, we can devise a trade-off algorithm
to compromise with worse values of our less important issues that are more
important to the opponent in order to achieve better values of own more
important issues.
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Multi-lateral negotiation: The NB framework currently supports only
bilateral bargaining. If multiple service providers offer similar services, a multilateral negotiation can be very effective in finding the best service in the shortest
time. We believe that the NB can be easily extended to support multi-lateral
negotiation, and we would like to explore this in our future research.
Applicability to other application areas: Although the NB is designed for
SLA negotiation, the flexible domain schema-based policy specification model
allows different domain specific schemas to be used. We believe that the NB can
be extended to be used in other application domains because of its powerful
negotiation service provisioning infrastructure, Web service front-end, policy
database and the negotiation knowledge base. One of these areas is cloud
computing where software is made accessible to consumers as a service from the
controlled environment of the different service providers. Another area is
governance in SOA where service requirements propagate down from higher
levels to the lower application levels, from where responses need to propagate to
the upper levels. Industrial supply-chain management may be yet another
prospective application area where product requirement specifications at the
management level have to be negotiated with the manufacturing level.
Application of trust models: Negotiation service consumers have to entrust
the NB with their company policies. Some trust model can, therefore, be
implemented with the NB to establish a trust relationship between the NB and its
service consumers. The current implementation of the NB assumes it to be a
trusted broker framework.

6.2.3. The PM
Application of trust model: As for the NB, we assume that the PM is a
trusted broker framework. The requirement to install the secondary sub-system
(SS) on the service provider’s side stands as a limitation of this approach.
Although we propose making the SS a part of the message processing layer,
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there can be arguments about its practicality. To overcome this limitation, trust
models can be used to establish a trust relationship between the PM and the
service providers for the installation of the SS.
Add support for monitoring other SLA parameters: We intend to explore
other QoS attributes that can be monitored using the PM framework. With the
current secondary sub-system based on the Custom Performance Monitor
Handler (CPMH), the types of parameters that can be monitored are very
limited. Applying other secondary sub-systems (SSs) is one of the ways to
overcome this limitation.
Apply other monitoring techniques or secondary sub-systems: Another
limitation of this approach is that the PM cannot monitor the InOnly Message
Exchange Protocol (MEP), where the incoming requests do not generate any
reply. In-code instrumentation can provide extensive monitoring data at the cost
of maintenance and can be used as a remedy to this problem. However, the PM
then needs to be implemented in a federated service environment.
Alternatively, other SS such as the server-side AWSE framework, or an
existing Enterprise Management Software that the provider may have in place
can be used with the same primary sub-system (PS) of the PM. In AWSE
performance data about the service can be obtained by querying a publicly
exposed management endpoint. However, the correctness of that data may be
questionable. The grave problem of getting access to the service provider’s site is
the main reason behind the unavailability of good commercial software for
monitoring cross-organizational Web processes. Other server-side monitoring
tools and applications can be used as SSs to extend the applicability of the PM to
more general Web processes.
Creation of reputation knowledgebase for service discovery: The
monitoring data can be used to create an efficient reputation knowledge base
since the performance data is collected automatically, and is therefore, correct
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and unbiased. The reputation knowledge base can be used for service discovery
in the presence of multiple service providers offering similar services.
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Appendix A
Service.xml for WSCompany (WS2) Web service
<service name="WSCompany" scope="application" targetNamespace ="http://WSOMCompany.server/">
<description>
Company Service with Axiom
</description>
<module ref="pmreporter"/>
<operation name="companyQuery0">
<messageReceiver class="org.apache.axis2.receivers.RawXMLINOutMessageReceiver"/>
</operation>
<operation name="companyQuery1">
<messageReceiver class="org.apache.axis2.receivers.RawXMLINOutMessageReceiver"/>
</operation>
<schema schemaNamespace="http://WSOMCompany.server/xsd"/>
<parameter name="ServiceClass" locked="false">WSOMCompany.server.WSCompany</parameter>
</service>

WSCompany.wsdl (for WS2)
<wsdl:definitions xmlns:axis2="http://WSOMCompany.server/"
xmlns:http="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/wsdl/http/"
xmlns:mime="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/wsdl/mime/"
xmlns:soap12="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/wsdl/soap12/"
xmlns:wsaw="http://www.w3.org/2006/05/addressing/wsdl"
xmlns:ns="http://WSOMCompany.server/xsd"
xmlns:soap="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/wsdl/soap/"
xmlns:wsdl="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/wsdl/"
targetNamespace="http://WSOMCompany.server/">
<wsdl:types>
<xs:schema xmlns:xs="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema" attributeFormDefault="qualified"
elementFormDefault="qualified" targetNamespace="http://WSOMCompany.server/xsd">
<xs:complexType name="Query0Struct">
<xs:sequence>
<xs:element maxOccurs="unbounded" minOccurs="0" name="employee">
<xs:complexType>
<xs:sequence>
<xs:element name="fname" nillable="true" type="xs:string" />
<xs:element name="lname" nillable="true" type="xs:string" />
<xs:element name="dept_name" nillable="true" type="xs:string" />
<xs:element name="dept_loc" nillable="true" type="xs:string" />
</xs:sequence>
</xs:complexType>
</xs:element>
</xs:sequence>
</xs:complexType>
<xs:complexType name="StringArray">
<xs:sequence>
<xs:element maxOccurs="unbounded" minOccurs="0" name="storenames" nillable="true"
type="xs:string" />
</xs:sequence>
</xs:complexType>
<xs:complexType name="QueryFault">
<xs:sequence>
<xs:element name="companyQueryFault" type="xs:string" />
</xs:sequence>
</xs:complexType>
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Continued
<xs:element name="query0param">
<xs:complexType>
<xs:sequence>
<xs:element name="PID" nillable="false" type="xs:string" />
</xs:sequence>
</xs:complexType>
</xs:element>
<xs:element name="companyQuery0Fault" type="ns:QueryFault" />
<xs:element name="companyQuery0Response" type="ns:Query0Struct" />
<xs:element name="companyQuery1Fault" type="ns:QueryFault" />
<xs:element name="companyQuery1Response" type="ns:StringArray" />
</xs:schema>
</wsdl:types>
<wsdl:message name="companyQuery0Message">
<wsdl:part name="part1" element="ns:query0param" />
</wsdl:message>
<wsdl:message name="companyQuery0ResponseMessage">
<wsdl:part name="part1" element="ns:companyQuery0Response" />
</wsdl:message>
<wsdl:message name="companyQuery0Fault">
<wsdl:part name="part1" element="ns:companyQuery0Fault" />
</wsdl:message>
<wsdl:portType name="WSCompanyPortType">
<wsdl:operation name="companyQuery0">
<wsdl:input message="axis2:companyQuery0Message" wsaw:Action="urn:companyQuery0" />
<wsdl:output message="axis2:companyQuery0ResponseMessage"
wsaw:Action="//WSOMCompany.server/WSCompanyPortType/companyQuery0Response" />
<wsdl:fault message="axis2:companyQuery0Fault" name="companyQuery0Fault"
wsaw:Action="//WSOMCompany.server/WSCompanyPortType/companyQuery0/Fault/companyQ
uery0Fault" />
</wsdl:operation>
</wsdl:portType>
<wsdl:binding name="WSCompanySOAP11Binding" type="axis2:WSCompanyPortType">
<soap:binding transport="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/http" style="document" />
<wsdl:operation name="companyQuery0">
<soap:operation soapAction="urn:companyQuery0" style="document" />
<wsdl:input><soap:body use="literal" /></wsdl:input>
<wsdl:output><soap:body use="literal" /></wsdl:output>
<wsdl:fault name="companyQuery0Fault"><soap:body use="literal" /></wsdl:fault>
</wsdl:operation>
</wsdl:binding>
<wsdl:binding name="WSCompanySOAP12Binding" type="axis2:WSCompanyPortType">
<soap12:binding transport="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/http" style="document" />
<wsdl:operation name="companyQuery0">
<soap12:operation soapAction="urn:companyQuery0" style="document" />
<wsdl:input><soap12:body use="literal" /></wsdl:input>
<wsdl:output><soap12:body use="literal" /></wsdl:output>
<wsdl:fault name="companyQuery0Fault">
<soap12:fault use="literal" name="companyQuery0Fault" />
</wsdl:fault>
</wsdl:operation>
</wsdl:binding>
<wsdl:service name="WSCompany">
<wsdl:port name="WSCompanySOAP11port_http" binding="axis2:WSCompanySOAP11Binding">
<soap:address location="http://localhost:8080/axis2/services/WSCompany" />
</wsdl:port>
<wsdl:port name="WSCompanySOAP12port_http" binding="axis2:WSCompanySOAP12Binding">
<soap12:address location="http://localhost:8080/axis2/services/WSCompany" />
</wsdl:port>
</wsdl:service>
</wsdl:definitions>

